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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

THE V.C. WHO SMOKED.—A feat of wonderful courage and
endurance was that of Lieut. W. T. Forshaw, of the 1/9th Mancheaters. On August 7th-9th a position in Gallipoli, known as
the Vineyard, was subjected to a violent bomb attack by the
Turks. Repeated attempts were made by the enemy to rush the

Edited by
3, A. Hanottertoa

Vineyard, but Lieut. Forshaw, coolly smoking a cigarette, kept
them at bay, throwing bombs continuously for forty-one hours.
Once some Turks succeeded in getting over the barricade, but
the officer drove them off with his revolver and held on. For this
magnificent exploit Lieut. Forshaw received the coveted order,
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THE RIDDLE OF THE BALKANS
An Explanation of the Greatest Diplomatic
Problem in the History of Statecraf t
By JOHN FOSTER FRASER, F R.G.S.
The dramatic mobilisation of the Bulgaria Af qzy brings the Balkan gueStion to a head. Rumania
has been threatined with Belgium's /ate, b'tt still stands . firm against the tacit violation of her
neutrality, in 'not allowing German ammunition to_ass through her territory. Serbia, after a year of
war, is hard pressed, but undaunted. Greee.e . a.waits .the. .action of. her :ne ghbour s. The whole world
and the diplomatists look with anxiety towards the the Near East, where the first flame of war
ignited. The following article, by :Ur. ,Tohib Foster Fraser, the eminent author and traveller, and
writer of such well-known books as " Pictures front the Balkans," !! The Land of Veiled Women,"
will help OILY readers to understand the aims, ideals, and grievances of the Balkan group, whose
concerted action, which may make or mar the future of Europe, apper,'rs at last to be imminent.
OST folk skip the war and diplomatic news from the
Balkans. They would like to know what Bulgaria
is up to, and whether Rumania intends to join in the
lighting or keep out. But everything has got in such a
tangle, and the unravelling seems so difficult that the average
_man has given up trying to find where the ends of the string

M

Serbia has ambition to revive the old Serbian empire
with all Serbs living in adjoining
territory, principally in southern
parts of Austria, Montenegro,
and Herzegovina, within its
ring. Bulgaria is quite sure it
is the dominant country in the
Balkans, and after fighting the
Turks a few years ago feels
very sore that parts of Macedonia inhabited by Bulgars
should have gone to Serbia and
Greece. Rumania is quite
willing to join the Allies against
her old enemies the Turks and,
as she cannot expect Bulgaria
to yield territory, her price is
a slice of Bessarabia, where
much of the population is
Mr. John Foster Fraser
Rumanian in race, but belongs
to Russia—and Russia, which is being invaded in the north,
is not disposed to give territory away in the south. Were
such a thingi done there would be nasty demonstrations in
Russia against the unpatriotism of the (iovernment.
Kew Ideals and Old Songs
Little countries, like little people, are very to
and when you add to this the hot rivalry of the hillsmen
in what is called savage South-Eastern Europe, and where
people as frequently die from difference of opinion as from
disease, and you want them to live in peace, you have got
liold of a riddle Which will fake long to solve. But it
is as pretty a complicated puzzle as ever worried a
diplomatistto baldness.
The Balkans means "black mountains," and from the
Danube River down to the /Eg,ean Sea there is a Welter of
Inns, and all people who live in hills - have the instinct for
fighting. In the romantic old days the Whole of the :region
was conquered by Turkey. But , though Turke., could
conquer she could not rule. So the submerged nationalities
began to rise, and Turkey began to take steps to the rear,
When I was a small boy and wore knickerbockers,Rtissia
became the "Liberator " of Bulgaria; to free the Bulg,ars
from Turkish misrule. There was great fighting in :the
Balkans, and when I - rode a horse aver the -Shi-pka Fass
I found plenty of 'relccs of - sturdy battles. Those were the
days when our fathers sang "The Russians shall not have
Constantinople " ; and to-day a good many of us are
willing to revise the chorus.
Now, Russia helped Bulgaria, getting on for forty years
ago, not so much because Russia's heart panted to save

a gallant people from " Turkish atrocities "—which,
way, were rather exaggerated—but because Bulgaria, would
be an excellent stepping-stone for Russia to reach
Mediterranean waters. But when the Russo-Turkish War
-‘vas over Bulgaria disappointed Muscovy. Having got
her liberty, she said, Thank you very much, Mr. Russian,
and now we think we can manage for ourselves." And,
notwithstanding abductions of princes and assassinations of
premiers, Bulgaria did manage for herself and, in fullness
of time, "took on " Turkey and thrashed her, expected
much territory, failed to get it, had a bloody quarrel with
her neighbour Serbia, and did not exactly come oil with
flying colours, And one of the things Bulgaria insists
upon, before she throws in her lot with the Allies and
helps Serbia, is that she be handed over a slab of the exTurkish territory of Macedonia which went to Serbia, and
which she says ought to be Bulgarian because Bulgars live
there of- which a little more anon.
Tite Bulgars are. a fine, sturdy, agricultural people a little
dour, perhaps; sometimes called the Seotch of the Balkans,
who have pushed back the Turks, secured their independence,
and really done amazing things in the development of their
country. Animated by the spirit of national discontent,
they want- Bulgaria to be a bigger country than it is, and
it goes against the grain that enormous areas of Macedonia
which she had reckoned upon as leers should belong to Greece
and to Serbia.
Now Serbia is—or was, before the curse of war ref t
her—the most delightful nation of peasants in the world.
The rival claimants to the throne, the Icarageorgovitchs
and the Obrenovitchs, have occasionally cut one another's
throats ; but the Serbs are charming, for all that. They,
too, have had their dreams of all the Serbs living in one
national family. But always they have been badgered
and bullied by their big neighbour Austria-Hungary.
Thete was always the, poSsibility of Austria annexing
little Serbia, ands getting down to Sabinica, a useful port
which Austria has - long fancied, and which Germany has
- Urged her to lanes because Germany had an idea that
one of these days she would gohble up the Austrian Empire
and all attached to it, and then the region of the Teutons
would extend from the Baltic to the ..Egean. - And the
first move in this war was the attack of Austria upon"Serbia
to carry out the plan. It lied to be done, or those confounded little> Balkan States,' rather out of wind with
fighting each other, would be puffing theniselves up again..
The Fatal Quarrel Over the Spoils
There is another bit of the riddle it is worth while trying
to understand. The Balkan countries north of Macedonia- those belonging to Turkey-4W what a little country like
Japan did to Riissia, and they concluded :they could dd
the same thing to Turkey. . Turkey would be defeated,
and then Macedonia would belong to—whom ? -1" Where
the Serbs live must be ours,". said Serbia. " Where the
Bulgars live must be ours," said Bulgaria. " But where
the Greeks live should belong to us," said Greece, from
[Continued on puke 148.
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Bulgaria Mobilised for the European Drama

Bulgarian artillery on the march. The guns are mainly of Creusot and Krupp manufacture, but Bulgaria's success in the Balkan
War against the Turk has been attributed to an overwhelming strength in french guns.

A detachment of Bulgarian pioneers laying a railroad. The strong Slav influence in the
uniforms is very noticeable from this photograph.

Types of Bulgarian infantry in full marching kit. Inset : General Savoff, Bulgaria's Generalissimo, whose military genius was thrown
into relief by the late Balkan War. The attitude of Bulgaria towards the European War has been enigmatical, and the sudden
order Cor the mobilisation of her forces occasioned the surprise inevitable when rumour gave way to reality.
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THE RIDDLE OF THE BALKANS `";,'j;`,'the south. " If justice is done," observed Rumania,.
" the whole of Macedonia should come to us, because it was
ence ours." So while they were all crying out against the
accursed atrocities of the infidel Turks towards the poor
Christians in Macedonia, they each began to mark the
feathers that were to be theirs, before the bird was dead- ;
«-hick would have been all right if they had not wanted
to have the feathers. So they fell to quarrelling, and when
I took a jaunt through Macedonia I found that most of
them had forgotten their quarrels with the Christian-slaving
Indeed, the a::otaTtion
Turks and were slaying one another.
to rid Macedonia of the Turks was a scheme to get hold of
territory.
At Monastir I found ,myself right in the middle of the
whirlpool. " You cannot deny this was once part of
Serbia," said the Serbs, and I did not deny it; at any rate,
it was not advisable to argue about it. " Nov. thek
people belong to the Bulgar Church," said the Bulgarians,
" and,. of course, the region.ought to be ours." " But they
arc Greeks in race, and they speak Greek, and it is absurd
for the Bulgars to claim them," said the Grceks.
Religion, Nationality, and Strife The Greeks pointed to villages where all the, folk
What
went to the Greek Church, and must be Greek.
nonsense ! " exclaimed Bulgaria. " They are of our race
and speak our tongue." Then " bands," as they were
called, penetrated Macedonia to convert Greek people to
the Greek Church, and Bulgarians to convert Bulgars to
the Bulgarian Church both claimed nationality for the
others who were different in race. The poor villagers.had
the roughest time of it. -When the " bands " met they
shoe-at sight. Europe intervened, because Europe got the
stupid idea the massacres were all done by the Turks,
whereas most of the massacres were by Christians upon
each. other—and the one country which refused to interfere
wee; Germany. How wrong it was for France, England,
and Italy to interfere with the domestic affairs of Turkey !
Germany was the friend of Turkey, and Germans—clever
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!crows—got nearly all the big concessions which Turkey had
to cite to western nations. - And that partly explains the
alliance between Germany and Turkey.
Well, the Balkans, particularly Bulgaria, prepared to
clear Turkey out of Europe, and very nearly did. Next
the victors disputed over the bones. Serbia and Greece
got a: fair shale, and Bulgaria, which had born& the brunt
However, the
of the fight, got comparatively little.
Balkan States were battered with much fighting, and were
in no state for a third war, Now Was the moment for
Austria, egged on by Germany, to Make the stroke which
would upset the whipper-snapper nations, and give access
to the _Tigcan. The assassination of the Austrian Grand
Duke in Bosnia—alleged to be the work of Serbs, who had
ideas of including Bosnia in a regenerated Serbia—was
the excuse.
Bulgaria's Price for Intervention
Serbia, however, was not going to he swallowed. Besides,
she had a powerful friend in Russia, who did not want
Austria-Germany marching to Stamboul. Russia stood by
Serbia, France stood by Russia, Britain stood by*France,
and her determination strengthened by the German outrage
upon Belgium—and everything was in the fire. Serbia
has made the bravest of stands against her big Austrian
antagonist. Serbia, however, is getting exhausted, and
wan its help. Bulgaria, \ vhich certainly has nothing to
gain by an Austro-German occupation of Serbia, is willing
to help on terms—that she lies a piece of Macedonia which
Serbia now holds. Serbia is likely to yield. Rumania is
also willing to join the Allies if she is paid. Anyway, she
will not let war material from Germany pass through her
land for Turkey ; and the Germans threaten to treat
Rumania as they did Belgium.
I think that all the Balkan States will range themselvei
alongside the Allies. But, oh dear, what trouble there
will be later on in dividing the property ! In the case of the
Balkans it 'would be , advisable not only to reckon the
chickens but to allocate
them before they are
)
rt
hatched.
t...

" ANOTHER GREAT GERMAN VICTORY."—Carrying two little girls who were wounded, with other innocents, during a bombard-.
ment of a French town. Even after a year of indulgence to blood lust, the appetite of the " blonde beast " is not sated.
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Italy's Gigantic War Work on the Roof of Europe

The Bats of Hannibal and Napoleon in sealing the Alps have
been extolled by historians as supreme examples of physical
endurance, but when one remembers that heavy weapons in the
former's army were a negligi ble quantity, and that Napoleon's

guns did not approach the size of modern ordnance, one can
realise that Italy's Alpine campaign against strong enemy
mountain forte is veritably a herculean task. This photograph
shows a large Italian gun being dragged up the mountain side.

With the Tricolour from Tunis to Seddul Bahr,

French soldiers, aided by Arabs, put a hawser round
a mule in order to hoist it aboard a transport.

THOUGH our French friends have borne, and arc
I still bearing, the brimt of the war on the western
front, they are taking a share in the allied enterprise at the Dardanelles. The gallant Tricolour is
therefore hoisted along the Mediterranean, from
Bizerta to Seddul Bahr. A certain number of troops,
munitions, camels, and horses, are ever trekking by
transport to this Mecca of the pilgrims of liberty.
The scepticism one time current in France as to the
necessity of sacrificing men to win a way through
to Constantinople has apparently been dispelled.

French naval funeral at Mudros, where some of our allies have been in training for their part in the struggle on Gallipoli. inset: A
mass of 75 mm. shell cases collected after the discharge of projectiles, each one representing so much worth of valuable metal,
the dominating factor in this war of machines and men.
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Where Every Furlong counts a British Victory

A letter home to gladden some anxious heart. British soldier writes a hasty line
in a dug-out in the side of the cliff. In the top right-hand corner the modest crosses
mark the burial-place of two more who have died that Britain may live.

Unique post-box made out of an ammunition
box, and fixed in an improvised table outsida
a Gallipoli camp.

idea of the magnitude of Britain's
BOMB
task in the Levant may be gathered from
the fact that during the six short months since
the memorable landing - battles in Gallipoli
a considerably larger number of casualties have
occurred than during the whole of the Boer
War.
Wha-t has been accomplished already in this
fateful Oriental field has, in view of the difficulties, proved little short of marvellous.
The heroism of the Anzac supermen is the
lodestone of eventual victory. Such determined
and courageous strife as that waged for the
possession of Achi Baba, which shines through
Sir Ian Hamilton's inspiring despatch, is unsurpassed in the history of patriotic devotion.
While the immensity of the campaign at the
Dardanelles cannot be overestimated, the fact
that the Turks are calling to Berlin for relict,
and that a strong feeling against the Hun
exists in Constantinople may bring the Allies'
triumph nearer to realisation.

Australian troops practise bomb-throwing in a gorge on the Gallipoli Peninsula. This is the most hazardous of all infantry work, and
requires considerable skill. Inset: Constructing a pier to facilitate landing operations. Soldiers pile-driving on the beach.

o.
.

F

Some of General Botha's bodyguard trekking along the acrid waste of sand—dunes, typical of the fringe and interior of Namaqualand, now British South—West Africa.
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" IN AFRIC'S SUNNY CLIME."—There are no limits to the scenes of war against
Wilhelm's military despotism. While strife proceeds along the Alpine way, already
pregnant with' winter, on Gallipoli, where late summer heat .s.; almost intolerable, in the

marshland-of Russia, the cornfields of Western Europe, war goes on simultaneously over
the sandy plains of Africa. The Cameroon and East Africa are at grips with the Huns.
These photographs:were taken during the struggle for South—West Africa.

CP
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Preparing o Meet the Rigours of Winter

French soldiers erecting houses of wattles in th3 Lorraine Forest for the use of officers during the coming winter campaign.

IF there was any doubt early in the spring as to
the inevitability of Europe spending the
winter of 1915 in the trenches, such a contingency
is now an accepted fact, the only essential
decision of the war being still far away in the
future. . All belligerents are therefore preparing
to endure this ordeal, and in view of the lull in
the western front full time has been available to
erect convenient constructions for winter quarters
and to invest trenches with some degree of
comfort for the bad season when it comes.
The exclusive photographs on this page illustrate the length to which our Allies are going in
the Lorraine Forest. A veritable town of firstline tenements for the use of officers and men
alike is springing up, and the completeness as well
as the artistry of these buildings is remarkable.

A miniature town is springing up in the neighbourhood of the Lorraine Forest, where our gallant French allies are taking advantage
of the temporary lull to prepare for the inevitable winter campaign. These buildings will be principally used by officers.

The Wco. Illustrated, 2nd October, 1915.
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General French pays a Visit to British Wounded

General Sir John French walking the gangway on to a British hospital
ship to inspect the wounded. Inset : The Commander—in—Chief, who,
in spite of his arduous work and• responsibility finds time to take a
personal interest in the wounded, is seen on board a hospital train.

The incongruity of this photograph will strike the most casual observer. Here amid the main arteries of war, in the centre of an
Occidental rail junction, Oriental patriots are holding an early morning prayer. Blankets have been spread on the ground, and it
will be seen that each Indian has removed his boots, in accordance with a rite of his religion.

Leaders of Great Sister Nations meet in the Alps

General Cadorna roughly indicating to General Joffre the Italian
plan of campaign. On his left are Colonel Gomelin and General
Porro, two prominent Italian leaders. Inset: The meeting of
the French Generalissimo and King Victor Emmanuel.

The French Commander—in—Chief, with Generals Cadorna and Porro in the background. In response to an invitation, General
Joffre recently spent two days at the Alpine front, visiting important points of the line, and exchanging plans and views with the
Italian Staff. lie was decorated by King Victor with the Grand Cross of the Military Order of Savoy. (Photographs by S. D'Arcy.)

77,c War lilustiatcd, 2nd October, 1915.
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West Kents score Great Success on the Euphrates

The West Kents scored a brilliant victory over the Turks in
the Persian Gulf, capturing Nasiriyeh on July 24th. After a
heavy bombardment a detachment made an irresistible charge
and put the enemy to flight. Incidentally an officer and twelve
men were detailed off to clear out some trenches and take two

towers, whence a heavy fire proceeded. The trenches had been
covered with layers of chetai, (or sun matting), which the attack—
ing force were compelled to root up to reach the enemy with
their bayonets. After a sanguinary encounter, the position
including the two towers fell into British hands.
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Otagos Obliterate Strong Turkish Position

One of the most daring exploits recorded in Sir lan Hamilton's
inspiring despatch was the demolition of a sandbag bombproof structure by two sappers of the New Zealand Engineers.
After dusk had fallen on the terrible Peninsula, these courageous
Otagos crawled out of their trenches over the intervening space

of " no man's land" and laid a charge of gun-cotton against thi
building. Retiring to a place of safety, the charge was fired,
and the position, which by reason of its invulnerability against
our artillery and bombs had constituted a check to the British
plans, was completely obliterated by the force of the explosion.
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS IN THE WAR [4
i1 1

I.—The Coldstream Guards
HE Coldstream Guards
is the regiment which
was raised by George
Monk, . and which
fought under Cromwell at Dunbar. In
December; 1659, it was
camped, - during three
weeks of piercing cold,
village of
in - the
Coldstream, on the
Tweed, and on New Year's Day it set
out for London, where it had some
share in restoring Charles.II. to his throne.
In 1661 that king took the regiment into
his service, and since it has been known
as the Second or Coldstream Regiment
of Foot Guards. In its two inindred and
sixty rears of life it has won glory in
nearly all parts- of the world. The Coldstreams fought at Mons in 1678, and
under Dutch William at Namur. At
Malpiaquet and again at Fontenoy the
regiment eras nearly destroyed, and,
haying crossed over to America, it suffered
heavily at Guildford in 1781. It was
with Wellington in the Peninsula, where
the corpses_ of the Coldstreams littered
the fields of Talavera and Barrosa ; at
the .crisis of the Battle of Waterloo they
held the farm of Hougomont ; and they
endured to the end through the fog of
Inkerman. In our own time they fought
in South Africa under Pole-Carew, advancing at Belmont and forcing their way
across the Modder.
At Mons Again After 236 Years
The men who landed in France in
August, 1914, were soon to show themselves worthy successors of the heroes
who fought and fell upon these bloody
fields. The 1st Battalion - Was in the
1st Brigade and the 1st Division, and the
- end and 3rd Battalions were in the 4th
Brigade and the end Division, this being
also called the Guards Brigade because it
consisted wholly of Guardsmen. All three
battalions were in the First Army Corps,
commanded by Sir Douglas Haig.
We cannot in an article, hardly in a
volume, give anything like a full_ account
of the work done by these three battalions
during the first year of the Great War; it
was too great and too glorious. We shall,
therefore, confine ourselves to four actions
in which the Coldstreams specially distinguished themselves—their stand at
• Mons, their fight at Landrecies, their deeds
at. the first Battle of Ypres, and their
struggle in the brickfields at Cuinchy.
After a few days spent near Boulogne
the Coldstreams, like the other battalions,
were sent forward to the front, and on
Sunday morning- , August 23rd, they were
shown their position, and at once put to
work to dig trenches in the fields in which
they were. The ist Battalion was near
Binche, where the French and British
lines met, and the end and 3rd were
about midway between that place and
Mons. Each battalion held about half
a mile of the line, certain companies being
in front and others in reserve.
Late in the afternoon the German
guns opened fire, and soon our officers,
by means of their glasses, could see their
infantry pressing forward. When they

"Though-rankin ,second on the list of our
infantry, this is the senior regiment of the
British - Army. Other corps may boast of
earlier traditions, but this- is the oldest
7zational regiment and the sole survivor of
the famous New Model. Well may it claim,
in its proud Latin motto, that it is second to
—FORIESCCE'S " History of the British
Army."
came within range the Coldstreams,
almost all of them skilled marksmen,
fired, steadily and at the word into the
advancing masses, remaining undisturbed in spite of the heavy artillery fire,
which was directed by aeroplanes, and
of the fresh forces which were continually
hurled against them. They were neither
beaten nor broken, but alas! the French
had gone from the British right, and
Germans were working round it, so to save
his corps Sir Douglas Haig ordered the
men to draw slowly back towards Bray.
This was the beginning of the Great

A Coldstream Guard in parade uniform.

Retreat which was undertaken in earnest
as soon as the darkness fell. On that
Sunday, Lord Plymouth's son, the Hon.
Archer Windsor-Clive, was killed, the
first name on a long list soon to be added
to the Coldstream's roll of honour.
During the 'retreat Sir Douglas Haig
entrusted to the Brigade of Guards the
hazardous, if honourable, duty of protectint the rear of his corps, and in this
brigade, as we have seen, were the end
As an officer
and - 3rd Coldstreams.
wrote : " Our job eras to take up
successive positions and hold on to them
till ordered to vacate them." On one of
these occasions the 2nd Coldstreams
were told to hold a position for fOur hours
to enable the remainder of the brigade to
get safely away. The men entrenched
themselves, and prepared to obey the
order, but at once the German guns,
having in some way or another discovered
the spot, began to pepper-them. Quickly
Lieut.-Col. G. P. T. Fefiding, D.S.O., their
commanding officer, moved them back
about two hundred yards into some fields
of clover and roots, and there they remained until the four critical hours had
passed.
Immortal Landrecies
This rearguard duty was responsible
for the Battle of Landrecies. On the
night of Monday, the 24th, the tired
battalion of Guards slept where they
could in fields and barns until 3.30 in the
morning, when they were ordered to
move. Wearily they tramped along
mile after mile, and in the afternoon they
reached-the little town of Landrecies, and
hopecs for a good night's rest. But this
was not to be. At four o'clock, just
after their arrival, there was a false
alarm ; but as the Germans were known
to be advancing, at seven o'clock a
company of the 3rd Coldstreams eras
sent out to barricade and stretch wire
across the streets. This was done, and
soon the sound of marching was heard.
At first it was thought the marchers
might be French soldiers, but they were
not. They were Germans, and they
opened fire upon the Coldstreams. This
was returned, and the Battle of Landrecies began.
The battle was fought at night, and in
the streets, which were a scene of carnage
and confusion. As soon as ever the alarm
was given our men rushed for their arms,
and the remainder of the 3rd Coldstreams
was sent out to meet the foe, while the
other battalions prepared • defences in
•the town. Well and truly did the
Coldstreams play their allotted part
through that terrible night. Some lay
across the streets, others worked machineguns in sheltered positions, while others
rushed forward and drove their bayonets
into the enemy, all being under, a steady
fire from the guns brought up by the
Germans in the dark. At one point a
detachment of sixty men. lined a street
about seventy-five yards behind some
wire on which they had hun,a tin can.
It was too dark to see the Germans,
b
but
the Coldstreams knew where they were
when the can rattled against the wires.
[Continued on page 159.
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Coldstream Guards' Immortal Action at Landrecies

This glorious action, which took place on August 24th,1914, immediately after Mons, was one of the most important fights during
the early days of the famous retreat on Paris. The battle was waged in the dark, a hand-to-hand struggle in the streets of the
town which, for ferocity, carnage, and individual courage, has not been surpassed in the course of the war.

and then they let them have it. The
enemy, however, got round to the rear
of our men, who retired a few yards, and
into the town by other ways. Much of
the fighting was hand-to-hand and with
bayonets, but the wild scene baffles
description.
Just before daylight the
Coldstreams, who had lost five officers
and abort a hundred and fifty men, were
relieved by the Irish Guards, but their
stubborn valour had saved the corps.
Leaving many dead behind them, the
Germans retired before the morning.
Heroism at Ypres
Before the great Battle of Ypres, which
began on October 19th, the three battalions had lost many officers and men,
mostly in the fighting on the Marne and
the Aisne, and although drafts had arrived
to fill the gaps, they were not at
full strength. Viscount Hawarden, a
lieutenant, and Captains Banbury and
Fuller-Maitland were dead, and so were
two gallant subalterns, bearers of historic
names—Percy Wyndham and Geoffrey
Larnbton. Two or three had been taken
prisoners and several, including Captains
the Hon. C. H. S. Monk, a kinsman of
the founder, and F. Hardy, wounded.
We must not forget to say that on
September 28th Lance-Corporal F. W.
Dobson, of the znd Battalion, had won
the first Victoria Cross gained by the
Guards during the war, and that SecondLieutenant Beckwith Smith, of the est
Battalion, had earned the D.S.O. On
October 4th, near Vendresse, he led fifty
men in an attack on some German
trenches, which were taken.
When the Battle of Ypres opened, the
three battalions of Coldstreams were all
with the rest of the First Corps in front
of Ypres, actually on the road leading
from Bixschoote to Zonnebeke, and from

there they advanced, on the zest, a little
way towards Bruges, But this was all
the progress that was made, for the
Germans, as at• Mons, were coming on in
overwhelming strength, and our men had
their work cut out to hold them back.
On the 22nd they broke through the line
where the est Coldstreams were, but the
Guards stood firm, and on the 24th they
were relieved by some French Territorials.
During the second stage of this long
battle, the Coldstreams were all between
Zonnebeke and Gheluvelt, the most
important part of our line, and there on
the 20th the est- Battalion was in the
thick of the fight. The men were driven
from their trenches, and four companies
were surrounded ; but - many of them
refused to surrender and died fighting.
One of these was the Hon. V. D. Boscawen,
a son of Lord Falmouth. The remaining
companies met a still fiercer attack two
days later, being again driven from the
trenches ; and by the time the day was
done, the est Battalion had ceased to
exist as a fighting unit.
Prussian Guards Outmatched
On the same day, one of the two
critical days of this battle, the znd and
3rd Battalions had a terrible ordeal.
They had been moved to protect a most
important position at - Klein -Zillebeke,
which Sir Douglas Haig said must be
held at all costs—and at all costs they
did hold it. The stubborn attack delivered on October 31st was repeated,
with less vigour on the following day,
and again on November 5th ; but the
Germans did not prevent the Guards
from advancing and capturing some
machine-guns on the 7th, or from being
ready for the Prussian Guard on the meth.
This assault, as all the world knows,
failed, and the Coldstreams—or what

was left of them—were still in front of
Ypres when the battle died aWay.
But a terrible price had been paid for
this success. The three battalions cannot have lost much less than 1,500 men,
and among the officers killed were Majors
the Hon. L. d' H. Hamilton, of the 1st
Battalion, and H. A. Markham, of the
2nd, Captain Monk, the Hon. Nigel
Legge-Bourke, the Hon. C. DouglasPennant, and many more. Four captains were among the missing, and one
or two of these were certainly dead,
Michael O'Leary's Part
Small wonder that after this trial by
fire the Guards were given a rest ; but
they were again ready for the foe in
January: At that time the est Battalion
of the Coldstreams was entrenched in a
brickfield near Cuinchy, and on January
25th these were attacked and blown in:
A counter-attack was organised, but the
Germans could not be
driven out,
and for the next ten days the fight for
the brickfield continued.
To help in this struggle, the. 4th Brigade,
in which were the 2nd and 3rd Coldstreams, Was brought up to Cuinchy ;
but they had only just got there when, on
February est, the 2n Battalion was
driven from its trenches, which a determined counter-attack 'failed to recover.
But now a second-lieutenant; Arthur
Leigh-Bennett, came to the' rescue, and
so did that fine Irishman, Michael O'Leary.
-Under Leigh-Bennett, fifty men of the
Coldstreams and thirty of the Irish,
Guards recovered all the lost ground and,
took some machine-guns. Finally, the
3rd Coldstreams on February 6th drove
the Germans from another section of
the brickfield. In the fighting at Cuinchy,
Viscount Northland and several sub.
alterns were killed.
A. W. HOLLAND.
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Belgian Novelties from the Yser and District

War—worn Eelgian soldiers, fatigued by long vigil in the trenches, are crossing a
waterway in Flanders in order to reach their billets.

The church at Lampernesse has suffered the fate
of every place of sanctity in the firing line.

"Some " luxury in the trenches. Belgian playing a piano taken from a neighbour—
ing house Its strains invariably provoke a volley from the jealous Hun.

Curious effect of shell fire on houses at Oestkerke. Ail tiles have
been shaken off, while the roof supports remain intact.

" London Bridge." Pontoon constructed by British and Belgians
across theYser, and known by name of Thames' most famous soan.

Pare 16!
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Barge-Hospital Service between Rouen and Paris

A familiar war—time sight along the swift—flowing Seine. Flotilla of
barge hospitals which ply between Rouen and Paris with a comple—
ment of wounded. This means of transport has proved more com—
fortable and safer in some cases than the Red Cross car or train.

British R.A.M.C. line up on the quayside to assist in the removal of the injured from the barge hospitals, thence to convey them to
shore infirmaries. Inset : The handy medico takes a turn at the mangle on one of these floating refuges for stricken warriors.
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mprovised Bridges ulfil Military Necessities

Bridges to the front by rail. Large pontoons on their way to the
Belgian lines for use in bridging the Yser.

Railway bridge built by the Germans in record time to replace
original structure destroyed by the retreating Russians.

Drawing, reproduced from a German paper, showing enemy pioneers constructing a fairly solid communication over a river on
tile eastern front. A destroyed bridge, though it occasions some delay to an advancing army, is not nowadays of vital consequence.
Inset : Unique bridge over the Bug, consisting of bedsteads on which planks have been laid, erected by Austrian troops.
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German Battery in an Inferno of 'No Man's Land'

With a loud clatter of hoofs on the ancient cobble-stones, the
crack of whips, and hoarse exhortations of men, a battery of
German artillery dashes through an inferno on the western front.
This spirited yet detailed drawing by an enemy artist purports to

represent an incident which took place in the village of Passchen—
daele. Burning, tottering buildings all around them, the martial
cortege gallops through the main street of the village to take up
a position facing the British lines in the neighbourhood of Ypres.

THE _WAR BY
By F. A. McKenzie, War Correspondent
HE Germans appear almost to have
shot their bolt." This striking
phrase from Lord Kitchener's
recent review of the fighting situation
has naturally attracted widespread attention. It sums up his viewi, and, therefore, the view of his Majesty's Government, on the progress of the war. It
means that in the opinion of the responsible authorities Germany is becoming
exhausted in men, in munitions, and -in
money. This view of coming German
exhaustion is also largely held in Russia.
On what grounds is it based ?
On the surface there is little to confirm
Lord Kitchener's declaration. Germany
has -- for months held the western front
successfully against all attacks, save for
a few local but comparatively unimportant
successes by the Allies. We have closed
the door to Calais and to Paris to her,
but her entreachments have so far proved
an impassable barrier to us. In the east
her vast armies are still, as I write,
adVancing to the north and fighting in
the south, and the highest Russian hopes
for the present lie in checking them. In
the Dardanelles the magnitude of our
problem becomes more evident each week.

T

Germany and Exhaustion
Is Germany becoming exhausted in
men ? One of the most capable American
observers, Senator Beveridge, estimated
that Germany has five million men under
arms, and that she can keep that number
in the field despite losses for at least six
years. Mr. Beveridge wrote this in
Germany from the German point of view,
and he wrote it before the gigantic
German losses during the Russian
campaign. The facts as known to the
general public to-day justify us in believing that Germany has reached her
maximum in numbers, and that her
total of fightins men is less than three
months ago. But
' we also know that the
German system of defensive war is enabling her to hold long lines with comparatively small numbers of men.
There is nothing in the decreasing numbers
of troops which justifies a hope of early
peace.
Is there a shortage in foodstuffs ?
Nine months ago Germany painted to
the- world a moving but wholly false
picture of her people threatened with
starvation by the blockade policy of
the Allies.
This was done to create
sympathy among neutral nations. At
that time Germany had . plenty. To-day
Germany says little about food shortage,
hitt it becomes more and more evident
that 'the Shortage is now genuine. Wheat
is particularly scarce. I saw a few days
ago a slice of Gerinan bread made from
rye, birchwood, sawdust, and potatoes.
But, frankly, I cannot contemplate the
likelihood of Germany being starved into
submission, and those who count on it
are,- I am convinced, under a great
delusion. There is a greater possibility of the
exhaustion of military supplies. Our
blockade becomes daily more effective.
The enormous importations through neutral -countires that were a feature of the
early months of the war are being more
and more cut off. The' German armies
showed over large sections of the fieldduring this dull summer season consider-

able economy in the use of heavy-gun
munitions. But it is only reasonable to
suppose that their chemits are evolving
fresh methods of manufacture, and are
concentrating on the utilisation of waste.
In finance, we are in a dominatingly
superior position to the enemy, and we
can do much more than evene the new
Budget demands of us if necessary.
Britain's Reserve Strength
The strength of Britain to-day lies in
her command of the sea, and in her unused resources. The question for the
nation is how we can utilise these resources in the quickest and best way to
end the war.
Much from the military point of view
will depend upon the results of the long
anticipated forward movement in the
west. The moment when we will strike
and the place where we will strike are
known only to the General Staff. The
attempt to pierce the western lines of
German entrenchments must be very
costly. If it succeeds it will be well worth
the cost. There is a general belief among
soldiers that the German front is hollow
inside. In other words, she has concentrated all her strength on her outer lines
and once these are forced our mobile
troops, like our cavalry brigades, will
be able to operate over large sections of
country.
The most successful campaign in the
west this autumn can scarcely do more
than restore Lille to France, and throw
the Germans in the north back on to the
Antwerp - Brussels - Namur front. That,
however, would he an invaluable gain. It
would restore the prestige of our arms
among neutral nations ; it would restore
the initiative to us, and it would strike a
tremendous blow at German national
confidence. We can only wait for tile
results of our advance.
Are ire prepared to follow up the results
of victory if it comes ? We will need more
men ? Are they coming in ? Frankly,
they are not. The recruiting figures given
by Mr. Asquith recently are disappointing.
Not far short of three million men " first
and last have offered themselves to the
country," including the men, in the Army,
the Navy, and the Reserve when the war
broke out. From the form in which this
statement was made we must presume
that it includes the volunteers who were
rejected. It does not, however, include
troops from the Dominions or our-Indian
forces. Lord Kitchener tells us that there
has been a shrinkage in the flow of enlistments, and that the problem of keeping
up the strength of the armies m 1916 has
caused. the authorities anxious thought.
Can We Follow Up Victory?
Were I merely anxious to please my
readers, I Should write at length about
the magnificent national spirit which has
led over two million young men to volunteer for the war. 'Such talk is foolish
and futile nonsense. All glory to the
young men who have joined the ranks
But we must have larger numbers of
recruits if we hope to win. . The issue here
is so serious that I would beg my readers
to use their influence to induce all people
they can reach to face this problem as
it really is. This is no time to argue
about the merits or demerits of conscription. We must have the men'. Ilow

can we get them in the quickest way and
with the least friction ?
The out-and-out advocates of voluntaryism are attempting to fight this matter
out on personalities. They-devote themselves, many. of, them, to bitter personal
attacks on the advocates of national
service. No slander is too low, no imputation of motives too vile for them to
adopt. Time after time during the past
month I have been made sick and sorry
to read the unceasing streams of venom
poured upon men whose one crime is that
they are advocating at great personal
cost what they believe to be the necessary
measures Britain must take if she is to
win this war.
Why Not Drop Personalities?
Abuse rarely hurts those against whom
it is directed. But for the voluntarvists
to fight out the recruiting question as
they are doing can create harm of quite
another kind. We have a section of
our countrymen restive under any attempt
to drive -them into taking their necessary
part in the war, and unwilling- to submit
to discipline. We have a small body of
slackers anxious to find excuses to keep
out. The ultra-voluntarvists arc forging
weapons to place in the hands of these
folk.. Feu- thinking men can fail to be
aware that in some form or another
compulsion will eventually be necessary.
Tile attempt to enforce compulsion in
workshops and for Military recruiting
may be a difficult matter in a few districts.
Why then seek to make it more difficult
by a campaign of slander, spite, and
malignity ? I cannot believe that even
the bitterest partisans really believe in
their hearts, as they say, that Mr. Lloyd
George is the tool of designing militarvists,
that -Lord Curzon is actuated by fhe desire
to become Premier, and so on. Such talk
is false, unpatriotic; and harmful, Let
us drop it.
The Turk as Soldier
I hear from Gallipoli much, appreciation
of out enemy the Turk as a soldier. At
the beginning of the war, in the fighting
around the Suez Canal, the Turkish troops
were guilty of some terrible atrocities.
These troops were largely the outer tribes.
During the first three days of the fightin-g
on the Peninsula it seemed as though-the regular Turks were going to adopt
the same policy. Dreadful stories 4ave
been told of the fate of some of ourleien
who fell into their hands. T hen eve.thing was changed, and from all I can
hear the Turks are fighting with humanity
and decency.
The reason for this change is easily
found. Before our troops began their
attack on the Dardanelles the German
officers had filled their men up with
wicked stories of our methods. They
told them that we gouged out the eves
of the wounded, that we tortured and
neglected and killed all who fell into - our
hands. The Turkish infantry believed it,
and thought that if we did this they
might as well do the same. Then they
found that our men did nothing of the
kind. " If 'they treat us kindly, We will
do the same to them," they said, and
they did. These statements apply only
to the regular Turkish Army. The
iiiegfflars, the predatory tribes, and the
outlying
fighters, still retain I-mu-Cy bar..
barous ways. .
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Oriental Captives make Merry in Prussian Prison

Final match for the Indian Football Cup, which took place in the
grounds of a British prisoners' camp in Germany, on the
occasion of a sports meeting.

A wrestling competition between two stalwart Indians formed
an interesting item of the programme.

German guards, of proverbial size, are engrossed in the Oriental
style of wrestling.

An exclusively Indian game which no doubt reminds the amused
audience of their native bazaars.

Corner of the kitchen in the prison camp, showing some of the
Indians preparing food after the day's sports,

above forty rears of age, and from thoSe
whO are only partially disabled by war
who ware trained gunners.
In such a case one trained man is worth
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs,
M.P.
twenty partially trained. Any disgrabe
R. DILLON may not be aware of it. likely to increase the numbers volunteering of failure reacts on the Navy which, as I
but he was certainly attempting to for the Navy, but the Army is protecting have pointed out, deeply learned its lesson
deprive the nation of one of its the future of our Navy in preventing the in the past. James's "Naval History"
greatest safeguards when he questioned the extension of German sway along the sea- mentions, for instance, the action between
right of M.P.'s on active service to take part board of . Europe. It is, therefore, a the President and Little Belt in thri ; the
in matters of acute political controversy. matter of vital concern to the Navy that former lost one boy, and not a shot
The fact that in peace time an M.P. the Army should be adequately supported. struck her hull, 'while the latter was
heavily damaged and lost eleven men
accepting active service, since about 1860,
killed and twenty-one wounded. As a
has been forced to vacate his seat, has Lesson of the Zeppelin Raid
Some very severe remarks by Mr. nation we do not unfortunately learn
resulted in throwing Parliament entirely
into the hands of lawyers and journalists. Edward Wright appeared in the last through our imaginations, but through
number of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED about hard facts, so the Zeppelin attack must
Soldier M.P.'s Right of Speech
the Royal Naval Anti-Aircraft Corps. be judged a fortunate event, and our
With all due respect, the change has not Personally, I thought its title was enough only grievance is that it did not come to
been for the better. The circumstances to damn it, for it is t4 sound instinct of teach us, say, nine months ago.
of this war have enabled a number of M.P's Englishmen to distrust " anti's " even
Recent U float Losse3
to acquire a fair amount of first-hand more than " isms." The objections,
This week's news includes the
military knowledge, which can only be however, went much deeper. The Navy
rendered of service to their country was furious that an amateur force, likely distraction of a German subinarine
through their position as M.P.'s. Their to fail from the ignorant way in which it in the Black Sea, and a circumstantial
position in communicating this know- was organised, should he associated with account from DaniSh sources of the
ledge to their countrymen is unassailable, a Navy which prides itself on seldom torpedoing of a German submarine by
for it rests on the' custom of centuries, failing, and which has deeply learned the another German submarine. The latter
which is stronger than law. It is probably lesson of its own partial gunnery failure is the second account in the war afloat
of friend firing at friend, the previous
because most of these soldier M.P.'s are in the American War of 1812.
now in favour of compulsory service,
It was also monstrous that work, one being when quite a number of Gernian
which is opposed by Mr. Dillon and his which could be performed by trained torpedo craft were fired at and seriously
friends, that this attempt has been made men of over forty, should be recruited damaged or sunk by the German Baltic
to interfere with a liberty of action which by the Admiralty entering into active Fleet.
Such incidents have probably been
existed long before the days of democracy. competition with the War Office for young
The question of compulsory service—on recruits who ought to go to the front. more frequent. but the strict censorship
which I express no opinion here---s--does not If the task had been under the War of all countries prevents their coming
directly affect the Navy except that it is Office, men could have been taken from to light.
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IR PERCY SCOTT'S appointment - is
particularly welcome to those of us
who are closely in touch with the
Flying Services, for we know what the
French found out months ago that the
only real protection against raids by aircraft at night are anti-aircraft guns and
searchlights.
It is of course possible to fly at night
in an aeroplane, and it is possible to land
at night provided there is a properly lit
ground on which to come down, but when
one is in the air it is practically impossible
to see anything else in the air.
One can see some things on the ground,
even on the most pitch-dark night, when
there are no lights below, and if one is
over a town there are always some lights
to show the town is there, but it is impossible to see other aeroplanes or airships unless quite close to them, except,
of course, in bright moonlight, and enemy
airships do not come over on moonlight
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By C, G. Grey, Editor of " The Aeroplane "
nights. Therefore it is quite useless to
send aeroplanes up in the dark.
How Paris Defies Zeppelins
The French know this, and protect
Paris by a double ring of searchlights and
guns. Night aeroplanes, carrying headlights, occasionally fly round Paris,
probably to give the populace confidence,
and possibly to give the crews of the
searchlights and guns practice in focusing and ranging, but for actual defence
purposes they could not not be of any
use, because aeroplanes illuminated in
this way would merely indicate to enemy
airships the precise positions of the
patrolling machines, and would show
where to dodge them.

The Italian airship, Citta di Jesi, which was shot down at Polo by an Austro-Hungarian
battery on August 6th. The crew of three officers and three men were taken prisoners.

It is a truism that one gun on the
ground is worth a dozen bombs in an
airship ; for, given a gun of modern type
and a well-trained gunner, the gun can be
used with absolute accurary up to a
height of two or three miles, whereas
bombs cannot be nearly as accurate
at a distance of over a mile. The
reason is that a bomb starts from rest,
and so is easily deflected from its course
by air currents for the first few hundred
feet of its fall ; whereas a shell from a gun
has such speed at the start that it is hardly
liable to be deflected by anything short of a
howling gale such as no aircraft dare face.
Guns the only Defence
All navies recognise that ships cannot
stand up to shore guns of equal power.
How much less then can airships stand
up to shore guns of superior power ? Acid
to this that a Zeppelin or Schiltte-Lanz is
nearly twice as long as a Dreadnought
and nearly as broad, and that naval
gunners begin hitting enemy ships at a
distance of over fifteen miles, and one
sees what an easy mark an airship is at
less than two miles. Also one sees how
wasteful it is to send up aeroplanes in the
dark to hunt airships which the pilots cannot see, when guns are far more effective.
In this connection it is worth while to
note that a searchlight of modern type
can reach an airship at any; height to
which an airship can climb. The gunner
on the ground behind the searchlight is
like the man on the motor-car behind his
head-lights. The crew of the airship are
like the people on the road in front of the
head-light, and are absolutely blinded.
Thus the searchlight not only shows the
gunner his target, but prevents the people
in the airship from seeing what they are
aiming at
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War-time Odds and Ends from the Battle-front

Left: Captured German trench-mortar loaded with harmless mischief—
merry French boy who has clambered into the barrel of the " Wlinertwerfer." Above : Remarkable conveyance used by the Italian Army to
carry wounded over mountainous ground with the minimum of jolting.

An elaborate practical joke perpetrated by light-hearted soldiers at the Dardanelles. Make-believe aeroplane, with a sewing-machine
"engine." This dummy might well deceive a hostile airman flying above it and draw the enemy',- fire to no purpose.

Primitive weapon that is reminiscent of the very earliest types of cannon. This curious mortar is used for hurling bombs
which
receive their impetus from a spring after the fuses have been ignited. On the right: Dog-drawn stretcher-carts, These light
conveyances are now being used by the French for carrying the wounded.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Capt. E. B. AMPHLETT,
r 12th Worcestershire Regt.

Capt. M. STANILAND,
4th Lincolnshire Regt.

Capt. G. PIGE-LASCHALLAS,
7th Royal Dublin Fusiliers.

Capt. G. FORTESCUE,
11th Rifle Brigade.

Capt. H. R. CLAYTON,
1st Lancashire Fusiliers.

Capt. R. C. W. ALSTON,
1st Highland Light Infantry.

Capt. E. C. STAFFORD-KING- Capt. and Adit. H. L. PATTINSON, 9th Royal Fusiliers.
HARMAN, Irish Guards.

rapt. H. R. Clayton, 1st Lancashire Fusiliers, saw service with his regiment in the
vs, South African War. Capt. Clayton was the second son of the late Colonel A. G.
Clayton. R.E. Capt. C. F. Fitzroy Campbell, 1st Scots Guards, was the only son of MajorGeneral F. Lorn Campbell, late of the Scots Guards. Capt. Campbell joined the Cameron
Highlanders in 1901. and was transferred to the Scots Guards in 1905. He was adjutant
of the Guards Depot at Caterham from 1911 to 1913. In June, 1914, Capt. Campbell
married Helen Margaret, the eldest daughter of Mr. C. J. Stewart (the Public Trustee)
and Lady Mary Stewart. Capt. E. C. Stafford-King-Harman, Irish Guards, was the eldest
son of Sir Thomas Stafford and Lady Stafford. Captain Stafford-Ring-Hannan was
gazetted second-lieutenant in 1911,Capt. J. C. Morgan, 6th Yorkshire Regiment, entered the Army in 1899, and took part
in the South African War. He obtained his captaincy in 1906, resigned six years ago,
but joined the 6th Yorkshire Regiment in October, 1911. Sec.-Lieut. Robin Hook, 9th
Battalion Lancashire Fusiliers, was the second son of Mr. Allan James Hook, of Madronas,
Vancouver, and a grandson of the late Mr. James Clark Hook, R.A. Leaving Canada on
the outbreak of war, he entered the Inns of Court Officers' Iraining Corps, and soon
obtained his commission.
THE WAR ILLUSTRATED invites relatives of officers killed in action
or dead from wounds to lend photographs, with brief biographical notes
of these heroes, for inclusion ire " Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead."
Address: THE WAR ILLUSTRATED, Fleetway House, London, E.C.

Sec.-Lieut. J. MACNAB,
8th Northumberland Fusiliers.

Sec.-Lieut. R. F. TAYLOR,
York and Lane. Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. H. G. HAWKINS
11th Middlesex Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. ROBIN HOOK,
Sec.-Lt. J. M. WHITWORTH, Sec.-Lt. A. J. HAVILAND ROE,
9th Lancashire Fusiliers.
9th Somerset Light Infantry.
7th King's Royal Rifle Corps.
(Portraits by Elliott & Fry, Lafayette, Russell & Sons.)

Sec.-Lieut. JAMES JOYCE,
9th Lancashire Fusiliers.

Capt. C. F. FITZROY CAMP
BELL, 1st Scots Guards.

Capt. J. C. MORGAN,
6th Yorkshire Regt.

Capt. M. P. ANDREWS,
Duke of Wellington's Regt

See.-Lt. G. S. R. J. BROWN See,-Lieut. F. MARSHAM
3rd Royal Scots Fusiliers.
TOWNSEND, 2nd Scots Gds.

Sec.-Lieut. J. BIRCH,
13th Worcestershire Regt.
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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

"THE GREAT PUSHER."—It is not to be wondered at that
the Germans were demoralised and willingly surrendered during
the great Champagne battle, when one contemplates the nightmare of seventy consecutive hours' shelling by such a formidable
weapon as that seen in this exclusive photograph, This French
gun is of 220 mm. (or about 9 in.) calibre, and actually

Edited by
J. A, hammertoe

took part in the record bombardment. Nothing could survive
such a hurricane of death as that afforded by a battery of these
weapons. Wire, steel, concrete fortifications, and sandbag
parapets were reduced to a shapeless mass; which once more
emphasises the great lesson of the war that victory is synonymous
with an unlimited supply of big guns and munitions.
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rent ush"mown an
By our own War Correspondent

F. A. McKENZIE
FORTNIGHT ago I stood at a
point on the British front in
Flanders where I seas able to
inspect a long stretch of the German
lines. They ran back in irregular threefold formation, each section connected
with the other by numerous shelter
trenches and . communicating trenches.
Behind them were the hidden guns,
spitting out their afternoon hate " at
us. The lines were formidable. To a
layman they might have seemed impregnable.
I knew something of the defences
fronting us, the deep trenches, the -stores
of bombs, the mortars, the mines, and
the poison gas. The mazes of tangled
barbed-wire ahead, the thin grey parapets
of the trenches themselves, appeared to
convey a message of permanence,- of
serene defiance. " Come and touch us
if you dare," seas their challenge written
all over them.
SF itit ar d
Eft iciency
By my side stood a British officer. He
pointed to the heart of the German
position. " In three weeks we'll be
there," he said quietly, unboastingly, as
though telling of a picnic that had been
arranged ahead.
He was wrong. Our men were there
in less than a fortnight.
The " Great Push " has come at last.
For weeks see have waited for it. It
was worth, waiting fora It is our first
great triumph since the Marne. If it is
carried to the point we hope, it will
surpass even the Marne in importance.
The Battle of the Marne saved Paris and
saved the coast. Our big advance is
(iding the stalemate and giving us the
key to the heart of the German position
in France and in Western Flanders.
I am writing this on the morning of
September 29th. Much will happen before
these words - can be published. The
victory is not yet completed. We have
not--yet reached the point where we can
Say that there has been a final decision
in our favour. But we have proved our
power to break through exceedingly
strong German defences. We have captured thousands of prisoners and many
limns. We have proved our own artillery.
There was no need to prove the spirit
of our men.

A

A Belated
TriuMph
While we have not yet reached:- a
decision, we have reached the point
where the odds are in our favour. We
have good Cause for hope, for confidence,
and for rejoicing.
• Let us examine what has happened.
A year ago the lines of the allied armies
were drawn along very much the same
position as we held up to a week ago.
We planned a great advance, which should
drive the Germans out of France and
Belgium, to begin in May. The Germans
struck at us a fortnight before our schedule
time. -They were oyerWhelmingly strong in
artillery, strong in numbers, and equipped
with a new weapon—asphyxiating gas.
A three weeks' battle followed. The
British had sixty thousand casualties and
the Germans three times as many. They
succeeded in driving us back a short way

at one part, and their artillery destroyed
Ypres, But they did not break through
our lines.
Let us admit frankly that the thing
was a horrible disappointment to us,
even though the Germans did not get
through. When it became known that
the main cause of our loss was the lack
of high-explosive shells, there was a
bitter outcry. We started to remedy our
mistake. For months we have been
engaged in a triple work—strengthening
cur own defences, adding to our forces,
and increasing our stocks of shells and
machine-guns.
fly the end of August things were
almost ready for a new attempt. Our
position was better than ever, because
it was now possible to employ a powerful
weapon, impossible to use in April--the
Navy. We had now mastered the German
submarine menace. The allied fleet
could attack the German positions on
the Belgian coast, andthey did so. As
I write this little is known of the result
of this attack, but much is hoped, and
developments of a surprising and important hind may be announced almost
immediately.
On land, immense numbers of guns
had been accumulated, from mighty
weapons that equalled in effectiveness
the German I7 in. to little trench mortars
--guns of every- sort and size. Our air
fleet had been .greatly :strengthened, and
our newest high horse-power biplanes
were cclual to anything the Germans
could show.

boinbardment. Once our men started
to move out they would pour such a
stream of fire on us that our lines would
be annihilated.
For over a fortnight we maintained
our heavy artillery bombardment. Aye
had more guns, better guns, and more
munitions. Then came our great blow,
made simultaneously on many points,
along large stretches - of front, and,
shepherded by aircraft, which pounded
the German rear lines.
The Enemy
Outwitted

Things did not work out as the Germans
expected. We tunnelled under their
trenches and blew them up with mines.
The explosions were the signal for the
advance of our infantry, and our men
were in the front line of the enemy's
trenches before they realised - they had
started. As our advance line jumped
in with bomb and bayonet, armies of
other troops worked steadily behind,
digging shelter trenches and communicating trenches right up to the bayonets
of the foe. Many a great tale will be
told of the heroism of the great rush. .
The main British attack was concenheated upon the little town of Loos, close
to Lens, the important centre of the
mining industry in the Pas de Calais.
As I write fighting is developing to the
north of Loos. The tale of our prisoners
and our capture of guns has been told
already many a time.
While the British force thus struck
Jealously Guarded
hard and true, the French made their
Secrets
simultaneous advance on even a' bigger
Our campaign opened at the beginning scale. They made another s great 'enof September, with the bombardment of deavour against the tremendous German
the coast from the sea, heavy artillery position front Souchez to the ArtolS,
duels at numerous points along the land where they are engaged in a fierce struggle.
front, and almost unceasing air battles. They struck in Champagne, making a big
Simultaneously the French showed activity advance there.
The Germans have now brought up
all along the lines. In the Artois and
in Champagne, and in a hundred other their supports. They are fighting, with
centres, they bared their teeth. Towards the utmost desperation. We must be
the middle of the third week in September prepared for a long,:bitter, hard- battle
and for heavy losses. These things are
our artillery fire became overwhelming.
The Germans found themselves for inevitable. But we start the fight with
once in the dark about what was going an enormous initial triumph.
to happen. Where were we concenOnly the
trating
Where would We strike ? Time
Beginning
after time their aircraft strove to get over
What is the immediate aim of the
our lines to discover our new dispositions.
Every Taube that attempted to pass over Allies ? France wants to recover her
our troops was . met by a withering fire etvn cou ntry, to drive the 'Germans out
from our anti-aircraft guns, or was met, of Lille and back troM Champagne. We
fought, and driven back or brought to want to clear-the Belgian 'coa'st before
the ground by our own airmen.
the winter. Many soldiers hope for great
There is good reason to believe that things once our cavalry get behind the
the Germans have no longer the same German lines. If we force the Germans
resources of, men on the western front back to the Brussels-Antwerp position,
that they once had. The Russian cam- and if France recovers Lille, the summer
paign has taxed them severely, and many will have been Well spent.
of their troops are still caught up in the
Let us have no foolish optimism over
marshes back of Brest Litovsk. Too much the ultimate effects of the present advance.
stress must not be laid on the fact that If it is carried through, as we hope, it
the front German lines in Flanders were will be a most magnificent vietory. But
held by Landwehr and Landsturm, elderly t will not end the war. It will-only be
men. It is a well-known principle of the the prelude to a fierce, long -winter.' camGerman Army to use elderdmen for the paign. - If we win, we are going to want
wearying routine of the frencheS, and to men, and more men, more than ever.
held the better troops behind in reserve. If—as is always possible in - War---Our
The German General Staff relied on progress is stopped before it reaches its
the mechanical perfection of its weapons -final triumph, we will sit down and
to keep us hack. Its soldiers hid them- prepare again, for another blow on a
selves in their dug-outs during our artillery yet greater scale.
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Demented German Gunners beg for Mercy

One of the mos:, dramatic incidents in the great allied attack
on the western front was the peculiar circumstance of the
surrender of several German gunners. An officer, among the
first to storm the enemy's artillery position, relates that so

demoralised were the German gunner:, by the Allies' hurricane
of fire that they were found huddled together in abject fear
round their silenced weapons. Like so many demented children,
they begged for mercy from their infuriated attackers.
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Services Work Hand -in - Hand in France

F
'‘•

Londoners and Canadians on the Emp:re's work at the front. Left : Soldiers of
the Queen's Westrninsters enjoying an after-dinner rest in their trench.
Above : Canadians filling sand-bags during a lull in the fighting.

Handymen of the Royal Naval Air Service building a bridge in France. Right :
Not affected by the " no treating " law. Tommies' novel way of standing a drink.

..

;

The Royal Naval Air Service in the firing-line. Members of this new branch of the British forces resting in a dug-out in France.
Fight R.N.A.S. men at the festive board—a camp meal behind the lines in France. in addition to its activities in aerial and
armoured-oar fighting, the R.N.A.S. undertakes numerous engineering and transport duties at the front.
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Proud Participants in the Glory that is France

An inspiring ceremony on a French battlefield where a number
of stalwart cuirassiers, always imposing in their classic helmets,
are being decorated for bravery in action.

French officer decorating four heroes in the trenches for cap
Luring a German position, fifteen prisoners, and two Maxims.

Unique scene on the occasion of the inspection and decoration of heroes of a French regiment, vvearing the now generally used trench
helmets. The colonel is in the act of pinning a medal on one of his officers, and the whole atmosphere of the photograph is
reminiscent of old prints of the time of the Commonwealth. Inset : President Poincare conferring medals on wounded heroes.
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War-worn Horses "On Furlough's in France

German artillery horses resting in the Woevre-Ebene Forest. This beautiful study, taken in one of the most appealing departments
of France, conveys little of war to the eye. Yet these handsome creatures are daily engaged in keeping the German machine working.

Among all the tragic spectacles arising out of the drama of war, occasional pictures, as those seen on this page, tend to relieve the
mind-tension by reason of their natural charm and seeming, remoteness from the eternal ordeal of men and machines. Here are a
group of Goumiers, French African cavaliers, watering their horses at a sweet running stream.
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`No Material Damage!' The Truth in Photographs

View of the huge conflagration caused by the bombs dropped on
the important railway junction at Mulheim, in the Duchy of
Baden, during the great raid by French airmen.

The station goods yard at Mulheim burning fiercely after the
bombardment. Inset: The railway station on fire. It was
completely destroyed by the fires caused by the bombs. These
photographs, taken by a neutral, give the lie to the German

official statement that " no material damage was done." While
the daring airmen were dropping their bombs on the junction,
the town of Mulheim was in a panic. This raid caused the uneasiness in Germany where fear of air reprisals is prevalent,

The War Illustrated, 9th October, 1915.

With the Huns in
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Fortress, Field and Trench

Gaunt remains of a windmill on the German front, The trench
burrows under the foundations of this shattered edifice. Left :
Spirited photograph of a German outpost attacking from the
cover of a ruined house near Ypres.

German soldiers keeping guard over a battlefield in Lorraine. As far as eye can see there is a waste of ruin, and only the re-erected
maze of barbed-wire gives any indication of living endeavour. Lorraine peasants, whose households are so fatally situated in the
midst of the terror, have come out to contemplate the havoc of war.

In France behind the Enemy's Hard-Pushed Lines

Before the battle. German res:xve troops resting in the market—place of a Frenc:i
town prior to marchirg to the trenches. Right : Enemy patrol scaling a wall in
Francs to scout the ground behind it.

Only after a second glance at this picturesque landscape does one detect the element of war. Hidden in a pigeon—house in these
romantic surroundings are two German scouts, searching for signs of the Allies' troops. By the edge of the peaceful, shaded waters
of the lake another is calmly fishing. It is unlikely that he will catch anything before he is involved in the " great push."

The IVar Illustrate 7, 9th October, 1915.
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THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
fir

XXVII.—The Gloom and Glory of the Sari Bair Battles

A

T the beginning of August, 1915,
Envier Bey began to tire of the
slow, scientific warfare being waged
by the German - coinmander on the Gallipoli Peninsula. Liinan von Sanders
Wanted to hold onnpatiently - in his vast
system of defences until the south-west
autumnal gales, made it very difficult,
if not impossible, for any Ships to revictual
the attacking armies - clinging , to the
coast around Krithia and " Anzac " Cove.
But the impetuous Young Turk, who had
made himself master of the Ottoman
Empire, desired to drive the British and
French troops into the sea by an immediate, overwhelMing- attack. There was
sonic sound ground of policy in the
vehement method of Enver. He was
much afraid that another powerful army
would soon join in the Dardanelles operations, and it was his design to deliver at
once so decisive a blow against the
British, Australian, Indian, and French
forces that the Italian plan of co-operation
would collapse.
The .Plan for the Decisive Thrust
With this design a fresh army was
marched through the Bulair lines towards
the end of the first week of August. But
as the troops were swinging down towards
Achi Baba and Sari Bair an unexpected
event occurred. A British battle squadron
appeared off the neck of land at Bulair
with a large number of troopships. The
British- naval guns opened a furious
bombardment, and a small covering
British force landed on the shore to
clear the place of embarkation for the
new attacking army. Enver Bey quickly
massed his fresh troops around the cliffs
for a great battle which never occurred.
It was only a feint, carried out by an
Empire with such vast naval resources
that it could spare a fleet simply to
distract the enemy. The great new
British landing was made far to the
south at Suvla Bay, where a plain extends
beyond a salt lake to the ridge of heights
commanding the Narrows. Only a small
Turkish post of some fifty men was
guarding the shore, and under the fire
of our naval guns a footing was won
with comparative ease, and the new army
disembarked. It was commanded by a
brilliant general, famous for his Staff
work, and chosen, it is said, by Sir Ian
Hamilton to make the decisive thrust
across the Gallipoli Peninsula which was
designed to overthrow the Ottoman
power. According to the plan of attack,
admirably arranged by the Scottish
Commander-in-Chief, the new army was
to swing across Analarta plain, with
Burnt Hill on its left, Anafarta ridge
in front of it, and Chunuk Bair, a shoulder
of the commanding peak of Sari Bair
on its right. The army was to hold out
on its left, and rush with its main force up
the central ridge and the slopes of Chunuk
Bair, where the crowning battle for the
Dardanelles was to take place. For while the new army was attacking
from the north, the wild, half-naked, sunbaked sons of the Southern Cross—the
Australian. New Zealand, and Maori

troops, now known as the " Anzacs "—
were ordered te assail Chunuk Bair front
the south, with the help of the Indian
troops. Then, in order to keep the enemy
so fully employed on all fronts that he
would be unable to concentrate against
the main surprise attack, the British and
French troops lined out across the tip
of the peninsula near the village of
Krithia were commanded to deliver an
assault against the southernmost Turkish
fortress height of Achi Baba, or Tree Hill.

By fighting of a kind so desperate
as to be almost superhuman, the Anzac'
forces at last won to the crests of both
Chnnuk Bair and the dark towering
Sari Bair. It needed only a coMpara-,
tively light thrust from the north, by,
the new army, to topple, over the last line of Turks and win a decisive victory.'
The opening of the Dardanelles and the
fall of the Ottoman Empire were events
that seemed suddenly about to be realised,
through the heroism of men, belonging
Heroic Achievements of the Anzacs to nations which did not exist when the
Turk first entered Europe. Unhappily,
All the veteran forces of the Dardanelles all did not go smoothly with the new army
gave battle on August 6th, and carried that had been landed in Suvla Bay. How
out their part of the general plan with exactly the denouement occurred we shall
clockwork precision and tremendous drive. not know until Sir Ian Hamilton's third
They were heartened by the knowledge despatch is published. But it is known
that at last the grand movement was that the enemy was able to bring
launched which would, it was hoped, up large fresh forces, while our troops
release them at last from the flies, thirst, were still lying at a disadvantage on
burning heat, and other discomforts of the lowland by the sea.
the Dardanelles campaign.
In the southern zone, where Enver Bev
Defeat of the Surprise Attack
tried to carry out his original sweeping
Then
when the new army tried to
movement, not only were all the Turkish
attacks shattered, but our men advanced advance on Anafarta ridge, on August
two hundred yards down the Krithia road, nth, the Turks set fire to the shrub on
and greatly strengthened their difficult the height known as Burnt Hill, and the.
position. But the heroes of the general flames were carried by a strong north
operations were the Anzacs. In this,'their wind across our front, compelling our
second great charge, they achieved the ap- infantry to abandon their advanced
parently impossible, by eclipsing the first position. The fires continued the followgreat drive thCy had made towards Maidos ing day, and by this time Enver Bey
during their early landing battles. At was able in turn to march his new forces
ten o'clock on Friday night, August 6th, around Sari Bair, and check the masterly
one Anzac brigade leapt from its trenches, surprise attack which Sir Ian Hamilton
took the first Turkish trench with the had planned.
The heroic Anzac army, which had
bayonet in a few minutes, and then
worked up the slopes of Sari Bair in the fought to the _utmost limit of its powers,
darkness, the men guiding themselves by was slowly pushed back towards its
the stars, and stabbing their way through former position, and though it was able
the ravines and the sniper-sheltering scrub. to maintain along the coast connection
The violent hand-to-hand struggle went with the Suvla Bay army, the general
on all through Saturday, August 7th, result of its long-sustained and incomwhen the New Zealanders especially parable exertions was indecisive.
gained a good deal of ground. Then on
On August 2 ist another heroic assault
the left of the New Zealand advance the against Burnt Hill was delivered by the
Australians and Indians worked forward Yeomanry Division of the new army.
and won Lonesome Pine Plateau. Here The dismounted cavalrymen charged
their first line was shattered by the across a valley and stormed the Turkish
enemy's shrapnel fire, but the second trenches in a magnificent way, but on
and third lines drove on with frenzied reaching the crest of the hill they were
courage, and in one stabbing, screaming, raked by a cross-fire of enemy guns and
raging charge captured four lines of machine-guns, and with the hostile forces
Turkish trenches.
surrounding them from higher ground on
three sides; they , had to abandon the
Crests Won by Bayonet Battles
Meanwhile, another Australian brigade, position at night. Another attack, howwith an Anzac and Indian reserve, ever, on August 27th and 28th, was more
marched out in the darkness northward fortunate, and at last the ridge was won
towards Suvla Bay to capture Chunuk from which the Anafarta valley could
Bair and connect the Anzac position be commanded by our artillery. This
with that of the new army. The men final advance enabled us to consolidate
went forward with unloaded rifles to our lines from Suvla Bay. to Gala Tepe
unknown and unexplored territory, over and to drive. a wedge some three miles
broken ridges covered with thorn-bush. long through the critical point in the
Each ridge was held by the Turks, and Turkish system of defences.
the fighting had to he done with the
Captain Persius, the German naval
bayonet alone so as not to draw the fire expert, was strangely moved to acclaim
of the enemy's guns by rifle-flashes. our new landing at Suvla Bay as a
Ridge after ridge was rushed with the " surprising success," and in many ways
steel, and when dawn came the Aus- it was, though it failed to bring about
tralians had thrust themselves for more " the Great Thing." Let us hope the
than two miles across the lower slopes splendid heroism it evoked was not in
of Sari Bair,
vain.

The War Illust,atecl, 9th Oa°5cr, 1915.

Idylls from Gallipoli's Death Strewn Strand

Two stalwart Australians in " shorts " handing a pitcher of water to a native
family on the donkey. None looks particularly enthused over the gift, but, at
any rate, the photographer has succeeded in making a pretty picture.

A fatherly Anzac with two Turkish children who
have taken more kindly to him than the "terrible" Sultan would wish—if he could see.

British Tommies driving sheep towards the base on Gallipoli Peninsula. This photograph, so happily arranged as to composition, light, and shadow, is reminiscent of many beautiful paintings of a subject very popular with artists.

Group of officers at the Dardanelles, among whom (on the extreme left) is Captain Unwin, who recently gained the V.C. These officers
took the opportunity of a lull in the operations to hold an impromptu ceremony of hearty congratulation to Captain Unwin.

Pic it-d? Illustrated, 9174 October. 1915.
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After the Landing at Suvla Bay : Empire Troops Consolidating the New Position

Scene of animation after the great disembarkation.
British trocr, hauling up a filter and stores of ammunition from the shore.
Inset: On left and right respectively—Two peers who are fightin on Gallipoli for their realm—The Marquis of Tullibardine and the
Earl of Granar ATi the trenches.

"17• 1,-Ac

Stripped to the waist, yet bathed in perspiration, the crew of a cleverly—concealed gun are" doing their bit " and more for the Empire amid
the forbidding rocks of Gallipoli. This striking war picture was secured only at considerable risk to the photographer.

Commandant's advanced base office at the new landing—place. British officers are seen resting under an awning of earth sacks with
which this " department " has been erected, while in the background some soldiers are passing on to duty over an improvised bridge,

Thee ll'gr 7/besfrated, gth October, "1915.

Troops Consolidating the New Position

ing up a filter and stores of ammunition from the shore.
Ilipoli for their realm—The Marquis of Tullibardine and the
trenches.

)mmandant's advanced base office at the new landing—place. British officers are seen resting under an awning of earth sacks with
iich this " department " has been erected, while in the background some soldiers are passing on to duty over an improvised bridge,

RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS IN THE WAR
II.--The 9th Lancers
WAR in which
trenches and
dug-outs,
howitzers, shrapnel,
and grenades. to says
nothing of explosive
bombs and poisonous
gases, play a prominent part, does
not give the cavalryman very much chance, and he probable
thinks that the battles of the past were
far superior to the battles of the present.
It is more
No - doubt he is right.
exhilarating, more like the real thing, to
ride gaily towards your enemy on a
fine horse than to look at him through a
periscope and then to blow him into small
pieces by' exploding a mine at dead of
night. Even that dashing and charminghorseinan, Etienne Gerard, about whom
Conan Doyle has told so many delightful
tales, would have had a very poor time
if he had been fighting for France in 1915.
But in spite of the great change in the
nature of war, our cavalrymen have
proved that they are by no means useless.
Their plumes and lances are, and possibly
their swords, while there is certainly no
room on the modern battlefield for that
" rich armoury of banners and pennons
which, so Froissart tells us, the French
Army carried at Poitiers ; but nevertheless the men and the horses can do as good
and useful work as- they ever did.

A

"Our canalr3., acted with great vigour,
especially General De Lisle's Brigade,
with the 9th Laurens and the 18th Hussars."
Joux FRENCH. - This fact has been proved by all our
cavalry _regiments during the Great War,
but by none more clearly than by the
famous 9th Lancers. The story of this
regiment goes back to 1715, just two
hundred years ago, when the Jacobites
were stirring up trouble in Scotland.
To provide against this danger several new
regiments of cavalry were raised, and one
of these was called Wvme's, for in those
dares regiments were frequently called
be the name of their colonel. Later it
was known as the 9th Dragoons, then as
the 9th Light Dragoons, and finally as
the 9th Lancers.
The Record of the 9th
At Falkirk, in 174_6, unlike some of their
comrades, the 9th did not flinch before the
wild charge of the Highlanders ; they
were in South America in 5807, and later
were with Wellington in the Peninsula.
In the 19th century they spent many years
in India. They fought against the Sikhs
and in the Mutiny ; more than once
against the Afghans, and one of their
great exploits was the saving of the guns
at Maiwand. From India they were

vet, in 1899, to South Africa. They were
in Natal, and with Methuen at Magersfontein ; they led the force which French
took with him to relieve Kimberley, and.
they were present at Paardeberg. With
such a record behind them, it was certain
that the 9th Lancers would leave their
mark on the Great War.
When the war broke out the 9th Lancers
left Tidworth for the front, as one of the
three regiments in the 2nd Cavalry
Brigade, the one under General De Lisle.
During the, fighting around Mons on
Sunday, August 23rd, thee were in reserve,
but not for long did they remain there.
On the 24th our 5th Division seas in a
very tight place, and the cavalry were
sent to its assistance, the 2nd Brigade
reaching the scene of action first. The
Germans were advancing in great masses,
so, near the village of Audregnies,
General De Lisle ordered his men to dismount and to open fire upon them. Thee
did so, but the enemy still came on in good
order. The general then decided on a
charge, and for this chose the 9th Lancers
who, at the word of command, mounted
their horses and rode steadily at the
enemy.
It was Balaclava over again. The
squadrons rode to death, and the colonel,
so we were told, said that he never expected a single Lancer to return. In face of
a torrent of shot and shell from guns and
;Continued on page 183

[Gale & Potden
Drummer and troopers of the 9th Lancers in parade dress. The charge of the 9th Lancers at Audregnies on August 24, 1915,
against a solid mass of German infantry, has been described as Balaclava over again.
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The 9th Lancers Saving the Guns near Doubon

The second charge of the 9th Lancers on August 24th, 1914. After their magnificent charge at Audregnies, Captain F. 0. Grenfell,
though wounded, led his Lancers to the rescue of some guns of the 119th Battery, Royal Field Artillery. For his heroism on that
memorable day Captain Grenfell received the Victoria Cross.

rifles, they dashed on until they found
themselves against two lines of barbed.
wire, where men and horses fell over in
all directions. This ended the charge.
The survivors were ordered to retire into
shelter, and out of more than four hundred
who had ridden out, only seventy-two
at first answered to their names. Later
some two hundred others turned up, but
the regiment had lost heavily. Major
V. R. Brooke, D.S.O., was among the
killed. However, the charge was not
altogether fruitless. The Lancers had
drawn the enemy's fire, and so had done
something to help the harassed 5th
Division. One trooper described the
charge as " magnificent but horrible,"
while a Frenchman who rode with them
Wrote > " My God ! How they fell."

enemy, and although they were fewer in
numbers they had much the better of
this cavalry battle. They caught the
Germans in a clear space between some
woodlands, and riding at them with yells
of triumph they cut down hundreds
with their swords. On the next day
the cavalry forced a passage across
the Petit Morin, and made their way
towards the Aisne, where the real trench
warfare began. In the September fighting
the 9th Lancers lest two very competent
company officers—Captain D. L. K.
Lucas-Tooth, who had won the Distinguished Service Order for gallantry at
Audregnies, and Captain R. N. Grenfell,
the bearer of a great and martial name.
In addition their colonel, Lieut.-Col.
D. G. M. Campbell, had been wounded.
Like Othello, the cavalry now found
Charges at the Marne
that their occupation was gone, or nearly
But the Lancers had not yet finished so. During October they made fruitless
their day's work. When the survivors attempts to get across the Lys, but in
arrived at a railway embankment near general they were employed just like
Doubon, they found themselves in the the infantry to man the trenches. During
company of some gunners, who had been the first Battle of Ypres the 9th Lancers,
driven from their guns with heavy loss. with several other regiments, were
Captain F. 0. Grenfell, now the senior stationed near Messines, where they
officer of the Lancers, who had been repulsed several attacks during the
wounded in the charge, but had managed earlier days of the battle. On October
to keep his squadron together, went out 31st, however, the Germans made a most
into the open, and at the peril of his violent assault. The 9th Lancers were
life found a way of saving the guns. driven from their trenches, and on that
On his return he asked the men to follow day and the next they fought desperately
him. Leaving their horses, they rushed out, as foot soldiers at the most critical part
reached the abandoned guns, and trundled of the British line. There, on the first
them into safety. For this heroic deed of those two days, one of the regiment's
Captain Grenfell received the Victoria Cross. lance-corporals, A. C. Seton, earned the
By September 6th, when the decisive Distinguished Conduct Medal for working
Battle of the Marne began, the 9th Lancers his machine-gun after his squadron had
had been rested and reinforced, and were fallen back, and so making it possible for
ready to take their part in driving back them to recapture their lost trench.
the enemy. On the 4th the Germans
August 24th, 1914, was, as we have
were in full retreat, and this retreat was already seen, one of the great days in
covered by their cavalry. Whenever they the history of the 9th Lancers, and
got a chance our regiments charged the May 24th, 1915, exactly nine months

later, was another. After a period of rest
the 1st Cavalry Division, to which the
Lancers belonged, returned to the trenches
on May 12th, just after the Germans had
bezun to use poison gas, and were placed
in front of Ypres. On the following day
they were bombarded and suffered some
loss, but their real trial came on the 24th.
The cloud of poisonous gas was blown
down upon the dismounted Lancers, but
they knew how to use their respirators
and were able to stick to their trenches
through it all. In one place, however,
the Germans did manage to break through,
but under Captain Grenfell the left section
of the line held firm, and saved the day:
It was on this occasion, that Grenfell,
the hero of August 24th, was killed by
a shell, and with him fell Captain W. H. R.
Court. The regiment also lost Captain
Noel Edwards, like Grenfell, a famous polo
player, who was murdered by poison gas.
Heroes of the Lancers
On that May day all the 9th Lancers
were heroes, but two perhaps may be
singled out as having specially distinguished themselves. One of these was
Captain G. F. Reynolds who helped
Captain Grenfell to organise the defence
of the left section of the line, and under
heavy fire passed frequently from the
trenches to the headquarters and back
again with messages. He could not
escape from the poison, but in spite of
this " he set the finest example possible
of calmness, coolness, and courage." The
words are those of the " London Gazette."
The other Lancer was Sergeant J. NV.
Chitty. He showed great gallantry in
laying and repairing telephone wires
under heavy fire; and, in spite of the
poisonous - fumes which had invaded the
dug-out where the telephone was, he
kept-up communication with the front.
A. W. HOLLAND.
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Austrians on the Border-line of Warring Empires

"Counting their chickens--." The Austrian Archduke Franz Ferdinand and some of his Staff celebrate the temporary triumph
of passing over into Russian territory. They are here seen cheering on the frostier-line between the two great empireo.

Austrian position in a Galician forest. By reason of the prolific growth of timber, ordinary trench-digging in this region is a matter
of some difficulty. Therefore substitute defences have been thrown up which consist of a barricade of sandbags covered with trees
taken from the forest. Coils of barbed-wire are seen to the left awaiting to be placed in position.
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Leading Figures in Russia's Glorious Rally

General Petroff, President of the Commission of Inquiry into the shortage of Russian
munitions. Left : General IvanofF, whose
army has captured 70,000 prisoners.

Emperor as private. The Great White Tsar as he
appears in the uniform of a humble subject.

The riderless steed. Horse found wandering over the battlefield after an engagement, and taken " prisoner " by the Russians. Its rider had been killed in the fray.

Prominent Russian officers making observations from within
strongly timbered trench,

Working out the position of the advancing Germans. More
Russians officers engaged in the art of strategy.
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Fresh Scenes of War from the Alpine Field

Priest of the Church of Rome blessing an Italian gun after it had been placed in
position for action. Right : Italian advance guard reconnoitring in the Alps.

Left: King Victor Emmanuel talking with members of his Staff on the Italian front,
His Majesty is an enthusiastic photographer, and invariably carries his camera with
him to the firing-lines. Above : Italian heavy guns sheltered from Austrian aircraft,

Italian infantrymen hauling a field-gun over rough ground. Lord Kitchener said, in a recent speech :
The achievements of the
Italian artillery have been truly remarkable, and the manner in which heavy pieces have been hauled into almost inaccessible
positions, in spite of great difficulties, evokes universal admiration."
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Snipers' Nocturnal Work by Star-Shell Light

A night-time scene in the British firing-line, three or four
hundred yards from the German trenches. Sentries are keenly
on the alert, though they can only, see a few yards before them in
the inky darkness. Then there is a sudden whir, and a brilliant
light shines eerily over the scene, for a few seconds illuminating

the trenches, and the " No Man's Land " between. In the space
of those few seconds, however, snipers on both sides mark their
men, and directly the Star-shell goes out, bullets whistle from the
trenches. Every few moments this is repeated, with alternate
light and darkness as the star-shells burst and go out.

Ihc War Illustpateth 9th October, 1915,
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Greece Follows Bulgaria in Mobilising

Group of the famous Guards Regiment of the Greek Army. Inset On right, type
of Greek infantry which has been modelled and ',rained on the French plan.

,
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Recent photograph of Greek infantry on the march. On the left, the King of
Greece is seen conversing optimistically over the situation with M. Venezelos,
the great Greek patriot, who is in favour of interventio-i with the Allies.

Greek artillerymen engaged in hauling a big gun up a hillside. The Greek Army, which has been greatly improved since the last
Balkan conflagration, has a peace footing of 100,000 men, which in war-time can be augmented to 409,000.
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Film Fragments of War-time Interest

" So Wee Wee," the smallest Pekingese dog,
which is able to stand comfortably in the hat
of a member of the Sussex Yeomanry.
Beneath : Old lace-maker refugee from "No
Man's Land " of Flanders who carries on her
work still within sound of the guns.

Adaptable Hun prisoner in England who
plays " Tipperary " on a mouth-organ to
his comrades on their marches in Dorset.

A Spartan cure for shrapnel injuries.
Wounded New Zealander playing tennis
in a hospital ground.

When "Tommy" comes home ha
can soon adapt himself to domestic
work, even to acting as a nursemaid.

Two young French stowaways on a transport going to the Dardanelles. When found
they asked permission to go to the front.

" Billy," mascot of the South African
heavy artillery, objects to headgear on
parade, and removes caps with gusto.
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"Frightfulness" and British Naval Efficiency
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
HE more one studies this war, the
more clearly one sees what Chatham
saw when he brought order out of
chaos by his single-minded directive
power.
Concentrate !
Concentrate !
Concentrate ! on the vital issues. This.
of course, a Cabinet of twenty-two—pulled
this way and that by Heaven knows how
many dwellers in grooves or departmental
officials trained to many years of peaceful
routine—could never do. Therefore the
twenty-two Cabinet must give up its
directive power to a smaller body. I
venture to say that in such a war military
considerations are paramount, and all
others simply mean diversion of effort,
waste, and loss. Happily, on the sea the
Germans have been even greater sinners
against the military consideration of concentrating on vital issues than ourselves,
and we have reaped the benefit.
The German Failure
The proof that Mr. Balfour was right
when he said that Germany would
abandon her submarine campaign on its
" blockade " lines, not because of diplomacy, but because of its failure, is nowproved by the downfall of Von Tirpitz and
his Chief of the Staff, Behncke. They are
respectively succeeded by Von Hoeizendorff, and it is rumoured by Von Koch.
The first named has far more sea experience than Von Tirpitz. Curiously
enough Von Tirpitz first got the car of
the Emperor by urging the Kiao Clue i
adventure of " the mailed fist," and he
was brought home to carry it out. It has
been earthquake and eclipse with everything he set out to do during his long
Enure in charge of the German Navy.
The Kaiser could hardly fail to be
struck by the contrast between the
military achievements of the British submarine captains, such as those of that
fine Kentish sailor, Commander Lawrence,

and the piratical ailutre of the German
submarines. What missed opportunities,
and all because piratical adventure was
preferred to military advantage ! Just
think what might not have been accomPlished in the Dardanelles while submarines were suicidally immolating
, themselves on hooks baited with British
commerce.
When our army went to Gallipoli, Sir
Ian Hamilton told us in his despatch of
August 26th, most of the water and all
supplies had to come by sea on to beaches
which were " small, cramped breaks in
impracticable lines of cliffs,'' where the
wind often stopped all landing, and such
as it was took place under the Turkish
fire. Not till May 22nd did some German
submarines appear, and then, says the
general, " every danger and every difficulty was doubled." The transports fled
to Mudros, forty miles 'away, and everything was carried from thence in shallow
craft.
As I have pointed out, we had not
nearly enough fast .armed craft to hunt
the submarines. Happily they were few,
beCause those that might haVe been sent
had perished in the attack on British
commerce, and if more could have beenobtained, there were not sufficient trained
crews to spare for the distant expedition.
This principle of concentration applies
to expenditure as well. With an expenditure creeping up to over /,5,000,000
a day, we must question what is not vital,
for it is really a leakage from what is
vital. The Prime Minister has indicated
a reduction of naval expenditure, and as
long as we are given the Navy to do our
work, I do not quarrel. There is, however, the drain of gold and effort to
sedentary defence which absorbs men,
munitions, and guns in waiting for the
enemy along the coast or around London.

This, criticism, of course, does not apply
to keeping several hundred thousand m6n
ready at an instant's notice to. embark
for a secret destination. This is pure
blue water doctrine, and it will do no ha=
to state it once aain.
The Invasion Fallacy
Three of our great aF,sets are that tie
arc an island with a splendid strategical
position, and we possess, a remark'able
port accommodation, and a mercantile
marine in com;equence. The enemy
knows this, and ins General Staff
that it may any day be threatened
by the irruption of half a million men in
one or several quarters. Landed in
France, those troops appear against
prepared lines, and are committed to ''a
definite Course of action which can be
provided for on existing lines of communication. Kept ready for the decisive
moment, When they
_ will be moved with
the relatively swift- celerity of sea transport, they threaten some eight or nine
points where preparations, meaning diversion of men, munitions, and rolling-stock
as far apart as the Belgian coast and the
shores of the Mediterranean or the .rEgean
Sea, must be made, which seriously reduce
the strength of the forces act-.all.. fighting.
So far as this influence on the war is
concerned, the Zeppelins and the threat
of invasion are merely scarecrows, unless
We allow the old Avoinen of both sexes to
make them ,successes by disproportionate
sedentary defences. Our mobile Army.
ready to embark secretly, is a real threat
of dire proportions, and the enemy must
cling to the coast in force in spite- of the.
hammering lie is getting- from warships,
because he never knows if froin behind the
warships will not come the troops. If it
were not for the troons read' in England,
the enemy would have nothing- but
artillery on the coast,

Recent Triumphs of the Royal Flying Corps
By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"

D

SCENT information from France tember iitl One fight.
September smashed the aeroplanes to pieces in the
shows that the Royal Flying Corps 12th—Five fights. September i3th.
air, and these are about the only cafes
is again asserting that " marked Four fights.
September- f4th—One of direct hits on record.
personal ascendancy " over the German fight. September f 8th—Two fights.
Several -British machines have been
aeroplane pilots to which Sir John French
It is quite extraordinary that despite brought down far behind the German
referred in the first of his memorable the much-talked-of " double-engined " lines, with engines or tanks hi by bullets
despatches. It is stated on the authority German biplane, and the almost equally or splinters from German shells, and the
of the Flying Corps' own records that well-known " Fritz," with its one big crews have been taken prisoners.
between September ist and September engine and two machine - guns, and
13th, inclusive, forty separate duels were sundry other German, " battle aeroFurther Successes
fought in the air between British and planes," which the German communiqués
Between September 18th and September
German aeroplanes.
In four of these mention with apparent pride, none of the 25
th it is reported that there were
actions a German aeroplane was shot British aeroplanes have been brought tv.-enty-seven
further combats in the all-.
down, and in all tlX rest the Germans doWn by German fliers. In almost every
At least one German aeroplane: was
Were chased back to their own. territory.
case the German machines have been
brought down, and in only one case Was a
more powerfully engined and more heavily
British aeroplane defeated and foreGft to
Easy Days for the R.F.C.
armed, and vet they have failed in the
descend. In that case—apparently on
- It is, in fact, hardly fair to call them rhie of destroyers.
September list or 22nd, judging by the
duels, because in many cases a British
In several cases big German machines,
German communique and the British
aeroplane has taken on three or four carrying a machine-gunner as well as a
casualty list the pilot was killed and the
Germans at a time, or in rapid succession, pilot armed with a rifle, have been deobserver was taken prisoner.
and in at least one of theSe instances the feated .by a small single-seater " scout,"
it was by this series of fights that
single British machine has shot down One in which the pilot leas to do his own
German air scouts were prevented from
German and haS chased the others off.
shoOting. One British pilot has, in fact,
gathering information about the 1110V0- The precise sequence of these small bronght doWn six German aeroplanes himmeats of British troops preparatory to the
battles is as follows : September nst---Two self - since he went out on active service.
great attacks on September 25th, 26th,
fights.
September 4th — One fight.
Such casualties in the R.F.C. as have and 27th.
September 5th---:Nine fights (quite a appeared during the past month or two
busy day). September 6th—Two fights. leave ail occurred through machines being
OUR DIARY OF THE WAR.—The comSeptember 7th—Five fights. September hit by fire from anti-aircraft guns on the plete and revised chronology of events for
8th—Two fights. September 9th—One ground. In two cases these guns have the month of September will be given in the
fight. September loth—Five fights. Sep- scored a direct hit, which have simply next number of "The War Illustrated."

More Men who have won Heroic Fame
CAPTAIN WILLIAM MALCOLM LINGARD ESCOMBE, Goth London Regiment, well the D.S.O.
for conspicuous gallantry at Girenchy. Brigadier Esnad Vaughan, grandson Of the 3th Earl of
Lisburne, was awarded the Medallic Militaire and the War Cross of the 1st Class while, serving with a
famous French cavalry regiment in Lorraine, where he was seriously wounded. Second-Lieut. Herbert
James, 4th Worcesters, won the V.C. for conspicuous gallantry in Gallipoli. Major Fabian Arthur
Goulstone Ware, of the British Red Cross Society, was awarded the Cross of a Chevalier of the Legion
of Honour. The Distinguished Conduct Medal has been awarded to : Berm. C. Utting, Royal Engineers;
Sergt. H. R. Robertson, 5th Liverpool Territorials ; Sergt. R. V. Todd,
London'Regt. ; Sergt.
I. Coombe, Durham Light Infantry ; Coy. Sergt.-Major H. W. Norris, 24th County of London Regt. ;
Sergt. W. Rouse, Royal Engineers ; Sergt. W. Albone, 2nd Grenadier Guards ; Bombardier J. G. E. P.
Whiting, Royal Field Artillery ; Lce.-Corpl. W. Morrissey, Border Regt. ; Acting Lce.-Corpl. 1. S.
Brewster, 3rd London Regt. ; Lce.-Corpl. J. Coleman, Border Regt. ; Pte. R. Dickson, Royal Scots ;
Pte. A. E. Day, 7th London Regt. ; Pte. W. Manford, South Stalls Regt. ; Pte. R. A. F. Carer, ,oth
London Regt. Sergt. F. Eccles, 2nd Royal Munster Fusiliers, in addition to the D.C.M., bas had the
th Class of the Cross of St. George conferred upon him by the Tsar.

Capt. W. M. L. ESCOMBE,
Brigadier ESME VATJGHAN. See.-Lieut1H. JAMES, V.C., Major FABIAN A. G. WARE
20th Battalion London Regt. Grandson of 5th Earl of Lisburne.
4th Worcester Regt.
British Red Cross Society.

Sergt. H. R. ROBERTSON,
1/5th Liverpool Territorials.

Sergt. R. V. TODD,
115th London Rifle Brigade.

Sergt. C. UTTING,
2nd Field Co.,Royal Engineer

Sergt. J. COOMBE,
5th Durham Light Infantry.

Coy. Sergt.-Maj. H. W. NORRIS,
24th London Regt.

Sergt. F. ECCLES,
2nd Royal Munster Fusiliers.

Lee.-Cpl. W. MORRISSEY
Border Regt,

Act. Lce.-Cpl. J. S. BREWSTER, 3rd London Rent.

Cpl. f,Act.-Sergt.) W. J. ROUSE,
12th Field Co., Royal Engineers.

Sergt. W. ALBONE,
2nd Grenadier Guards.

Bombr. J, G. E. P. WHITING,
Sth Brig., Royal Field Artillery.

Lee.-Cpl. J. COLEMAN,
2nd Border Regt.

Pte. R. DICKSON,
1/8th Royal Scots.

Pte. A. E. DAY,
ith London Regt.

Pte. W. MANFORD,
South Staffs Regt.

Pte. R. A. F. CAREY,
20th London Regt.

Balkan Kingdoms on the Edge of the Maelstrom
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When the remaining Balkan Kingdoms come into the fray, the
entire European Continent, with the exception of Spain and
Portugal, will be in the melting pot. This map indic,ates the
relative position of Rumania, Bulgaria. and Greece, who are
expected to take the plunge at any moment, following upon the

The 'liar

leesteated

recent mobilisation of the two last countries. The portion of
darkly-shaded territory to the west of the River Maritza, in
Adrianople, is that ceded by Turkey to Bulgaria in the mysterious
By this concession Bulgaria gains
pact of September 17th.
the railway line to Dedeagach and the rielaritza River,
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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

JUBILANT BRITONS IN THE HELMETS OF THE
BROKEN FOE.—In a vivid letter from the front a British
officer describes an amusing incident which took place after the
recent advance. In the wake of a band of disconsolate German
prisoners rattled a battery of enemy guns. British soldiers

tilitel by

J. A. fl iatot!rtot

passing along the road were startled to see them still in
charge of men wearing " pickelhauben." A closer examination
revealed the jubilant, though none the less incongruous, faces
of the " Khaki boys," framed in the Huns' peculiar headgear.
They had captured the-se trophies on the field of victory.

Cheering Changes in the Western Battle Front

uit.stry,t1

The solid black line cn the above map indicates a section of the long battle-front in the west till the moment of the allied advance,
while the black-and-white line chows the known limits of this forward movement. The British division of attack was confined
roughly bofyYcen the La Bassee Canal and Sanchez, where it was continued by the French armies in Cham:agne.

The War Illustrated, 16th October, 1915.
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Our Offensive and the Foretaste of Victory
By Our War Correspondent, F. A. McKENZIE
S it worth while ? This question is already being asked
in some quarters, asked 'with bated breath, half
secretly, half ashamedly, but asked all the same.
The great advance has taken place. We have paid a
heavy price. The casualty lists have not, as I write, yet
been published, but they are certain to be tremendous.
Has the effort been worth making ? Have we received
value for the price we have paid ?
Yes ! Splendidly worth while ! - We have struck a blow
at German confidence. We have proved that the most
formidable obstacles military science knows can be taken
by a resolute army. We have demonstrated the splendid
quality of our new artillery. 'We have sent a new spirit
through our Army. The new soldiers, fresh come to the
front from the camps of Kitchener's Army in England
or from recruiting centres beyond the sea, had at first the
confidence of faith. They believed blindly that they
could win. To-day they have the confidence of accomplished deeds. Victory—and we have had initial victory—
is meat and drink to the fighting man.

I

Triumph Over Great Obstacles
We have not, at the first blow, accomplished all .we
hoped. Admitted Our advance immediately around the
La Bassee Canal did not have the success that accompanied
our advance farther south. We can admit that also.
But let us glance at the obstacles we have overcome.
The German position facing our troops in Flanders
is as strong as any long line of defence ever known in
the history of war. It consists of a series of irregular
groups of lines, four in all. There comes first the front
line of defence, with its great redoubts and its carefully
pla,nned earthworks. The Germans firmly believed that
these would never be taken. One reads with amazement
of the elaborate luxury of these defences, their comfortable
furniture, their electric lights, the tablecloths, the mirrors,
and even the companionship of the gentler sex. I contrast
these with the British trenches as- I know them, severely
simple, hard, stern, the places where strong men live.
The German brigadiers, I am told, seldom go to the
front trenches. The British brigadier is the -most familiar
figure in his own trenches, going himself daily to every
part. Another contrast in our favour.
Behind the first line comes a stretch of country, about
six or seven miles deep. In this stretch every natural
obstacle is used for defence. There are machine-guns in
houses. Villages are built up, by the use of armour plate,
into minor fortresses. There are traps at every point.
Each pit mouth is a centre of defence. Each battered and
broken town is full of hidden death. Some roads are
mined. The artillery to the rear knows exactly the range
of every front trench, so that it can pour fire into it once
we capture it.
Thoroughness and German Bluff
Then comes another line of trenches, then an interval
of country somewhat less elaborately prepared, then another
set of trenches, and farther back a fourth line.
In short, so far as our information goes, the Germans
have a stretch of country about twenty-five miles deep,
carefully prepared against us.- This is the line of steel and
fire about which they so frequently boast.
Personally, I doubt if the careful defences go back
so far as this information states. My own experience of
German plans goes to prove that while up to a certain
point they show the most meticulous care, beyond that,
they are apt to trust to bluff. But even allowing for such
bluff, their lines are the most tremendous obstacle a modern
army has ever had to overcome.
We with our first movement, have broken well into
a large part of it. France, with her wider movements,
has broken through much more. We have reieved,
automatically, the great pressure on Russia. We have
shown how, by repeating our recent tactics, we can force

our way through. Let us do this at one broad paint, and
the whole front German line is broken. The Germans will
then have the choice between remaining and being surrounded and destroyed, or of retiring on their AntwerpNamur lines.
The advance has cost us dearly, and will cost us dearer
still. Now we come to the one important question for
Britain. Are we prepared to pay the price
What is the price ?
Men ! .Men ! - Men I
We are going to want bigger armies, stronger reinforcements, and more recruits. Our voluntary system has
given us over two million men, who have offered their
services since the war broke out. The number is splendid,
greater than was ever -thought possible in the old days.
But it is not enough.
Our Needs and Enormous Resource:,
The requirements in Flanders, great as they are, are only
one part of our need. The coming campaign in the
Balkans demands an army in itself. The Dardanelles,
like a fabled monster of antiquity. has drunk in the blood
of scores of thousands of our youth, and may require many
more vet. Mcn ! Men ! Men !
We must have men If voluntaryism can raise them, so
much the better. If the new labour campaign can bring
hundreds of thousands to the colours, none will rejoice
more heartily than the writer. I wish I could think that
it will.
A great London newspaper, which has ably and sincerely
advocated the cause of voluntary service against conscription, estimates that there are four million
unstarred " men of military age in the United Kingdom,
that is four million men between nineteen and fortyfive who are not in the Army and not engaged in the
production of articles essential for the war. Our Dominions
between them could supply us with over one million more.
Allowing a million off for the physically unfit at home, this
gives us a reserve of four million men, or nearly twice as
many as all who have volunteered since war broke out.
With reserves such as these, we should be able to strike the
final blow in such strength as to make our ultimate victory
decisive and enduring.
Tha Spirit of German Patriotism
I was talking a few hours ago with an Englishman
returned from captivity in Westphalia. He told me how
Germany, hard pressed in that quarter, is dragging men
of all kinds into military service, the maimed, the halfinvalid, and the like. He told me of shops with scarce
anything in them to sell, of businesses ruined, of a nation
bending under a crushing burden. Germany, despite her
heavy load within, is showing an inflexible exterior to her
foes. It is impossible to deny that in self-sacrifice, in
enthusiasm, and in resolute determination, the German
people arc showing us an example.
Germany rests on -an assurance of victory. Let this
assurance be broken down, as our advance will undoubtedly
break it down, and we shall see the great German bluff
broken. Let us push on now, let us pour our armies in,
stronger and stronger, durin.' the coming monthS, and the
b one have dared to hope.
end may come sooner than lfor
For this we must have more men.
When I face the facts as I see them, when I realise afresh
what this thing means, I am ashamed that party preferences,
personalities, narrow likes or dislikes, should have any
part in my life or in my decision. The shibboleths of
yesterday, the party cries of past generations have vanished.
It for us to face our need. It is for us to back up Sir John
French and his brave armies in the field, Lord Kitchener
and the Government at home, with the national offer of
national service.
Our new offensive has brought the touch of victory. It
is for us as a nation to say if the foretaste of triumph shall
" "
be f011owed by a full realisation' of our aim.
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Heroes of Hulluch return with Laurels and Scars

Some of the men who defeated the Huns. Right : A friendly lift from a member
of the R.A.M.C. Wounded hero who was in the thick of it.

Already convalescent. Not seriously wounded men who took part The junction for anguish. At a station near the firing-lino, whence
in the advance amuse themselves with a gramophone.
the mud and blood-stained heroes are being sent to the hospital.

Some of

the youthful wurriors wuo aGguitteu themselves likelud..stained Jocks and Tommies regaling themselves with hot
veterans in the great advance.
corree preparatory to snvir journey to the infirmary.
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Scenes in

e

Tiack of the British Advance

Gruesome relics in the track of the British advance. Dead
German soldiers so smothered in mud that that they are now
scarcely distinguishable from the grey of the battlefield.

Indians who took part in the great push smoking the hookah of
peace before taking up the kukri again. Inset : Indian observer
keeps his eye on the German position.

'77

Consolidating the gained ground. British soldiers erecting
barbed-wir, entanglements.

Doing his bit " lying down." Novel position of Indian antiaircraft gunner in the trenches.

L
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THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
XXVIII.—The Memorable Capture of Loos

great offensive was anticipated. Every road was full of
HE Battle of Loos marks a definite stage in the progress
marching troops. Kitchener's Army had come. No one,
of the Great War. For months the German Great
however, beyond a very small circle—the inner group of
General Sta-ff built their plan of campaign on the
supposition that it would be impossible for the Allies to the General Staff—knew our plans until Friday, September
break through the line of steel and fire they had built in 24th. Then word was given out to the divisional comthe west. They believed we would beat our heads against manders and to the brigadiers, and the electric whisper
passed along our lines that the hour had struck.
it in vain.
The French and the Belgians were attacking simulAt first the German claim seemed right. Both sides
held what were practically the same positions in Flanders taneously with ourselves. General Joffre issued an Order
and in Northern France for nearly a year. Trenches took of the Day to his men, worthy of Napoleon in its brevity
the appearance of permanent fortifications. Men talked and force.
The offensive will be carried on without truce and
of stalemate. It seemed as though we were held up. The
advance on Loos and the French advance in Champagne without respite. Remember the Marne. Victory or
prove that it is possible, at a cost, to penetrate almost any death."
Our own Generals told their men straightly and simply
position, however armed and defended.
The plan of campaign of the Allies was simple. Large that the big moment had come, and that the future of the
numbers of heavy guns from " Granny," the monster pet war and the future of our race would largely depend on
of the British Army, downwards—were accumulated along what they then did. One Order of the Day, issued by Lord
our front. Numbers of new British troops arrived, until Cavan to the British Guards Division, may be taken as
our army in Flanders was estimated to be a million strong. typical :
Division Command of the Guards Division.
The French brought up their reserves. Tremendous stocks
On the eve of the greatest battle of all time the Comof shells were accumulated. Towards the end of the fourth
week in September our artillery fire became overwhelming. mander of the Guards Division wishes his troops much
Our guns poured a hurricane of high-explosive shells on luck. He has nothing to add to the animating words of
the German front, breaking up the elaborate lines of wire the Commanding General as given out this morning, but
entanglements and overwhelming the men. The enemy's wishes his men to keep two things well before their mind
—first, that upon the result of• this battle the faire of the
guns were smashed or buried in the earth. Mitienwerfers,
coming generation of Britons depends ; second, that
the famous German trench mortars, were knocked out of
the greatest things are exaction. The hail of fire on
po -tecl of the Guars Division.
the front lines reached such
From his thirty years'
an intensity that German.
acquaintance of the Guards
soldiers crept in dug-outs and
he knoWs that he need say no
in cellars to escape it.
more.
Simultaneously a strong force
(Signed) CAVAN.
of aeroplanes sailed over the
The German Commanders,
rear of the German lines, and
on their side, sensing what
by concentrating their fire
was coming, issued orers to
upon railways and vital roads,
their troops urging them to
prevented the enemy from
stand fast.
" Comrades,"
bringing up reinforcements.
wrote General von Fleck to
The Germans knew that a
his men in Champagne, " let
great advance was impending.
us swear in this solemn hour
They anticipated that it
that each one of us, no matwould come along the Belgian
ter where he may be, whether
coast, and for at least a fortin the trenches, in the batnight before our advance they
teries, or in positions of comhad hurried large numbers of
mand, will do his duty there
troops into Northern Belgium.
right to the bitter end.
A garrison of So,000 men
Wherever the enemy may hurl
was placed in Antwerp alone.
himself to assault, we will
Fortifications were strengthreceive him with a wellened; more big guns were
directed fire, and if he reaches
placed on the coast, and
our positions, we will throw
everything was made ready
him back on the point of the
to resist a British movebayonet, and pelt him with
ment from the sea. The
hand-grenades." The General
heavy bombardment at a
went on to express sus conhundred points along the
fidence that the German
great line of the Allies, from'
" wall of steel " would break
the coast to Switzerland,
every enemy attack.
made it difficult to forecast
Leavim, out of the present
where our land blow would
review the splendid French
be struck.
advances in Champagne hrid
The British Army was well
in the Artois, and the Belgian
aware in a general way that
activity to the north, let' us
something big was in the air.
. ramatic ncii-ent at Loos. S oon atter a Britian comm..' had
follow the British troops. Our
The hospitals in the front
r.rcided on a certain house as his headquarters, enemy shells beg_.n
main attack was made, not
tailing thickly round it. A soldi er discovered a German officer
lines were being cleared, and
in the cellar speaking into 't fiel d telephone. Although knowing
in the north, as the Germans
every possible man sent down
that it would probably mean hi s own death, he had instructed
rt-cariia/ei on page 5-05.
to the base, a sure sign that a
the Gorman artillery to concert trate their fire on the house.
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Broken German Defences 0 Milestones of Sucress

The invariable scenes which confronted the first Britons to storm the German positions in the great advance. So thoroughly did the
artillery do their work that in some cases it was only necessary for the infantry to step into the breach and take the dazed enemy prisoners.

A village in " No Man's Land." Souchez, which after incessant fighting is now France again. The Cities of the Plain were not more
completely effaced than this once thriving French village. Not a house is intact. Every tree and shrub in the vicinity is withered.

To the left of this photograph is a shell crater large enough to drown a horse. In the centre a great tree has oeen neatly sectioned by a
projectile. On the right is seen a heap of earth-sack defences, which have bean tossed about like so many shuttlecocks. The place is
wrapped in sepulchral silence, and might have been the scene of a seismic disturbance.

THE GREAT EPISODE (c''-``„'',1,`"V.7
anticipated, but in part of the new line recently taken over
by us, south of the La Bassee Canal. Advances were attempted farther, north, some of which were in the nature
of feints, to divert the -enemy's forces. Others kept the
Main body of the Germans occupied, while our real blow
was delivered elsewhere.
- Picture the scene in the lines of trenches, from Givenchy
to Grenay, on that fateful Saturday- morning.- Large
numbers of troops had _come up during the night, and
were. packed in the narrow trenches waiting for the dawn.
Our artillery was thimdering overhead, with ear-splitting
din. In our front lines, like eagles ready to strike their
prey, were the bomb-throwers, decked around with their
strange uniform of death. Every man felt, as he stood
with nerves taut, that now was the moment when he must
show his best. He was being asked to do what theorists
had declared could not be done. He, veteran of the old
Regular Army, Territorial, or Kitchener's man, was going
to do the seemingly impossible.
The Force of the Initial Dash
The German guns were busy. Now the enemy employed
their reserve weapon—poison gas. At the first sign of the
deadly cloud every man in our ranks pulled his poison helmet
over his head, hastily dashing the anti-gas solution on the
frOnt of the breathing-pipe, which he placed in his mouth.
Thus our soldiers stood with hooded heads, bombs in hand.
There came one tremendous explosion, drowning even
the thunder of the guns. At point after point our engineers
had undermined the German front, and had blown up the
Our guns ceased.
trenches. Then came sharp silence.
Our lads . were up, over the parapets right out for the No
Man's Land, the five or ten score yards of disputed land
between the lines. They tore the gas helmets off their
fades and yelled as they jumped forward. The Germans
tried to use their machine-guns. We were on them, with
cold steel. The first tine of the trenches was won.
There were points, of course, where this did not happen.
At some places the poison gas got home with deadly eff ect.
At others, even our artillery fire had failed to destroy
German resistance. The dream of the French General
that the artillery should so finish the work that the soldiers
could march into the opposite trenches with rifles over their
shoulders has not vet been realised.
Some Germans surrendered out of hand. Others were
so stupefied by our artillery that they proved an easy
capture. Still others fought to the last man, hurling

grenades, firing, defending themselves by every means.
Now came a time when every yard had to be fought for.
From the first trench we advanced at once to the second
line. These were a much more formidable task.. From
them we attempted to reach to the third, but the force of
our attack had spent itself. The Germans by now were
pouring up reinforcements. Fighting was going along at
innumerable points, around every house in the village of
I.00s, which we had entered, and around pit-heads.
At the end of the day it was possible to sum up our gains.
North of the La Passee Canal the main work of our troops
had been to draw towards them strong reserves of the
enemy. There had been very heavy fighting, but without
any marked gains to us. Immediately to the south of the
canal there had been very severe fighting, with varying
results. We captured the village of Hulluch, but it was
recovered later by the Germans. Our main success was
south. There we took five miles of the enemy's trenches,
penetrating the German lines in some places as far as 5,aco
yards. The village of Loos, the mining works - near by,
and an elevated position, Hill 70, of great importance
because of its command of the flat country around.--.had
passed into our hands. Many of the enemy's positieristhat
were captured were exceedingly strong. We ha-a-- taken
2,500 prisoners, eight guns, and many machine-grins,
The Ordeal of Holdi*g: fast
The problem of holding enemy trenches in an advance
such as this is greater than the work of capturing them.
This was what our men found. The ,Germans'--at' once
concentrated their artillery fire on our new salient.: The
heavy German forces that had opposed our men north of
the canal swept south-eastwards, and the next few days
saw almost incessant fighting. The Germans made- repeated
attacks, losing large numbers of men. We again attacked
Hulluch, and recaptured part of it. At point after point
victory leaned now to this side, now to that.
As I write, the fighting continues. The Germans, by
pushing up enormous bodies of reserve - troops and by the
reckless expenditure of men have succeeded in getting back
a small part of their position. But our gains still remain
considerable. We• have proved our ability to advance.
The break in the German front was, in the words of our
King, " but the prelude to greater deeds and further
victories." It may be that while the Germans arc throwing
their massed armies on our new lines to the south of the
canal other blows, struck elsewhere, are bringing a yet-more
rapid decision.

French cavalry ieads the way for infantry in-an advance on the enemy's position. Now that the Allies are forcing through the German
line, cavalry will have an opportunity to play its part in the war, of which it has been deprives during the trench siege.
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Warriors who have drunk "the Wine of Victory"

Heroes who fell in the hour of the victory which they helped to win.
Wounded French soldiers who had been carried from the battlelines to a farmstead in the rear during the advance in Champagne.

French soldiers, wearing steel helmets, enjoying a brief rest after a fierce encounter with the retreating German.; in Champagne. Inset :
General Villaret congratulating his Chasseurs on their thrilling cavalry charge during the great advance into the Germans' second line.
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Eyeing the Restive Boches along the Marne

Portion of a strong French defence work hastily thrown up in the
Sabot Wood, Marne. The earth-sacks bristle with wire and
wooden traps. A French soldier is watching the enemy through a
periscope. Inset : French sentries keep guard in a first-line trench.

Moroccan sentinel watching the Boche position through a loophole in the trench parapet.

Artillery signalling post in the Souain district, which is worked
on the same principle as a railway signal.
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After the Advance: Blond Beasts in Bondage

Woundod German prisoners captured by the French near Souain, whore t.le
creat advance began. Inset : Troop of Huns marching into captivity. The
little French boy contemplates them with mingled pity and contempt.

Russia has now well over a million German prisoners; France and Britain have together many hundreds of thousands. Every
thousand Germans who surrender without a struggle represent a great victory at a small cost. The above photograph shows eleven
,,
hundred Huns, captured in the allied advance, marching through Southampton, having finally "shot their bolt,

T/
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Britons Confident of Victory March to Battle

The splendid, confident spirit with which the British soldier
goes into battle is illustrated in a recent letter from an English
officer. He describes " a never-ending stream of men, laughing
and joking; all smoking the- eternal woodbine." They weria, on
their way to the trenches, soon to play their heroic part in the
treat Franco-British advance. "They were about," wrote the

officer, " to reap the harvest of shells we have sown in the German
lines." They were shortly going to use cold steel on the Germans
who had been opposite them in the trenches for months. And
every man of them was happy. Many of them were of "Kitchener's
Army," and the story of now heroically they acquitted themselves,
these newly-drilled townsmen, has already been told.
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Our New Army at Handgrips with the Enemy

During the storming of Loos on September 25th, while the men
of our New Army were forcing an entry into the village, fighting
with the steadiness of veterans, the street battles were of a terrible
character, being made up of small, grimly struggling groups, or
of fierce individual combats between maddened men with bayonets
dri; ping red. They fought their way from house to house, from

room to room, and cellar to cellar in the narrow streets and alleys.
The cellars were crammed with cowering Germans ; some sniped
from upper windows and roofs ; others, pretending to surrenders •
treacherously fired on the men who would have spared their lives.
So, through Loos to the crest of the slope called Hill 70 beyond,
the British soldiers pressed, every man of them a hero,
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Pioneers who are Paving Highways to Triumph

Above : The first party of French pioneers crossing the river on a roughlymade raft to begin operations. Right : French officer being towed across a
river by swimmers to select a site on the opposite bank for a pontoon bridge.

FRENCH pioneers working for the " great
push." This series of photographs illustrates part of the splendid work of this branch
of the French Army. It will be remembered
how the pioneers performed prodigies of
valour on the Marne and the Meuse, building
their pontoon bridges with amazing speed
and under heavy fire while the Germans were
being driven back from Paris. Again and
again these bridges were shot away, only to
be rebuilt with redoubled vigour. The
pioneers have been of inestimable value.

Officers inspecting the pontoon bridge after its completion by the pioneers.

The final test of the bridge. A company of infantrymen marching over it to test its stability. Above : Section of pioneers pulling
themselves across the river on a raft, by means of a rope, before starting to build the bridge.
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France smiles towards Frowning Gallipoli

France is still sparing men from the western field to take part in the
eastern struggle. This photograph demonstrates the enthusiasm
of French troops as the transport puts off for the Dardanelles.

A striking impression ol L Beach. Gallipoli, where the 2nd Royal
Fus.fiers landed. This photograph give. some idea of the difficutties of keeping Sir Ian Hamilton's army supplied with food
and munitions. Imagine the hazards of unloading lighters, even

in a moderately rough sea. On the horizon is the allied fleet.
Inset .7- How Lieut.7Genetcat BirdwobdtteCps coot for hiff arduous
work. " The Soul of Anzac," as he has been described by Sir
Ian Hamilton, swimming off Gallipoli.

a
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" WHAT HAVE I DONE FOR YOU, ENGLAND, MY ENGLAND 1"—How spontaneously
these beautiful words of Henley come to us after contemplating this photograph, infused with
the'glory of patriotism. How nobly can these wounded heroes answer the poet's song. Lying

forbidding a

prostrate on shallow craft, rocked gently in the .gean Sea, they await to be lilted aboard a
hOS0itai ship which is bound for Egypt or the Mother Country, far away from the
Peninsula where they have suffered that their kith and kin might go unhurt.

i
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With a Son of the Kaiser on the Eastern Front

Prince Eitel Fritz, the Kaiser's second son, chatting with two members of his Staff in a Polish village. It is an interestini fact that,
in spite of direct descent from Frederick the Great, whose military genius is incontestable, not one of the six sons of Wilhelm the
Second has shown any marked strategic ability, and the Crown Prince, once the idol of the Junkers, has proved himself an abject failure.

A battery of ALI:Arian artillery crossing the borderland of two great empires. It is about to take up a position on Russian territory.
?he Austrians, however, in spite of the Russian shortage of munitions, have not yet achieved any signal success.

FIGHTING IN THE ALPS.—With the advent of winter in the Alpine theatre, it is inevitable
that events will move at a snail's pace. It is also possible that our Mediterranean allies may
be disposed to realise indirectly their national aspirations by seeking other fields shoulder to
shoulder with friendly Powers. However, until autumn Is passed and climatic conditions are

too severe, Italy will continue to wage her mountain warfare against the Austrians. This
beautiful photograph shows a scene in the Carnic Alps. A heavy gun has been dragged to a
high altitude purely by manual labour. The crew are about to place it in position, while a
troop of Alpini, armed with entrenching tools, press forward to dig themselves in, facing the foe.
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" BULGARIA MOBILISES AGAINST HER FORMER
FRIENDS.—The :duplicity of the Bulgarian powers only shows
how completely are they under the influence of the infamous
Huns. The report that three thousand German officers are in the
Bulgarian Army, whereas the presence of one only was disclosed,

is a disquieting revelation. Through the intrigue of a parvenu
monarch, this nation, is being dragged unwillingly into an unnatural war against her liberators, the Russians. King Ferdinand
has espoused the German cause because he believes that it will
`win. This photograph shows a mobilisation scene in Sofia.

The Fighting Forces of the Balkans
New Armies that may be Launched into Armaledclon
1\IITTING Turkey, Albania (the
ancient Elyria), and Bosnia and
Herzegovina (formally annexed by
Austria in r oo8), the Balkan Peninsula is
occupied by five States :
Bulgaria,
Serbia, Montenegro, Rumania, and Greece.
The armed forces which these little
kingdoms could launch into Armageddon
are estimated to aggregate a million and a
quarter men.
Ihe Peninsular Naval Strength
On paper these forces, if we reckon
Serbia and Montenegro as one, are about
equally divided between the several States.
In addition has to be included the naval
strength .of the various kingdoms. Bulgaria
possesses six torpedo-boats, a torpedo
gunboat, and other vessels of which
some are on the Danube and some in the Black Sea, the total complement being
goo men and TOO officers.
Rumania
has four river and coast-service monitors,
five old cruisers, and three torpedo-boats.
Four destroyers were building in Italy at
the beginning of the war. This " fleet "
is distributed between the Danube and
the Black Sea. Greece, which has made
many sacrifices to preserve a tradition
going back to the days of Salamis (48o
u.c.), in addition to the two battleships
purchased from the United States in
1914,, possesses three old battleships, one
armoured cruiser, one small cruiser,
fourteen modern destroyers, six modern
and seven old torpedo-boats, two submarines, and a number of gunboats and
mine-layers. The personnel of the Greek
Navy is given as 8,000 officers and men.
Bulgaria's Striking Power
Before 1885, the year of King Milan's
ultimatum and the union with Eastern
Roumelia, the Army of Bulgaria, the
youngest of the independent Balkan
States except Albania, numbered about
50,000 men. When the "old National
Militia of Eastern Roumelia. - was in-

0

corporated the number was doubled,
and the defeat at Slivnitza of 28,000
Serbians by the 15,000 Bulgarians under
Prince Alexander gave to the world an
object-lesson in the fighting capacity of
the Bulgars. Eighteen years later the
whole Bulgarian military system was
thoroughly overhauled, and when in 1912
the long-expected Balkan War broke out
the Bulgarians were able to put some
400,000 men in the field. The infantry is
armed with the Mannlicher magazine
rifle (calibre .315), the cavalry with the
Mannlicher carbine, and the artillery with
the Schneider quick-firer (calibre 7.5 cm.)
and the light Krupp quick-firer (7-5 cm.).
The Bulgatian'Nayy-, which is practically
controlled --by' the War Office, has its
naval school, mining depot, and arsenal
at Varna, and its Danubian headquarters at Rustchuk.
Tate Armies of Serbia ani
Montenegro
The Army of Serbia dates from 183o.
It is based, like that of Bulgaria, on a compulsory system, and, like - that of Bulgaria again, is particularly strong in
artillery. The infantry is armed with the
Mauser rifle (calibre 7 mm.), and the
artillery (recently strengthened from
France and Britain) with quick-firers of the
Schneider-Canet type. Serbia's military
strength is not at present exactly definable,
but the forte which has held and contained the powerful and well-equipped
armies sent against it by Austria is
estimated at 300,000. As to the gallant
little Army under King Nicholas of
Montenegro, this includes about 30,000
men, who have been armed very largely _
Russia and Italy. The Montenegrin Army
is organised on a militia basis. The cavalry
arm is non-existent.
Rumania s War Strength
As in the case of Bulgaria and Eastern
Roumelia Rumania is a composite Power,'

having been formed by the union of Wallachia and Moldavia. Her Army, which
remained practically intact through the
tiVo Balkan Wars. ha; for some time
been undergoing reorganisation. The field
strength is put at 300,000 men, the
infantry being armed with the Mannlicher magazine rifle (calibre '256), the
cavalry with the Mannlicher carbine ;
the horse and -field batteries with the
75 mm. Krupp quick-firer. Bucharest, the
capital, is girdled with forts built to
resist high explosives, and other towns are
also strongly fortified.
It-. is commonly -reported that while
Rumania is will supplied with guns, her
ammunition supply is small, owing to
causes for which Germany is responsible.
The Rumanian Navy includes a protected cruiser, seven gunboats, six coastguard vessels, six first-class and two second
class torpedo-boats, and four monitors.
The headquarters are at Galatz on the
Danube and at Constanza on the Black
Sea.
.
..
The Army and Navy of Greece
Universal service has ruled in Greece
since 1867, and within recent years
both Army and Navy haVe been remodelled under the impetus lent by the
Great Military League. The Army is said
to be able to enter the "field 4co,aoo
strong.
The Navy, reorganised in 191r
under the supervision of British naval
officers, was handled with great skill
during the war with Turkey. The dockyards and slips at the PinauS, Salamis,
and on the coast of Svra are efficiently
equipped.
When the present sear broke out,
Greece had a battle-cruiser. George . I.,
(ex Salamis) building in German waters,
a Dreadnought on order in France, and
a small cruiser and four destroyers on hand
in BritiSh Shipbuilding yards.
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PoliticatStrateg cal Aspects of the War
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.

I

F we assume that neither diplomacy
nor bribery, nor even the unhappy
blunder of our naval authorities in
permitting the Goehen and Breslau to
escape up the Dardanelles, could have
limited the number of our enemies, we
may safely say that our greatest remaining
misfortune arc the neutralities of Denmark and Holland, for they limit the
exercise of our sea power. In saying this
I mean the full use of the term, so as to
extend to the use of the Scheldt and the
Sound for all naval purposes whatsoever.
Both these neutralities are old battlegrounds, but both in the Crimean War of
1854 and the Franco-German war of 187o
there was no limitation of neutrality on
the movement of warships.
Value of tIle Iron Way
, It is as much our habit to think in
terms of ships as it is the German to think
in terms of railways, and though the
Germanic nations are besieged from
almost every direction, they sfill rest
great faith in occupying the central
position with complete intercommunication by railways. This, however, induces
them to complain of the neutrality of
Rumania as an obstacle to the replenishment by railway of the depleted Turkish
arsenals.
Germany has added to the advantages
thus obtained a . defended area behind
Heligoland, through the preparations she
has made on that island, on Borkum,
and other places along her coast from
the Ems to the Elbe. This defends her
fleet on the exact lines laid do-Wn by
Lord Palmerston so wrongly for England,
when he said that the whole history of
fortifications shows that they enable a
weaker fleet to hold out against a stronger,
and they. have denied all naval access to
this triangle of waters, except for a brief
period in the early part of the war.
. While then we are excluded from this
corner and irorn :the Baltic, except for a

few submarines, there remain only for the
exercise of naval pressure—including that
form of naval pressure the projection of a
military force into a new sphere of operations—the coast of Schleswig, Flanders,
and the whole vulnerable Turkish coastline. Of friendly territory where we may
land, and which must therefore be taken
into German calculations if we have to
spare military force, there is France,
Serbia, and the Adriatic. Now, concerning Bulgaria, it may be said that so
long as military force is met by adequate
military force, the extension of the war
can only add to the drain on Germany
and to the pressure on her military forces
and economic resources.. Thus the advent
or Greece on our side and Bulgaria to the
Germanic empire, adds the whole Grecian
and Bulgarian coast-line as possible ground
for the sudden irruption of a large new
army protected by the British Navy, or in
the Black Sea by the Russian Navy.
There is no reverse side to the picture in
favour of Germany from the naval point
of view, but on the military side there is
always a possible junction through Serbia
of German and Bulgarian forces and
railways.
A Strong Advantage
This advantage only passes from us
when all our troops are so committed by
the drain. of war that there is no free
force of several army corps which can be
thrown across the seas on to one of the
numerous coasts I have mentioned. It
also passes from us if the apparently free
force in this island is required to keep up
drafts for the offensive in France and
Gallipoli. The moment that happens,
the strain on the German General Staff is
immensely relieved, for not only are they
free from the nightmare of unexpected
reinforcements appearing against them,
but they no longer have to make a great
diversion of troops to protect coasts
against a landing.

The Strong Man of

It is thus evident that the key of the
position in this war is held by the British
Empire, by the British use of Russia,
or by the British use of Japan.
The alternatives may thus be stated :
1. To adopt compulsory service with
the view to the use of this advantage next
June.
2. To bring the necessary men from
Russia and train and arm them ready to
embark in this country. (This may be
dismissed because of the near approach
of the winter ice, the limited accommodation of Archangel, and the single-line
railway serving it.)
3. The quickest and best method
might be to secure the co-operation of our
Eastern allies, the Japanese, Whose welltrained, war-bitten Army could supply a
strong force for use in Western France.
and thus relieve a portion of our troops
for service as an amphibious force based
on England.
The Quicker Alternative
To those who point out that we can
fight Germany with men, money, munitions and a Navy, and that the last-named
lays the whole world under contribution
for money and munitions, but that we
cannot have the maximum of all four, there'
is but one answer. As they <Tee determined to win the war they must logically
adopt one of these policies, based on
sound political and strategical doctrine.
The extra men will not be in the best
position for the great stroke unless they
are in this country. We may pay Japan
to send her Army, and that is a better-though not a nobler—alternative to compulsory service. There is no financial
gain in avoiding the burden, for the war
will soon be costing over It5,000,000 a clay.
The use of the Japanese Army, if it
could be obtained, would avoid a delay
of over six months under compulsory
service.

ritain's Air Service
By C. G. Grey, Editor of " The Aeroplane"

HE importance of the Royal Flying
Corps in the scheme of military
affairs is shown by the fact that
whenever Field-Marshal Sir John French
issues an important despatch concerning
the doings of the Expeditionary Force
he never fails to mention the work of the
corps. Under date October 4th, he issued
a special Order of the Day expressing
his appreciation of the valuable work done
by all ranks of the R.F.C. in the battle
which commenced on September 25th,
and was apparently still being fought.

T

Well-Merited Praise
The Field-Marshal expressly thanked
Brigadier-General H. M. Trenchard, C.B.,
A.D.C., who has been the general
officer commanding the R.F.C. since MajorGeneral Sir David Henderson, K.C.B.,
D.S.O., who originally commanded the
corps came home to look atter the
administrative work connected with the
enormous growth of the R.F.C. during
the past few months.
The success of the R.F.C. on active
service has been very largely due to
General Trenchard, though he did not

himself go to France till many months
after the war began, and there is no
officer whom the great majority of the
officers and men of the corps would rather
see thus publicly thanked. In the early
days of the R.F.C., when the Central
Flying School was formed as a joint concern for Navy and Army fliers, Captain
Godfrey Paine, R.N., was put in command, and Major Trenchard, of the Royal
Scots, who had already won his D S.O.
for brilliant work in one of our little wars
in Northern Nigeria, was made assistant
commandant. He proved to be a regular
martinet where discipline was concerned.
Stern discipline was exactly what
was wanted to knock a sense of law and
order into the curious mixture of sailors,
soldiers, and newly engaged civilians who
formed the personnel of the corps in those
days.
At first everybody was mortally afraid of
Major Trenchard, but they soon found
that his severe demeanour covered a
singularly kind heart, and a strict sense of
justice, so that before long many of the
men who feared him most, and who had
suffered worst from his insistence on all

rules and orders being obeyed literally,
became his most sincere admirers, and now
they are all ready to follow him anywhere, or to go whenever he orders, for
they have come to realise that everything he has done has been for the good
of the corps, and not for himself or' his
personal friends. It is therefore the more
satisfactory to see him receiving rewards
which -are only his due for the work he has
done. -Strong and Sympathetic
He received his C.B. for his excellent
work at the Central Flying School, and
he was appointed an extra aide-de-camp
to the King some months after the outbreak of war for his work, -first of all as
commandant at the R.F.C. headquarters
at Farnborough, and then when commanding a " wing " of the corps on active
service.
The flying man is naturally of .an
adventurous and turbulent temperament,
and it takes a very strong and yet sympathetic person to keep him under control.
General Trenchard has proved to be just
the man for the lob,
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Why the Corsairs of the Clouds do not visit Paris

One of the giant searchlights on the outskirts of Paris which transform the gloom
of night into day. On the right : A 75 mm. gun fitted on to a revolving platform
in readiness for Zeppelin attacks.

Portion of one of the large forts which have been erected since the war to defend
Paris should the invader break through the allied lines.

Many inventions of use in connection with foiling hostile aircraft
are doing service in and around the city of Paris. This photo—
graph shows one of the anti-aeroplane observation posts, fitted
with instruments for gauging the height, distance, and speed of

approaching enemy aeroplanes. Inset : Lisiening for "Aviatiks."
These four horns gather up the slightest sound from the skies,
and magnifies it try means of a micropnone, thereby making, it
impossible for an aviator to approach unheard.

The War Illustrated, 16th October, 1915.

Electrified Fences Mark Boundaries of War

Searchlights used by the Swiss in guarding their frontier. Right The flag and barbed-wire entanglements mark the boundary
between Switzerland and France. A German trench terminates in a dug-out burrowed a hundred yards into Swiss territory.

Cavalry-General Baron von Bissing (x), Governor-General of Belgium, on a visit to the barbed-wire fences dividing Belgian and
Dutch territory. Right : One of the barbed-wire fences between Holland and Belgium, carrying a powerful electric current. The
notice-board reads, in Dutch and German : " Warning.—High tension current. Danger to life." The sentries are Germ. ns.

Victim of the boundary of death that divides combatant from neutral. The body of a man who was ,I,ctrocuted in attempting to pass
through the highly electrified barbed-wire closing the Belgo-Dutch frontier. These death-dealing fends have been erected by the
Germans to close the frontier, and are guarded day and night by sentinels.

Bright Entr'actes in War's Sombre Carnival

Off to a carnival fete held at one of the Canadians' camps in France. The
resigned-looking donkey wears a pair of khaki trousers. Right: Clown at the
London Irish Rifles military sports held recently.

Merry French soldiers seated in a shell-smashed motor-cab at Soissons. Above
French soldiers making rings from aluminium taken from shells. Pieces of glass
from a ruined church are set in the rings.

Samuel- Beal, the village blacksmith of Egham, who, single-handed, has made 4,000 shoes for Army horses in " overtime " hours. His
valuable war work has been acknowledged by the authorities. Right Men " doing their bit " at home, whose work compels them to
wear respirators. They are filling tins with chloride of lime to be despatched to the front.
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DIARY OF THE Vci
Chronology of Events, September 1st to 30th, 1915
SEPT. /.—Germany announces to United
States that her submarine campaign is to
be modified.
Russians holding enemy in the Luck
region and in Galicia. Total number
of captures of Austro-Germans exceeds
zoo officers and 7,00o men.
2.—Gallipoli Gains. Sir Ian Hamilton
reports that fighting on Aug. 27 and 28
resulted in the capture of an-important
tactical feature commanding the Biyuk
Anal arta Valley to the east and mirth.
Prolonged bombardment in the West.
The French artillery attack on German
positions in progress for over a week
continued.
Announced from Paris that four
Turkish transports sunk by British
submarines in Dardanelles.
- Russian retreat at Grodno.
SEPT. 3.—Germans driven back in battle of
River Dvina.
Russians enter Grodno, capturine 8
machine-guns and 15o prisoners, and'by
this success permitted safe retirement of
neighbouring troops.
SEPT. 4.—Continued allied bombardment in
the West.
Allan liner Hesperian torpedoed without warning off coast of Ireland, 26
persons missing.
SEPT. 5.—Fight for Riga. Russians admit
enemy crossed the Dvina at Friedrichstadt, and menace Riga.
In Gallipoli engagements of a lively
character enabled 'the British troops to
make progress.
Sur-r. 6.—Air raid on Saarbriicken by isis
French aeroplanes. The station, factories, and military establishmenis suecessfully bombarded.
Two Russian destroyers announced
to have routed a Turkish squadron,
headed by the Hamidieh in Black Sea,
SEPT. 7.—Belgian coast bombarded. French
artillery in the region of Nieuport cooperated in bombardment of the German
coast batteries at Westende by the
British Fleet.
Zeppelin raid on Eastern Counties,
56 casualties.
Russian victory near Tarnopol, 8,000
men and 30 guns captured. - SEPT. 8.—Zeppelin raid on London, sob
casualties.
Tsar takes supreme command of the
Russian forces on the eastern frontiers,
the Grand Duke Nicholas having been
transferred to command the Caucasus.
Heavy German attack in the Argonne,
prepared by a bombardMent with
asphyxiating shells, at first successful,
but repulsed by violent counter-attack.
SEPT. 9. — Russian triumph in Galicia.
Officially reported that in fighting in
Galicia between Sept. 3 and 9, over
27,000 prisoners taken, and nearly too
guns.
Violent fighting in Argonne. German
attack repulsed everywhere except in
portion of a trench near Binarville.
SEPT. I0.—Russian victory near Trembowla,
in Galicia, 7,000 prisoners and 36 guns
captured.
- United States Government demands
recall of Dr. Dumba, the Austro-Hungarian Ambassador at Washington.
- raid on East Coast,
SEPT. r
bombs dropped but no casualties and
no damage.
SEPT. 22.—Continued Russian success in
Galicia. North of Tarnopol, 91 officers
and 4,20o rank and file of enemy captured.
No
Zeppelin raid on East Coast.
casualties or damage.
SEPT. I3.—French air raids on Germany.
Squadron of 19 aeroplanes flew to
Treves, and dropped too bombs. ,Later,
same squadron made a raid on station
of Domtnarv-Baroncourt.

German aeroplane dropped bombs on SEPT. 23.—French aeroplanes bombed rail:Kentish coast, 7 persons injured.
way line from Vet-dim to Metz.
Chased off by two naval aeroplanes.
Fierce artillery duel in region of Arras.
Another Zeppelin raid on East Coast.
Successful raid by British airmen on
SEPr. m.—Announced Admiral Sir Percy
German communications near ValenScott appointed to take charge of the
ciennes.
gunnery defences of London against SEPT. 24.—Mobilisation of Greek Army.
attack by enemy aircraft.
Splendid Russian successes reported.
German advance in the north,
Vileika (east of Vilna) recaptured,
Dvinsk-Vilna railway cut.
Logischin (north-west of Pinsk) reoccuMore Russian successes in Galicia, at
Several
pied and Luck recaptured.
Dzwiniacz, near Wysznewec, thousands
villages seized, together with 5,000
of prisoners and guns captured. Officiprisoners.
ally reported from Petrograd that during SEPT. 25.—French aeroplanes threw 40
period Aug. zo to Sept. 12, number of
bombs on Metz.
Austrian and German prisoners taken
French
Belgian coast bombarded.
exceeds 40,000.
batteries co-operate with British Fleet
Parliament reassembled.
in bombarding German positions of
SEPT. i;.—Lord Kitchener in Parliament
Westende and Middelkerke.
South of
reviewed situation. Announced that Sir
Great British Advance.
John French had received ti divisions
La Bassee Canal our troops captured
of reinforcements and had taken over
German trenches on a front of over five
from the French about 17 miles of
miles. We captured the western outadditional front. The provision of men
skirts of Hulluch, the village of Loos,
to keep up the strength in 1916 " has
and the mining works around it, and
caused us anxious thought. We shall
Hill 7o. We also made an attack near
require large additions."
Hooge, on either side of the Menin road.
Mr. Asquith in House of Commons
North we occupied the Belewaarde
said the enlistments in both Services
Barns and Ridge, but these retaken by
were not far short of 3,000,000 ; the
enemy. The attack in the south gained
daily war bill should not now exceed
500 yards of enemy's trenches, 1,700
prisoners and 8 guns, besides machineSir John French reports that during
guns captured.
past week there has been 21 air fights
Great French Victory. In Champagne
over the German lines and in II cases
our ally penetrated the German lines
on a front of six miles and for a depth.
the hostile aeroplane driven to ground.
varying from one to three miles, 12,000
Battle for Dvinsk and Vilna continued,- In Artois cemetery,
the Russians counter-attacking vigorprisoners taken.
at Souchez, and last trenches of enemy
ously. In Galicia desperate battle
raged on the Strypa, west of Thom-boyla
east of " The- Labyrinth " taken.
(south of Tarnopol). Russians dislodged SEPT. z6.—Fierce German counter-attack
on ground won by British, with result
enemy, crossed to other bank of the
that we held all ground gained including
Strypa and took over 1,5oo prisoners.
SEPT. I6.—Considerable Gerthan progress on
whole of Loos, except some ground just the road to Dvinsk revealed in a desnorth. Quarries north-west of Hulluch
won and lost ; on the previous day repatch from Petrograd.
taken. Number of prisoners collected
Admiralty announced that British
totals 2,60o, and 9 guns.
Submarine E7 lost in Dardanelles.
More French Gains. The attack to
Announced that casualties in Darnorth of Arras resulted in fresh prodanelles up to Aug. 21 amount to 87,63o,
gress. Whole of village of Souchez
of these 17,608 killed.
SEPT. i7.—Mining warfare reported from
occupied.
-Farther south La Folic
reached. t,000 prisoners taken in this
Allies destroy enemy's
Dardanelles.
fighting. In Champagne more ground
mine gallery.
gained. Number of prisoners to date
SEPT. 28.—Continued cannonade in the
exceeds 16,000 unwounded men.
West.
German attacks on Vilna developing SEPT. 27.—North-west of Hulluch British
repulse counter-attacks. East of Loos
front three directions.
Captures to
our offensive progressed.
SEPT. i9.-Russians evacuate Vilna.
British Fleet
date amount to 53 officers, 2,800 men,
Belgian coast battle.
if guns.
bombarded the German defences on the
Belgian coast, the French heavy artil- SEPT. 28.—Reported Austrian retreat from
lery in the NieupOrt district co-operaBrody, - 5o miles north-east of Lemberg.
Russians reoccupy Hovel.
ting.
Severe fighting round Loos, where proGermans shell Serbian town eight miles
gress made to the south.
south of the Danube.
French take 900 more prisoners in
SEPT. 20.—French long-range artillery bomChampagne and threaten the Crown
barded railways, works, and moving
Prince's supply-line in the Argonne.
troops at various points along the line.
Forest of Houthulst fired by British SEPT. 29.—French progress east of Souchez
continued, and crests of Vimy commandguns.
ing Lens reached after obstinate fighting:
SEPT. 21.—Despatch from Sir - Ian Hamilton
Announced that British force in Mesopublished, dealing with operations durpotamia captured Turkish positions - on
ing Slay and June.
the Tigris, in front of Hut-el-Amara.
Retreat of Russian Army from Vilna
Enemy in full flight towards Bagdad.
reported successfully carried out.
French advance. On the Aisne-Marne SEPT. 30.More Champagne gains. French
at
'several points captured second line of
Canal our ally gained a footing on the
German defenceS.
right - bank in places.
In Belgium French heavy artillery
Great War Budget introduced in
supported the action of British Fleet
House of Commons by Mr. McKenna.
in
against
German coast batteries.
New taxes estimated to brine
'
Details of British Victory on the Tigris
additional revenue of more than
show that we captured. 1,65o prisoners
f,roo,000,000 in a full financial year.
and 4 guns, and that the pursuit to BagSETT. 22.—Mobilisation of Bulgarian Army.
dad is in full swing.
Air attack on Stuttgart by French
Petrograd reports Russians abandoned
aviators.
Russians make vigorous attack beLuck,. the Volhynia fortress. East of
this place stubborn fighting. occurred,
tween Friedrichstadt and Riga, recapand our ally obliged to retire in scene
turing a bridge-head on the Dvina at
sectors.
Lennevaden.
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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

A MODERN JOAN OF ARC.—There are on record many cases
nf women who, inspired with an irresistible patriotism, have donned
soldiers' uniforms and taken a fighting part in the war, but none
is more authentic or more beautifully in the spirit of the Maid of
Orleans than the subject of this drawing. A Russian nurse, Mira
Nliksailovitch Ivanoff, was tending the wounded in the first line.

Edited by
.1. A. Hammertod

The company to which she was attached was very hard pressed by
the Germans, and she was urged to retire. At that moment the
last officer and sergeants were incapacitated. Instead of considering her personal safety, she took the lead, and rallied the courage
of her men to beat the Germans off. Mira Ivanoff was killed
on the field, one of the few combatant-heroines of the war.

Tbe War Illustrated,
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How we are Paying for the War
THE ROUGH JUSTICE OF THE NEW BUDGET IN PRACTICE
By Sir Leo Chiozza Money, M.P.

B

ECAUSE in peace we neglected to adjust our taxation
fairly, in war we have to frame Budgets which at
the best do very rough justice as between the various
orders of taxpayers. Every praise is due to Mr. McKenna
'for the courage with which he faced his great task, and he
has attempted to fit the burden to every back. He had,
however, necessarily to work by amending the rates of a
very imperfect system of taxation, for you cannot turn a
fiscal systeM inside out in the middle of a big war, and the
result is that the Budget, when examined in detail, bristles
with anomalies which are the same kind of anomalies which
existed in peace, but rendered conspicuous by heavy rates
of taxation.
The application of a direct tax like the Income Tax
ought to he easy enough to understand, but so complicated
has our Income Tax become by constant amendment of
an originally clumsy system that, even if well-informed,
one has to think very carefully before answering any
Question on the subject.
The Rebate on Children
- Mr. McKenna's latest amendment has raised the rates
of tax by forty per cent. (following upon Mr. Lloyd George,
who had already doubled them), while lowering the exemption limit to D30. This, however, does not mean that
the majority of those earning 1,13o to £160 a year will pay
Income Tax. for the allowance for children system, introduced by Mr. Lloyd George, cancels Income Tax for most
persons of small incomes who have young children.
Indeed, so far does exemption go, that it is true to say
that up to about £180 a year the Income Tax has little
application save to bachelors and the childless. Here is
how the thine works out :
INCOME TAX AND THE FAMILY MAN—I
No. of
Children
under
16 rears.
0

On
£131
£

S.

I

3

1

On
/,,140
d.
o

s. d.
2

2

3

2

0 f

—
—
—

1

On
L150

On
fiSo

On
itho

s. d.
3 3 o
1 1 o
—
—

4

4

2

2

o

0 i

6

s. d.
6 0

4

4

0

2

2

o

It will be seen that if a man has 0180 a year, and three
children under sixteen years of age, he has no Income Tax
to pay.
I do not think that anybody will consider the bachelor
too heavily taxed by the figures in the top line of the table.
Now let us see how the Income Tax works up to „1,5oo
a year. Here is another statement giving the facts of the
:
case for £200 to
INCOME TAX AND THE FAMILY MAN-2
No. of
Children
under
16 rears.
0

3

On

On.
200

f
S
6
4

8
6
4

2

2

On

On

000

£400

On
fsoo

a year he pays nothing, at £180 a year he pays £2 as., at
a year,
4s. ; at 47,300 a year, £14 14s. ; at £400 a
year, L25 4s. ; and at -45oo a year, 1:37 16s.
Of course, if a statesman were arranging a graduated
Income Tax he would never enact this sort of thing. Its
obvious unfairness is the result of enacting a flat rate of
tax, which is chipped at by various abatements and allowances in order to produce a number of rough steps. For
ten years I have been protesting in Parliament against
the method, and now in war its faults are accentuated in
the manner I have had, unfortunately, to illustrate.
At £5oo a year, the children's allowance stops, and,
without going into the rates of Income Tax and Super Tax,
here are the amounts which have to be paid on various
large and small incomes, the taxpayer assumed to have
three young children :

1:200

INCOME TAX NEXT YEAR
Income.

Amount of Tax.

(SMALLER INCOMES EARNED)
Income.

Amount of Tax.

s. d.
130
150
250
500

7 7
35 14

o
0

£
105
1,029
16,529
34,029

1,000
5,000
50,000
100,000

s. d.
0 0
3 4
3 4
3 4

Right through these Income Tax figures, I have taken,
for the sake of simplicity, the full tax as it will have to be
paid in the next financial year (April ist, 1916, to March
31st, 1917).
THE OTHER INCOME TAXES

If the anomalies of our direct taxation are bad, those of
our indirect taxes are worse.
I deal first with the indirect taxes on sugar, tea, tobacco,
etc. Mr. McKenna has increased the sugar tax in a manner
I will presently explain, and the -other duties by fifty per
cent., which means something less than fifty per cent.
increase in their yield, and something more than fifty per
cent. increase in their casual injustices.
What do we mean when we talk of taxing tea ? As a
matter of fact. you cannot tax tea or any other commodity.
What you really do is to tax the income of the person who
buys tea, because he buys tea. All these taxes are really
Income Taxes, and very unfair ones, because they hit the
poor more than the rich, and because, also, people use
the taxed articles unequally. A poor man with a large
family pays a heavy Income Tax through sugar, and
another one through tea. If, also, he is a smoker and
drinker, his income is heavily taxed twice more ; but that
is his own fault. To the rich these taxes mean nothing.
for even a heavy duty on the tea, coffee, sugar, etc., consumed in a rich household amounts to a negligible addition
to the rich man's Income Tax.
Impositions of Traders

d.
0
o
0
0

13
II
9
7

s. d.
13 0
Ir o
9 0
7 0

£ s. d.
18 o
16 r6 0
14 14 0

f s. d.
8
290
27 6 0
25 4 o i

12 12

23

0

2

0

f
d.
42 s.
0 0
39 IS o
37 16 0
35 14

A glance at this table will reveal a grave fault. It will
be seen that the allowance for children, which made so
much difference upon very small incomes, makes very
little difference for moderate incomes. At £200 a year,
three children reduce Income Tax from Z8 8s. to only
2 2s. At L5-00 a year, the reduction is from ".4.2 to -05 14s.,
being actually the same, and therefore proportionately less.
The reader cannot fail to be struck, too, with the extraordinary jumps of the scale. It is absurd to call it a
graduated Income Tax, for graduation implies a gradual
rise. To take the case of a man with two children, at Zr5a

As far as sugar is concerned, the public has done very
increase in duty, because our sugar has
well, in spite of
been bought for us by the Government Sugar Commission,
and that body, by judicious dealing, has been able to lower
the price of the sugar it sells, thus discounting part of the
extra tax. While raising the sugar duty from is. iod. to
9s. 4d. per cwt., the Government is reducing the price of
sugar by from zs. 6d. to 3s. per cwt. This means, in
practice, only about one halfpenny tax on each pound
weight of sugar.
With regard to tea, coffee, and tobacco, the public are
not so fortunate. These thinos are not monopolised by the
Government, and the private dealer is therefore free to
pass on the duty to the consumer, with such additions as
he can contrive.
[Continued on page 220
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With the Canadians in the First- Line Trenches

An unrecorded casualty. It is no uncommon occurrence for men
in the first line to snipe a hare, or other game, thereby adding
a pleasant variant to official rations.
r

The man who has the order of the bath. Canadian, laden with a
supply of clean towels, about to distribute them to his comrades.

Three cheery sons of the Dominion, who might be taking a rest
outside thenr ranch in the West, so unconcerned are they as to
the Boches " over the way."

Canadian soldier, in anticipation of a poison-gas attack and
possible charge, has donned his respirator and fixed his
bayonet. (Exclusive photographs.)
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PAYING FOR THE WAR

0

Let us take two illustrations.
The first relates to tea. The London teashop proprietors have put their heads together, and now charge the
public one halfpenny per cup extra for tea. This is really
too bad. If the reader cares to experiment, he will find
that in a pound of tea there are about one hundred and
sixty teaspoonfuls, or fully one hundred and twenty heaped
teaspoonfuls. Thus a pound of tea yields at least one
hundred cups of tea. One hundred halfpennies amount to
4s. 2d., so that the teashop proprietors arc turning Mr.
McKenna's extra duty of fourpence a pound into nearly
four shillings a pound. (This takes no account of the
increase in sugar, but that of course is almost negligible in
respect of one hundred cups of tea.)
The Tobacconists' Own Levy
Let us take another case, that of tobacco.
Mr. McKenna has raised the duty on tobacco by fifty
per cent., from 3s. 8d. per pound to 5s. 6d. per pound. I
have just seen a tobacco advertisement in which it is
announced that tobaccos formerly sold at 4.1,-d. per ounce,
or less, will be increased in price by three-halfpence per
ounce, and that tobaccos previously sold at 5d. per ounce,
or more, will be increased in price by twopence per ounce.
Let us see what this means. Three-halfpence per ounce
is two shillings per pound ; twopence per ounce is two
shillings and eightpence per pound. So that on the better
tobaccos the Government increase of one shilling and
tenpence per pound is to be passed on as two shillings and
eightpence !

to the tobacco people. It is a great pity that a collective
strike of smokers cannot be brought about to bring such
impositions to an end. Apart from the inherent fault of
inequality of incidence as between rich and poor, it is. a
vice of indirect taxation that it lends itself to these deplorable manipulations.
Generally, while the Income Tax (together with the Death
Duties, which I have not space to treat here, and which
are not raised by Mr. McKenna's Budget), is heavily
graduated against the rich, the indirect taxes are graduated
against the poor. The well-to-do pay the bulk of the
direct taxes ; the poor and those of small means pay the
bulk of the indirect taxes. The general conception, which
is to levy something upon all classes, is thus achieved, but
in a rough-and-ready way. Some day, when peace comes
again, we may hope to find a Chancellor of the Exchequer
who will thoroughly revise our taxing methods and give
us a greater degree of justice than now obtains.
Parliament could not do better than devote the main part
of the energies of one session to the task.

£1,000,000 Private Profit!
If this system of private profit on public taxes is successful, the public will have to pay something like 'r,000,000
over and above the Government duty—i.e., as war profit

IVIeal-time outside ready-made" billets just behind the firing-lines. Splendid types of Canada's gallant fighting men oamplin
the bully beef. Inset : Afternoon rest behind a sandbag barricade during a slack time in a first-line trench.
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A Stumbling-Block to Germany in the ggean

Replying to the fire of a Turkish shore battery. The Canopus
argues it out with a 12 in. gun. Inset: Destroyer acts as
transport, and, laden heavily with troops, makes full speed
ahead for the Gallipoli Peninsula.

.• • :;!:' ""

• ...

-•

Awaiting the picket-boat. Men of H.M.S Lord Nelson about to return to their ship after a short leave at Mudros, Lemnos. Even
should the Germans succeed in reaching the /Egean Sea, they have still to contend with the ubiquitous and ail-powerful British Fleet.
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Serbia defies Wilhelm to grasp the Golden Horn

Scene of the new German invasion of Serbia, known as the Iron Gate of the Danube.
On the left is Major Djoukitch, an intrepid Slav soldier, popularly known as the
hero of Belgrade, watching a battle on Mount kaomi.

r-

Miss Sondes, one of the British nurses, talking to the Serbian Director
of the Fourth Reserve Hospital at Valjevo. On the right : French
military doctor inoculating Serbian soldiers against typhoid.

Neacy tor c.nything. Types of the most warlike race in Europe.
Serbian infantry on the march,

General Nisitch, on the right, and some of his staff, including
Colonel Vositch, in the foreground.
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Preparing o Face both Hun and Bulgar

The open-air theatre at Nish, which has been turned into a
barracks by Serbian soldiers, some of whom are seen
availing themselves of a much needed rest.
Inset: A
stumbling-block in the Kaiser's road to Constantinople.
Formidable Serbian battery concealed in the foliage.

Group of Austrian prisoners awaiting their midday meal. In the background is the Danube, which, since the new German attack on
Serbia under Field-Marshal von Mackensen, promises to play an even greater part in Armageddon than the tragic Vistula.
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Leviathan of the Deep and Ships of the Desert

H.M.S. Queen Elizabeth leaving Mudros. Without the covering fire of her 15 in. guns, the war in Gallipoli would have been an
impossibility, and no doubt she and other craft will be an effective check to German designs in the lEgean and Mediterranean.

In spite of every conceivable kind of machine enlisted to expedite
the progress of war, there are remote aspects of Armageddon
which are reminiscent of biblical strife, of far-off struggles in
Babylon, and time-forgotten wars in Egypt. This photograph.

showing a freight of archaic denizens of the desert leaving a
Mediterranean port in shallow barges for Gallipoli, illustrates an
incident which might apply as well to the twentieth century B.C.
as to the twentieth A.D.
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Anglo-Indians Forcing the March to Bagdad

Indian battery advancing towards Bagdad. One of the dreams of the Kaiser is that his influence should extend from Berlin to this
historic city. Hence the intrigues with Turkey in connection withthe famous Bagdad Railway, which is practically a German enterprise.

The difficulties involved in Britain's campaign in Mesopotamia are manifold. With the thermometer at 120 degrees, and a scarcity
of water, General Sir John Eccles Nixon, K.C.B., who is in charge of the operations, is considerably handicapped. This photograph
shows an Indian soldier wrestling with a transport mule, which is intent on living up to the proverbial obstinacy of its species.

Tt.e Anglo Indian forces have marched nearly three hundred miles towards Bagdad, and have invariably repulsed th Tut ks. This
photograph gives an admirable idea of the nature of the Persian Gulf country.
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Scenes in the Wake of the Conquerors of Loos

German shell that refused to explode. Striking view of two dug-outs in one
of the sandbag "towns" along the Allies' long line of western front. inset:
Another unexploded German shell, aimed at the ruined church.

The march to the trenches, there to meet glory or death. Men of Britain's ::kaki
lines tramping past a windmill on their way to the battle-zone. They were singing
the chorus of a popular sentimental ballad when the ,photograph was taken.

British soldiers examining some beautiful ca v'ngs, torn and battered by shell fire. Right: British transport waggons driving
through one of the villages wrecked by fierce artillery fire.
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"Impregnable" Position Carried by the British

Stone quarry near Hulluch taken by the British in the memorable advance and then retaken by the Germans. So convinced was the
enemy that this position was impregnable, that the British success staggered him. For many months this natural position has been
further strengthened by every kind of defence.

Another view of the position near Hulluch, a rock in the German line which fell before our wave of steel. These quarries are fined
with machine-guns. A bombardment with big guns is not always effective, the only key to such a stronghold being the bayonet.
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Germany's Legions Melt under British Fire

One of the many fierce, yet fruitless attacks made on the Hohenzollern Redoubt by the enemy, after which he left nearly 8,000
dead lying in front of our lines. What Sir John French has vividly
described as "successive waves of infantry" have persistently
attacked the whole front, only to break and melt away under our

withering fire like waves broken on a beach. It is seldom that
an enemy bayonet has reached within striking distance of our new
positions. In fact, Britain's khaki lines have been pushed steadily
forward at several points, having gained ground varying from
five hundred to one thousand yards in depth.
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Treacherous German Officer Begs for His Life

Describing his part in one of the splendid charges during the
terrible fighting before the Champagne victory, a wounded French
soldier told how the survivors of a strong German force threw
down their arms and shouted " Kamerades ! Pas Kapout I" Yet,
although their surrender was accepted, some of them treachn-

Ously continued firing, and an artillery captain shot the Frenchman through the hand. " I knocked him down and he begged
for mercy, saying he had a wife and children. I am a family man
myself, so I had pity on him. He picked himself up and thanked
me profusely, and offered me money, which made me laugh."
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS IN THE WAR
111.—The King's Own Scottish Borderers

IN romantic interest
no part of our
land is superior
to the Borders, the
district once a " debatable land "
between England and
Scotland. It is a land
of castles, ruined and
-estored, such as
wick, Ford, Chilling ham, and Naworth ;
of abbeys such as Melrose, Hexham,
ledburgh, and Kelso, while its peel towers
" tumultuous and crying
are full .
memories " of a fierce and lawless past.
Pattleftelds--Flodden, Otterburn, Ancrum
Moor. and Sober Moss—are everywhere,
and the district has been immortalised in
- the poetry of Sir Walter Scott.
The history of this land has left a mark
upon the people who dwell there. They
inherit the blood of generations of wild
fighting men, of men who lived in the
saddle, and whose only trade was war.
For them there were no long years of
enervating peace. They were alWaV:i
looking for the beacon fire of danger, and
listening for the call to arms. They were
the warriors of whom Scott wrote in " The
Lay of the Last Minstrel " :
" They carved at the weal
With gloves of steel,
And they drank the red wine Aro h the
helmet tarred."
The descendants of these men must be
soldiers. They simply cannot help it.
- It is the call of the blood. So we are not
surprised to find, high on the roll of
British regiments. the name of. the
King's Own Scottish Borderers, the 25th
of the Line.

-Not so-the Borderer : born to war,
He knew the battle's scent afar,
And jo2.'ed to hear it swell.
--SIR WALTER SCOTT.
hut they took part in the Tirah and Chitral
campaigns, and they were in South Africa,
Paardeberg being their great day there.
When the Great War broke out, the
1st Battalion of this regiment was at
Lucknow, and the 2nd at Dublin, and the
latter was one of the first to arrive at the
seat of war. It went out as part of the
5th Division, being one of the four battalions in the 13th Brigade, and at the Battle
of Mons it lay along the Conde Canal. It
was there when the army got the order to
retreat, and with the other regiments of
the division the Borderers fell back some
five miles on the morning of Monday,
August 24th.
The Borderers at Mons
The battalion was in excellent spirits,
and had only lost a few men, but in the
retreat it had a terrible time. Of the six
brigades in Smith-Dorrien's corps the
3th eras in the rear, and consequently it
felt the full force of the German attack.
At Fromeries on the Monday, and again
at Le Cateau on the Wednesday, it was
in the thick of some desperate fighting,
and on those days the battalion was nearly
destroyed. Altogether the Borderers lost
fifteen officers—or just about half their
total—during the first days of the retreat.
Their colonel, Lieut.-Col. C. M. Stephenson,
Major A. E. Haig, and several more were

800 Recruits in Two Hoars
Recently, we have heard of one or two
-records in the way of quick recruiting,
hut what would our recruiting-sergeants
.think of raising a regiment of too men
In 1689. the regiment now
in two hours
known as the King's Own Scottish
Borderers was raised in Edinburgh by
Lord Leven in that time, and to commemorate this it bears on its colours the
figure of Edinburgh Castile. " The work
of these two hours,'' says Mr. Fortescue,
" has lasted for two centuries, for the
- regiment then hastily enlisted is still
alive as the 25th of the Line."
At this time " bloody Claverhouse "
had just roused the Highlanders to fight
against William III., and to crush this
insurrection Mackay marched north with
the Borderers and some other regiments.
Highlander and Lowlander met in the
Pass of Killicrankie, where the wild Highland rush swept the Lowlanders away.
Lord Leven kept together a few of his
Borderers, but the day was lost.
In this way the Borderer, received their
baptism of fire and entered upon their
career. Under William of Orange they
fought at Landen and elsewhere in the
Low Countries ; they were at Fontenoy,
and were among the men who fought at
Minden. In the nineteenth century their
services were not called upon very often,

Corporal of the King's Own Scottish
Borderers in parade uniform.

wounded, while a number of others were
reported as missing. At least one of
these, Major Chandos Leigh, D.S.O., was
dead, although this was not known until
some months later. The casualties included four captains—Spencer, Macdonald,
Kennedy, and Cobden.
The Borderers seem recovered from this.
gruelling, and when Sir John French
ordered his army to " make good the
Aisne," they were again put in a poSition
of danger. They were ordered to cross the
river opposite Missy, and all through
Sunday, September isth, they struggled
on, but the ground over which they had to
move was quite open, and when night came
they were still on the wrong side of the
Aisne. Their efforts, however, had assisted the other brigades of the 5th
Division to cross, and these in their turn
held out a helping hand to the Borderers
and their comrades of the 13th, who
crossed on September ri4th. On that day
Private G. Turner, of the Borderers, won
the Distinguished Conduct Medal for
carrying ammunition to the firing-line
under heavy fire.
The Borderers are next met with at
Cninchy, where the Second Corps, under
General Smith-Dorrien, was fighting hard
to drive the Germans from Lille. On
October 12th and 13th they were in the
thick of a slow advance, and on the latter
day one of their corporals, A. Brown,
won the D.C.M. for his successful sniping.
By this he kept the enemy from occupying
a position essential to our safety.
During the great Battle of Ypres the
Borderers did their share in holding on to
La Bassee, round which place the struggle
swayed backwards and forwards for some
three weeks. On October 22nd they were
attacked heavily, and from November 7th
to -nth they were in a critical position. In
the fighting in October Major W. L. C.
Allan was killed, and several officers were
wounded, while Sergeant-Major Kirkwood
received the
for " great gallantry
.and coolness in action."
Leading the Attack on,HM 60
During a good part of the winter the
Second Army Corps, in which the Borderers
were, was in reserve, and it did not take
any serious part in the Battle of Neuve
Chapelle. But, refreshed and strengthened,
the Borderers were again to the fore in
the second Battle of Ypres, and especially
on " Hill to." With the West Kents, they
were chosen to lead the attack on , this
position. On the evening of April 17th
the engineers exploded seven mines under
the German trenches there, and as the
great masses of earth, carrying with them
the remains of men and guns, shot furiously
into the air, the Borderers and the West
Kents leapt from their trenches, charged
up the hill, and planted themselves fairly
on the top. With feverish haste they set
to work in the darkness to entrench
themselves in the great holes made by OUT
shells, and to drag up their machine-guns,
for they knew what to expect as soon
ever it was again light. Sharp at 6.3o the
Germans came on, as usual, shoulder to
Shoulder. Many of them were shot down,
but others reached the trenches, where
there was some fierce hand-to-hand

Heroic Action of King's Own Scottish Borderers

In October, 1914, a detachment of the King's Own Scottish Borderers was passing through a village near the Aisne that was being
heavily shelled. One of the wheels of the machine-gun was shattered, but, although exposed to the fierce shell fire, the men unlimbered,
threw out their kit-bags, and managed to get the machine-gun and ammunition away in safety.

lighting. In this the Borderers more than
held their own, and when they were relieved the next night, they had won and
kept the hill. In this fighting Captains
T. P. Wingate and R. C. Y. During and
two lieutenants were killed, and a little
later the battalion lost Captain C. E. W.
Bland, who had previously won the D.S.O.

Undying Glory on Gallipoli
A few days after this exploit the 1st
Battalion of the Borderers won great
glory in the attack on Gallipoli, where it
formed part of the immortal 2oth Division.
With a battalion of Marines the battalion
was chosen to land on a beach which Sir
Ian Hamilton described as merely a
narrow strip of sand at the foot of a
crumbling cliff, not unlike some spots on
the coast of North Devon. The men got
on shore, climbed up some small gullies
to the top of the cliff, and brought up food,
water, and ammunition. Then, in great
force, the Turks attacked, and they kept
this up through the day (April 25th), and
all through the night. They threw bombs
into our trenches, and so black was the
darkness that they were able, quite unseen, to bring a pony with a machine-gun
on its back into our defences, where the
party was discovered and bayoneted.
Growing fewer and fewer every hour,
the Borderers and the Marines fought
through that terrible night, rushing
forward with their bayonets to meet the
Turks, who seemed to have an endless
supply of men. By morning, half of the
little detachment had been killed or
wounded, its leader, Lieut.-Colonel A. S.
Koe, seriously injured, and no reinforce-

ments were available. Then Sir Ian
Hamilton, seeing that good progress had
been made elsewhere, ordered the
Borderers and the Marines to retire.
Ouickly the whole of the force was embarked on the transports with their
wounded, their stores, and their ammunition, this being successfully accomplished
owing to the fire from our warships and
the devotion of a small rearguard of the
Borderers, who prevented the enemy from
lining the cliff.
In this operation the losses were heavy,
and, roughly speaking, only half the
battalion remained. In addition to Lieut.Colonel Koe, who died from his wounds,
Captains C. A. Antrobus, A. S. Cooper,
E. A. Marrow, P. N. Sanderson, A. J.
Sanderson, and two subalterns were
killed, and six officers were wounded.
In this desperate fighting many deeds
of gallantry were done, and many, alas !
unnoticed in the darkness, will never be
revealed to us; for the men who did
them and the men who saw them done are
still in death. One of these, however,
'may be mentioned, not as anything
special, but a mere example of many
others. Private Bidgood was in a trench
which had been partly destroyed, and
after a time he was there alone. He
blocked up the broken end and kept his
position until daybreak, although only
twenty yards away a Turkish machinegun was firing. He was severely wounded,
and received the Distinguished Conduct
Medal.
On the retirement. the survivors of the
battalion were taken round to another

landing, where they joined their comrades
of the 87th Brigade in forming the extreme
of the British right. Once there, they
shared in the attack on the Turkish'
positions, including those made early in
Tune. At this time the Borderers were
commanded by Captain G. B. Stoney, who
" showed great coolness and good leading,holding together in a most praiseworthy
manner the battalion, which had suffered
greatly."

Some Heroic Officers
Much more could be said about the
deeds of the Borderers, especially in.
Gallipoli, but we can only mention one,
or two others, The heavy fighting bad
been terribly hard. on the commissioned.
officers, but happily the Borderers had
excellent non-commissioned officers to
lead them. On June 4th one of these,
Sergeant-Major W. Brameld, led his company in a successful bayonet charge on a
Turkish trench, and through these difficult
days another sergeant-major, J. Pearce,
showed " great powers of leadership."
Finally, we may relate how, on June
28th, there was one of many attacks made
by Sir Ian Hamilton's men. At i1 a.m. the
artillerymen lengthened their ranges and
the Borderers left their trenches and raced
for those of the Turks. They reached and
rushed the first line and then the second
line, and what was more difficult still, they,
held them against fierce counter-attacks.
Glory, like liberty, is never cheap, and the
Borderers have paid for it in hundreds
of heroic lives laid down for their country,
A. W. HOLLAND.

11 - qr illustrated, 23rc1 October,
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Heavy Italian Cannon in Alpine Chasms

Italian battery cleverly masked from enemy view. Warfare in the Alps is in the main reduced to artillery duels and individual
efforts. in such a rugged environment large masses of men cannot move together as on other European fields of war.
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A near view of an Italian gun about to be fired. Inc battery's position is lined with wattles to break the force of enemy shrapnel. In
the background the gunners' bomb-proof shelter may be seen lust in front of the second gun.
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XXIX.—How the Army of Castelnau Broke the Germans in Champagne
HE French talk of the miracle of the Marne, but their
miracle of Champagne is a greater thing. It is
probably the greatest thing in French history after
the marvel of Joan of Arc. All the superb qualities of the
French genius are exhibited with astonishing force in the
action by which the first two iron walls, built by the scientific
Germans for military defence, were abruptly broken.
France was weak—terribly weak—in comparison with her
great foe. After being robbed in 187o of her sources of
fine steel in the Lorraine mines, she had been cut off in 1914
from her principal coal sources. The Germans, who had
added to their large mineral resources in Central Europe
the Belgian, French, and -Russo-Polish mines, had become
the supreme industrial magnates of the world, and were
devoting all their old and new gains to increasing their
warlike strength.
The Teutonic Empires had
begun the war because they
were aware that their thousands
of heavy pieces or ordnance,
ranging in calibre from 6 in.
to 161 in.; gave- them a: magnificent advantage over the French
armies that used only 3 in.
guns with a few 4 in. howitzers.
It was the Germans' overwhelming superiority in heavy artillery
which had enabled them to
recover from their defeat on the
Marne, race up to the sea, and
capture the French mines round
Lens. The loss of these mines,
with all the valuable machinery
employed in the Black Country
of France, was a grievous disaster, and in the opinion of the
German Staff it left France
practically impotent.

T

Wonder! ul Improvisation
But, helped by the sea-power
of Britain, the French people,
with their marvellous power of
improvisation, worked for a year
in a silence of deadly intensity.
Thousands of shiploads of steel
poured through French ports
into the French munition factories, and heavy artillery of a
superb new type was rapidly
produced, with millions of huge shells filled with a highexplosive of a new kind. By seer power of far-reaching
inventiveness, the amazing Frenchmen, in less than twelve
months, overtook and surpassed in heavy gun manufacture all that the Germans had accomplished by years
of plodding organisation.
While his new artillery was accumulating, General Joffre
watched with ironic interest the devices by which the
Bodies strengthened their iron walls. The new French
ekplosive was not used in the preliminary actions, as it
was thought well not to disturb the faith of the . German
in his armoured concrete and armour-plated defence works.
But when the new guns and howitzers began to test their
powers all along the German lines in the second week in
September, 1915, the German Staff became alarmed. The
number, size, and shattering effect of the new shells showed
that the French had solved the problem of the modern
parallel battle by means of thousands of new siege-guns
of wonderful new aualities.
The German commander could foretell, from the regions
of intense fire and the information of his intelligence agents

concerning the places at which shells were being accumulated and troops massed, where the two principal blows
would fall on his line. Reinforcements were sent into
Belgium to strengthen the Lille front against the armies of
Sir John French and General Foch, and the Champagne
front was also strongly reinforced against the army of
General dc Castelnau. So confident were the Germans of
holding their Champagne line that, on the eve of battle,
their war correspondents were invited to headquarters at
Vouziers in order to witness the victory. This victory.
however, was not to be achieved merely by withstanding
the French blow. Immediately on the left of the Champagne line was the army of the Crown Prince, still battling
in the Argonne Forest. This army was also greatly
strengthened, with the intention that it should break the
French front, after the French
attacking forces in the neighbouring Champagne region had
been thoroughly beaten.
A Big Gun Duel
Altogether the struggle eras as
fair and open a test of strength
as has been seen in they course
of the Great War ; =for there was
no iMportant element= of surprise in the scheMe of operations. The thing eras, in its
decisive features, the clash of
Krupp of Essen and Schneider
of Creusot, with Krupp possessing the advantages of years of
perparation and enormous and
handy resources, while Schneider
and other assisting French gunmaking firms had to rely on the
inventiveness of their designers,
the skill and energy of their
h-ont%iuted OP page
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Whole batteries of German field-guns, taken in Champagne,
which are displayed to Parisians in the courtyard of the Invalides.
Inset : German 155 mm. cannon captured in the recent fighting.
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workmen, and materials imported oversea. The French
gunmaker won because his new howitzer was as extraordinary a weapon as his little semi-automatic 3 in.
field-gun. When, after more than a week of artillery
demonstrations, the French gunners massed their fire on
the eighteen miles of German works, stretching from the
Argonne Forest to the hamlet of Auberive, east of Rheims,
the Battle of Champagne was won.
Kettledrums of Death
The German army, holding the trenches, machine-gun
redoubts, and gun emplacements were imprisoned. They
could get no food, water, or ammunition. For three days
and three nights—from Thursday, September 23rd, to
Saturday, September 25th—the kettle-drums of death
rolled over the German lines. By day, it was a crazing,
unending tornado of sound, that ripped the air and sent it
in wounding blasts into the ears of distant spectators.
By night, sky and earth were like the Last Judgment—all
flame, thunder, shriekings, and earthquake-like effects.
The shells from the new howitzers did not come over in a
great curve, but dropped almost vertically from a tremendous altitude. No work of human hands, though
covered with concrete and steel cupolas, could withstand
the piercing, blasting force of the new French projectiles.
And to all this overwhelming material of attack the French
gunner added an incomparable skill in handling artillery.
it is important to make clear that the French won the
Battle of Champagne less by courage than by inventive
science. For quite a year they had shown more courage
in attack than their enemy. Personal prowess, however,
could not throw back the invader. The French therefore
changed completely their methods of warfare in almost
every particular. All their troops, old and new, had been
rodrilled, and every battalion had been reorganised and
taught to fight in a novel manner. The result was seen
on Saturday morning, when the French artillerymen
extended- their range, and the French infantry leapt up
in the pouring rain and charged over the bare, slippery
knolls and hollows of the chalky plateau of Northern
Champagne. The troops did not advance in a succession
of wares, eighteen miles long, and rush all the trenches in
front of them. The chief attack was made by two widelyseparated columns, near either end of the long, battered
tract of hostile lines.
On reaching the German sector, each French battalion
split in half. One half—the grenadiers, armed with daggers,
revolvers, and hand-grenades—leaped into the enemy's
trenches and redoubts and bombed their way towards the
centre. The other half—the flying column, using bayonet
and bulle.t—cliinbed over the first German line, and charged
towards the enemy's support trenches. In this way the
-3-ermam supports were attacked at the same time as the
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German first line. The result was that in all cases the
unsupported, enveloped German first line broke completely.
At several points there were round hills, standing one
hundred and fifty to two hundred feet above the muddy
brooks. These heights had been transformed by German
engineers into fortresses of terrible strength. The French
infantrymen did not waste their lives in storming these
gunned and caverned mounds of chalk, but swept by on
either side, while the defending troops were being still
smitten by French shell fire. It was only when the German
trenches, well behind the fortressed hills, were captured,
that some of the flying columns and grenadier companies
attacked the German garrisons through their own rear
communication trenches.
In the hand-to-hand fighting in the deep ditches and
huge subterranean chambers the French troops, under
General de Castelnau, had full opportunity of showing their
driving power and fierce vehemence. And in the attacks
across open ground on the second German line, covering
the railway which united the Crown Prince's army in the
Argonne with Field-Marshal von Heeringen's army on the
heights of the Aisne, there were many noble examples of
the steady manoeuvring skill of .French troops under fire.
The Colonial Corps and the Marine Fusiliers specially
distinguished themselves by the speed and strength of their
assaults. The mere fact that unwounded German prisoners
were taken to a number representing almost the infantry
force of an army corps, together with the artillery of an
army corps, is sufficient indication of the remarkable pace
with which the French flying columns closed round the
enemy's rear.
GerMany's Fatal Error
But on the whole the Battle of Champagne was won by
mind rather than by muscle. The French Staff afterwards
stated that they lost less men in Champagne in September,
1915, than they had done in their very partial success in the
same region in February, 1915. In the intervening seven
months they had rearmed their corps and retrained their
troops by the most brilliant, profound, and rapid revolution
in tactics known to history. As an example of constructive
resiliency of mind, the Champagne victory is likely to
become one of the great classics in military history ; for
at the time it was won, France's power of producing
munitions was still only half that of her enemy. This was
one of the reasons for the delay in the attack upon the last:
German line, with its fortified rear-posts, which barred the
advance on Vouziers. Another immense stock of millions
of shells had to be accumulated for the final overwhelming
bombardment. Meanwhile Germany, by an apparently
gross error of judgment, diverted part of her stock of
munitions into a fresh theatre of war in Serbia, and tried
to meet the menace on the western front by relinquishing
in the eastern field of battle her lines of advance upon
Petrograd, Moscow, and Kieff.

Awaiting the order to go forward to victory under the tricolour Group of French soldiers resting awhile preparatory to a
further attack on the German positions in the Champagne districts. (Exclusive photograph.)
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Steel Nets to Catch the Enemy in Champagne

French soldiers at work cn barbed-wire entanglements for the defence of the
positions recently captured in the French advances in the Champagne district.
The wires are stretched across wooden stakes, to which they are secured.
1

formidable network of barbed-wire in the making. French soldiers constructing barbed-wire defences for trenches in Champagne,
and wire canopies to be used over dug-outs as protection against bombs. In the background are piles of wooden stakes ready for us.:
in connection with barbed—wire entanglements. Inset Mechanical toy in a French trench. Weathercock over a "dolts' " houss.
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Wh t ill Happen to Serbia ?
By Our War Correspondent, F. A. McKENZIE

I

Lite days before tire g Lt War of
the Balkan League I was discussing
.
the Year East on one occasion with
my old friend the late Bennet Buldeigh,
the veteran war correspondent.
" Tim Serbians are the finest fighting
race in the Balkans, and one of the finest
- ' ting races in the world." said Mr.
thrrleigh, " They are a people of magnificent physique ; they are splendidly
trained, and they arc born soldiers. The
average visitor judges Serbia by Belgrade.
Belgrade is merely an excrescence, and
no sample of the nation as a whole. If
_Bulgaria and Serbia fight, Serbia will
smash Bulgaria. I would even go a
great deal further than that. If Austria
declares war against Serbia, she will
have such a bad time that she will be
sorry she ever moved."
Attack on Three Sides
At that time my old friend's forecast
seemed very far-fetched. Yet I knew
him as one who had had perhaps more
experience of actual war than any other
living man. lime has proved the truth
what he foretold. The Serbians are
among the supreme fighters of the world .
Were they entering into their new campaign fresh, they would give a magnificent
account of themselves.
Unfortunately, they are called upon to
lace attack from three sides at the
moment when they are slowly recovering
from exhausting struggles. Serbia has
passed through two big wars and one
terrible campaign in the space of less
than three years.
Her people have
suffered heavily — incredibly heavily—
from battle and disease ; typhus and
cholera have swept their hunger-stricken
ranks.
Now, what hope is there that they will
be able to resist the Austro-Bulgarian
advance ? The German plans are to
attack Serbia from all sides at once with
overwhelming numbers of_ men, and to
rush through the northern parts of the
country so as to clear the way for a direct
and unbroken line of communication
between the Germanic territories to the
north and Bulgaria to the east. The
Austrian armies, starting from Belgrade,
will attack from the north. Meanwhile
an advance, in some ways more formidable, will be made by Bulgaria from the
east in the direction of Nish. Once the
Bulgarian armies capture Nish they have
accomplished their main aim ; the rest
is a matter of detail.
Serbia's Great Hope
Arc these schemes practicable 1 Are
they probable ?
Let us look at the
question for a moment from the point of
view, not of personal prepossessions but
of military geography.
Serbia presents the most difficult
country that is possible to conceive for
military operations. The capture of the
modern capital, Belgrade, is comparatively easy, for it lies on the borders of
Austria-Hungary, almost waiting to be
taken. The crossing of the Danube is a
military operation of a somewhat formidable kind, but it is perfectly practicable
with the resources behind the Central
Powers. But once these things are done,
the real problem of the invaders only
begins.

Whole groups of mountains meet in
Serbia—the Carpathians, the Balkans,
the Dinaric Alps, and the Albanian Alps.
Serbia and Bulgaria are separated along
a large part of their way by the great line
of Stara Planina, the crest line of the
Balkans. Mountain follows mountain,
range follows range, from east to west.
The Stara Planing runs up to over 7,cLoo
feet high ; while mountains of 4,00n,
5,000, and 6,000 feet are scattered over
the country. Even the rivers give little
opportunity for the advance of modern
armies, for they run in parts through
narrow gorges, often with steep mountains, 2,000 and 3,oao feet high, on either
side of them.
Insuperable Difficulties
There are roads of a kind and there are
mountain tracks, and there is the narrow
iron-way of the railroads. But nothing
is easier than to destroy railway tracks
in a country such as this. The land has
been swept of food, and the invaders
must bring what they want with them.
To move an army rapidly through
territory like this is the most difficult
military operation possible.
Two examples in the present war
illustrate this. Last autumn the Austrians
sent a strongarmy into Serbia. The
army advanced a certain. way, and then
it was caught in the mountains. To day,
most of the men who entered the mountain country, confident of victory against
their puny neighbour, are either prisoners
in Serbian hands or are resting in lonely
hillside graves. Italy started out months
ago to invade the Austrian 'Alps. Her
special Alpine troops have proved them.selves to be greatly superior to the
Austrians. They have done marvels in
their tremendous work on the great
heights. They have dragged guns up to.
the regions of perpetual snow. But how
far have they advanced ? All their
courage and determination have only
taken them a small way into the enemy's
country. The Austrian Alps are not yet
pierced, or nearly pierced.
Feud o! Des,peration
The Serbian people are fighting to-day
with the courage of despair. Working
in their own country, they should prove
again, a very formidable factor. They
are battling, and they know it, for national
life, Victory means for them the realisation of their great dream, a dream which
has inspired their people for a century—
the union of all the Serbian peoples of
Serbia, Old Serbia, Bosnia, Herzegovina,
Dalmatia, Istria, and Slavonia into one
powerful race, the dominating nation of
South-Eastern Europe. Defeat means for
them that they will be parcelled out between the Bulgars and the Austrians, and
that the old oppression of their race will
be renewed in a still more drastic form.
Serbia has suffered almost all that a
nation can suffer. All the comforts
possessed by her people have been swept
away. She stands to-day fighting naked
and charged with despair for the right
to live.
We have a right to assume that during
the past six months the allied Powers,
conscious of the uncertainty of Bulgarian
action, .have been pouring munitions and

weapons into Serbia. We have a further
right to assume that with our co-operation
the main points of mountain defence
have been reconstructed. Our armies are
entering Serbia now in considerable
numbers. We are anticipating that much
has been done to prepare the way for
them. To think otherwise would lie to
conclude that our diplomacy is blind and
our military foresight sadly lacking.
Thus the Austro-Germans and the
Bulgarians will be faced at every stae:i
with obstacles of the most formidable
kind.
Will Greece Marea.?
No one who knows anything of the
military organisation of Continental armies
places too much weight on the effects of
the dislike of many of the Bulgarian
people for the present campaign. The
soldier obeys the order to fight automatically. The Bulgarians, eager to restore
their military honour, so dimmed in their
last war, will doubtless excel themselves
in their plans for advance. We can
expect them to reveal once again the
sureness, the decision, and the rapidity
of movement which were so marked a
feature of their campaign against Turkey.
They have had ample time to restore their
strength. They have increased their
armies. They have in all probability
munitions in superabundance. But while
we can expect nothing but the most resolute and active enmity from the Bulgarians, we may still hope for real help
from Greece. The Greek people are at
Honour, sell
the parting of the ways.
interest and national traditions lead them
to us, and we can still hope that these wilt
be sufficient to make them abandon th6ir
present neutrality. If they are no`,
Greece will be damned, doubly damitel,
through generations yet unborn,
We are face to face with a campaign
which must mean for us the raising of
further armies. Serbia Will require from
us from first to last half a million trained
men, including; fresh drafts and further
supports. It is to our advantage t)
launch armies as strong as possible there,
for the neutrals of to-day will follow the
victors of to-morrow. Let us win in
Serbia and crush Bulgaria,' then Rumania
and Greece automatically come to our
side. We will have a line of advance into
the heart of Austria-Hungary from the
south-east that may enable us to strike
the final blows that will end the war.
The Hey to Victory
Let us send out inadequate forces and
let them be overwhelmed-as inadequate
forces almost certainly will be — then
Rumania will veer over to the German
side, while Greece will, at the best, withhold all aid from us.
From many points of view it is to be
regretted that we are compelled to split
our strength and to divert great forces to
the south-east of Europe. It would have
been a real gain had _we been able to
concentrate our armies on the westeiiront. But it is of no use mourning over
the accomplished • deed. The thing has
got to be carried through. It can only
be finished properly by the nation calling
upon • its vast reserves of strength. We
must have more mcn, many more men,
and have them auicklv.
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Glasgow Highlanders ready for the Real Thing

ek4

rv4s\ •

Members of the Glasgow Highlanders, in training for the front, experience an exhilarating charge. With wild shouts and bayonets
levelled, a wave of sturdy Scots surges over the heather. A week or two hence and they will ba pitting themselves against the Huns.

A striking photograph giving an excellent idea of the lay of a line of trenches. It will be seen that trenches can only be taken in
sections. It is not a question of wresting a trench from the enemy and enfilading hundreds of yards of front with machine-guns,
owing to the zigzag construction, which necessitates the use of hand-grenades to dislodge occupants from each section in turn.
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The Grand Fleet's Bloodless Victory
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
ELSON once coined a great maxim
for the Foreign Office when he said
that battleships are the best
negoiators in Europe. He gave to his
successors a final testament, in what he
called the Great Order, that every other
consideration must be subordinated to
the destruction of the enemy's fleets.
Sir John Jellicoc, for nearly fifteen months
of war, has been Sir Edward Grey's right1 ,nd man. He has preserved intact the
great fleet of battleships, and has accomplished every object of the -naval war
with almost a bloodless victory. Having
accomplished so much by obeying the
Great Order, and preserving his men
Fleet in such position and readiness as
will enable him to destroy the enemy's
Fleet if it ventures outside the protective
fortifications and-mine-fields, he is hardly
likely to jeopardise the position by
adopting the Churchillian policy of
" digging out the German Fleet like rats."
N

Germany's Deferiorati3n
He knows that time can bring
no reinforcement to the German Navy
comparable with our own. He knows
that he is accomplishing every single
purpose of naval war in haying sateguarded our trade and transports, while
depriving Germany of all supplies to the
extent that he was allowed by the Foreign
Office. He knows that the stock of Welsh
coal Germany possessed, prior to war,
has undergone probably a good deal more
than, fifteen months' deterioration, and
that the deterioration in moral and sea
habits in the personnel must be accentuated from month to month. In all
this preservation of his superiority intact,
and refusal to. fritter it away on harebrained schemes like an attack on
Heligoland, Sir John Jellicoe is applying
the sound sense handed down to us in
these few lines written nearly three and a
half centuries ago : " In these princely

actions, a man cannot he too provident ;
and no wisdom were it to put things to an
even balance, when more weight may be
added."—(Sir William Wynter.)
Looking through my notes, prior to the
war, I find that General Bernhardi, in
his book " Deutschland and der Nachste
Krieg," summarised five stages in
Germany's naval development :
z. A navy to show the flag,
a. A navy for coast defence,
3. A navy to meet an attack on the
high seas,
I. A navy to render insecure the position of the British Navy,
5. A navy to beat the British Navy,
and then
6. A war with Great Britain.
The only object all this vast expenditure of 1300,000,000 has achieved
is No. 6, and that is perhaps the most
conspicuous failure, since it has come at
the wrong time.
The German Fleet knows exactly where
to find the Grand Fleet's base, though
great parade of secrecy has been made by
those who paid no attention to what was
published in the Press, prior to war, as to
this base. Nor does the knowledge
matter, for the German Fleet cannot make
use of it. The only knowledge which
might have been of use was, curiously
enough, conveyed by the Admiralty when
the House of Commons was told that the
long waits of colliers at different ports was
due to the fact that the Fleet coaled
simultaneously instead of a few at a time.
Once more it has been demonstrated
that, provided we have sufficient margin
of safety in our superiority to the enemy,
and we did not possess this in our great
failure in the War of American Independence, then there is nothing more certain
in its action than the power exerted by a
great Navy which our own people never
get a glimpse of, and which the enemy can

only see at the price of death. There is
not, in the record of naval history, such
transitions from victory to defeat as are
to be witnessed any day on land as from
Rosbach to Lena, Austerlitz to Waterloo.
Solferino to Sedan, - and Mons to the
Marne. The contentions of the Bluewater
School—which Mr. Churchill christened
the Blue Funk School—in this instance of
the working of the margin in naval power,
as in other cases, have been signally
verified and established on unshakable
foundations. We may, indeed, be thankful that the margin of the Grand Fleet
was not such a poverty-stricken affair as
Mr. Churchill apparently came to believe
under the stress of war when he prevented the loss of a great warship and
the damage done by a mine to another
becoming known until months after the
events. There was no loss of prestige to
the Navy in such accidents, and the
strength of the Allies bore such a relation
to that of the enemy as would enable us
to bear with fortitude a far heavier loss.
Confidence in the Fleet
It was the procedure which was bad
for our prestige, and those responsible
should remember a well-known sentence
of Kinglake when he censured the
naval bombardment of Sebastopol by
declaring that " the renown of our Navy
was a treasure unspeakably precious."
Lord Selborne has recently censured this
policy of concealing losses. To my mind
the greatest victory of the Grand Fleet is,
that though it has never once been in
the public view, it has established a
measure of supreme confidence in that
public's mind. That must be its reward.
Its silent vigil of watching and. waiting Im_s
had a reflex action on the people of our
country, which has completely falsified
the forecasts of those who believed that
the public would be prone to panic, and
must be spoon-fed or flattered like a child.

Truth About the Giant Triplane
By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"
URING the past week readers of
the daily papers have been entertained by glowing stories chiefly
via New York—of a new giant " triplane,"
or three-decker flying machine, which has
been built in Paris. One cannot help
thinking that when tile French Government—usually more strict in its censorship
even than our own—lets a lot of American
journalists loose on a new thing like this,
it must have something up its sleeve,
so to specie.
It is not like the French we have
learned to know in this war to start
shouting about things they are going
to do—they generally do them first and
shout little enough afterwards. Consequently, I am a trifle sceptical about
this " aerial Dreadnought " which is to
revolutionise aerial warfare, and so forth.
It is now a good many months since a
French friend of mine sketched out the
general designs of this particular machine
for me, and, though it has its good points,
there is nothing particularly exciting
about it to the old hands in the science
of aeronautics, whatever it may have

D

been to a party of journalists who saw
a " triplane " for the first time.
Vain?. Yet to be Proved
As a matter of fact, except for its size,
there is nothing very new about it. The
first aeroplane ever flown by an Englishman was Mr. A. V. Roe's little nine
horse-power triplane of i000, and he and
others flew triplaries up to the end of
nolo, when he brought out his biplane,
the forerunner of the Avro biplane, which
is the favourite mount of very many of
our best Army fivers. Years before that
Mr. Octave Chanute, a French-American,
made many flights on a " glider "--or
aeroplane without an engine, launched
from the top of a hill—which had five
planes one above the other. Quite a
number of experienced designers have
long argued that really big aeroplanes
would have " superimposed " surfaces in
this way, so as to get the necessary number
of square feet of surface, without making
the thing too wide from tip to tip.
However, the value of the huge fighting
aeroplane still remains to he proved.
Simply for carrying huge quantities of

bombs the big machines must certainly
be good, provided they fly decently,
because they are in fact the equivalent
of perhaps six small machines linked
together, and are controlled by only
one or two men. So they are capable of
carrying a load of bombs equal to the
weight of the crews of the other five
machines. But if they are to carry a
lot of bombs they cannot carry guns
and ammunition • as well, and so must
be protected by an escort of fast fighting
aeroplanes—like those little " tabloid "
biplanes which are an essentially British
product, although the American journalists have made such a song about the
French imitations of them.
As for the " 3 in. guns," I have distinct
doubts about their value. It is hard
enough for a fairly slow machine to hit
one of these fast " tabloids " with a
stream of bullets from a machine-gun. It
is going to be a lot harder with shells
fired more slowly from a so-called " quickfirer," which has to be loaded by hand
before each shot. Don't let us count
our chickens before they are hatched.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Major-Gen. Sir THOMPSON
CAPPER, C.B., D.S.O.

Major W. H. DIOXINS,
12th Sherwood Foresters.

Mai. HAROLD BESSEMER
Col. EDEN VANSITTART, Col. ARTHUR DE SALIS
8th Royal West Kent Regt. HADOW, 0.C. 10th Yorks R. GALLOWAY, 7th Seaforth H.

Capt. ARTHUR PERCY PAL- Capt. N. C. SPICER SIMSON
Royal Garrison Artillery.
PIER, 11.5.0., Welsh Guards

Capt. GRAHAM AGNEW,
Northumberland Fusiliers.

ajor-General Sir Thompson Capper, C.E.; D.S.O., crowned his fine military career
by carrying out difficult operations in Flanders which assisted in the extrication
of the Belgian Army from danger. Sir Thompson Capper saw much service in India and
Egypt, and in South Africa. For the Boer War he had no less than eight clasps. After
South Africa he became a professor at the Staff College. Colonel Eden Vansittart, Officer
Commanding 8th Queen's Own (Royal West Kent Regiment) entered the Indian Army
in 1876, and served in the Mahsud Waziri Expedition (1881) •, Hazara (1888) and on the
North-West Frontier, Samana, and Tirah (1897-98). In 1902 he was specially selected
to raise and command the Sth Gurkha Rifles.
Colonel Arthur de Salis Hadow, commanding 10th Yorkshire Regiment, entered the
Army in 1877. Most of his service was abroad, fifteen years of it being spent in India.
He was with his battalion in the Nile Frontier Force in 1885-86. Major Harold Bessemer
Galloway, 7th Seaforth Highlanders, had seen a good deal of service, being with the
Hazara Expedition, 1888, the Chitral Relief Force, and in the South African War. Captain
Arthur Percy Palmer, D.S.O., Welsh Guards, was formerly in the Royal Horse Guards.
He served in the Boer War with the Imperial Yeomanry.
THE \VAR ILLUSTRATED invites relatives of olTcers hilted in action
or dead front wounds to lend photographs, with brief biographical notes
of these heroes, for inclusion in "Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead."
Address : THE WAR ILLUSTRATED, Flectway House, London, E.C.

Lieut. E. W. H. RAYMOND
1st Royal Inniskilling Fus.

M

Lieut. E. H. MACKINTOSH,
8th Black Watch.

Lt. D. C. D. MACMASTER,
6th Cameron Highlanders.

Sec.-Lieut. H. T. L. NEISH,
[1st Northampton Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. F. D. E. CAYLEY
1st King's Royal Rifles.

Lt. N. BLANDFIELD-JONES,
Royal Field Artillery.

Lt. HAROLD SCOTT SANDERSON, 8th Black_Watch.

Sec.-Lieut. D. J. R. GRUBB Sec.-Lieut. A. COLIN FROST
Argyll & Sutherland Highrs.
Royal Inniskilling Fus.

Sec.-Lt. G. M. SHACKLOCK Sec.-Lt. J. KENELM DIGBY, Sec.-Lieut. F. R. ELDERTON,
Lieut. H. T. THOMSON,
1st Sherwood Foresters.
7th Norfolk Regt.
7th South Staffordshire Regt.
3rd Warwickshire Regt.
(Portraits by Histed, Elliott & Fry, Bassane, Vandal; Lafayette, Russell.)
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Perfidious Ferdinand & his Halfhearted Army

Abo ve: Crown Prince Boris marching at the head of a regiment of
Bulgarian infantry. Inset: King Ferdinand, who has led his subjects
into fraternal strife against the Russians.

Bulgarian artillery preparing to leave Sofia for an unknown destinatien.

Bulgarian gun, of the Chataidja batteries, maker ready to be used against the Serbs. Bulgarian militarism has been to a
great extent modelled on the German plan. Right : General Savoff, late Generalissimo of the Bulgarian Armies.
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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

She who had nursed to health and strength again
The stricken comrades of that murderous breed.
She whose cool hands had sou.hed the
sufferer's pain,

Elite] by
J. A. Hammertoi

And glorified the name of womanhood,
Lay helpless while the Germa❑ leader
knelt
And drew the ready weapon from his belt.
C. E. B.

THE MURDER OF NURSE CAVELL.—The civilised world,
which had become almost apathetic to recurring German outrage,
suffered a severe shock on hearing of the execution of Nurse
Cavell by the Huns at Brussels. Nurse Cavell was charged with
helping to smuggle Belgian men across the frontier, and found
guilty by a German court-martial, A summary sentence of death
was passed, and though Nurse Cavell had worked consistently to

alleviate the suffering of wounded German officers at the hospital
in Brussels, the penalty was inflicted under circumstances of
peculiar brutality. The ill-fated woman had no strength to face
the firing-party, and swooned away, whereupon the officer in
charge approached the prostrate form, and, drawing a heavy
Service pistol, took his murderous aim, while the firing-party
looked on. Inset : Portrait of this latest victim of iiiinnish fury.

Detailed Map o Gallipoli and Dardanelles
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The present focus of mterest among the various fields of our
mperiai struggle is unquestionably the Dardanelles. The German
plan, obviously, is to break through to Constantinople, and it is,
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therefore, incumbent on the Allies to hold the enemy in the Balkans.
The new war in the Balkans, therefore, may modify to some extent
the Gallipoli Expedition.

IN AND ABOUT THE DARDANELLES
Fresh Facts Concerning the Scenes o? Britain's
Fateful Expedition on Gallipoli Peninsula
By SIR EDWIN PEARS
With the advent of winter, and since the Allies are burdened with a new war in the Balkans, much
speculation is rife as to the progress of the struggle for Constantinople. If six months of heroic fighting,
involving a hundred thousand casualties, seems an incredible -price for the meagre gain shown on the
map, it only tends to -pro::'e the difficulties of the fateful expedition. Owing to the deep interest in the .
Dardanelles situation, the Editor has asked Sir Edwin Pears, the foremost authority on C011stantinopie, to contribute the following article descriptive of Gallipoli from climatic, topographical, and
military points of view. It was Sir Edwin's revelations of Moslem atrocities committed against the
Bzilgars that roused the sympathy and indignation of the people of this country under the leadership
al Gladstone. His latest book, " Forty Years an Constantinople," has attracted great attention.

T

IIE Dardanelles is practically the only road by sea to
Constantinople from any part of Western Europe.
The foundation of the city under Constantine was
principally due to a great sea fight, in :=“5 A.D., between
his fleet and that of Licinius in the 1Egean end of the
Dardanelles between Cape
Holies and Rum Kale. After
the fight the victorious fleet,
aided by a south wind and
current running northerly, made
its way triumphantly J to the
Bosphorus. 'that fight made
What had hitherto been an obscure Greek toss-a called Byzantium the capital of the Roman
Empire. From that day to the
present the ruler who has been
in possession of the Dardanelles
has reigned in Constantinople.
As the events of the last six
months have shown, the current
in the Dardanelles itself constitutes a great aid to defence.
p-;17k. .1 & During at least five-sixths of
Sir Edwin Pears
the year, and at irregular
times, this current runs from the Marmora to the
.:Ec..,ean with great force. At other times during the year
the current runs with equal, force in the opposite direction,
and amongst the obstacles winch our ships have had to
encounter, that of floating mines drifting with the current
has been a serious one. A great number of these mines
were brought down last autumn in steamers from Constanza,
in Riimania. and were shipped to the Dardanelles to be
placed in position, or to be set floating. I spoke, just about
ii year ago, with the master of a British merchant steamer
w hich was anchored at the Gallipoli end of the Strait,
where he saw a Turkish steamer with its deck containing
many of these mines stacked in rows along the deck The
Turco - German officers judged that he was seeing too
much, and ordered him and his steamer back to Constantinople, where he at once called upon mr-.
Turkish Thoroughness in Defence
.
The Turks have been alive to the value of floating mines
in the Dardanelles during the last thirty years. The
principal sort employed by them was one which was connected by wires with a central spot in Chanak. The mines
,
were exploded by electricity.
In addition to mines, the Turks have always had powerful
guns stationed at the Dardanelles, some. at-Kum Kale, but
the most important at the Narrows, which may be generally
stated as beginning a little below Chanak and extending
to Nagara Point. This may be called the danger zone, for
in it'ships are exposed to fire on every side. Twenty years
ago Krupp's presented do the- Sultan, for use at the Dardanelles, what was said to be the biggest- gun they had
constructed. VisitorS to -the Military Museum in Woolwich
can see a magnificent' specimen - of a long gun which did
service at the Dardanelles,rmade upwards of three -centuries

ago, and which was presented to the British Government
by a Sultan, I believe, shortly after the Crimean War.
The most important of the land fortifications of the
Dardanelles are on the Gallipoli Peninsula, which is about
thirty-five miles long. Its narrowest part is at the Isthmus
of Bulair, where the Strait opens out into the Marmora. The
isthmus is less than three and a half miles across, There
is a line of fortifications at Bulair which was constructed
with the aid of our sappers during the Crimean War. The
Peninsula widens out front that part towards the southwest, the coast running generally on its north side in a
south-westerly direction to Silvia Point.
Gallipoli a Natural Stronghold
Between that point and Cape Relies, a distance of about
twenty miles, the coast runs almost due north to south, and
at its narrowest part due west of Nagara Point is about
four and a half miles wide. It is between this narrow part
and Cape Belles that the operations of the British troops
during the last three months have been most active. Gaba
Tepe, so often spoken of, is due west of Nagara. _North of it
is the famous Anzac beach. The Gallipoli Peninsula has a
few miserable villages clotted about it, but the mass of the
country is covered with thick scrub, in which arbutus and
valonia predominate, the valonia looking to the ordinary
observer like a species of small-leaved holly, prickly but
bearing berries like the acorn, which are gathered and
exported for the purpose of taimin.7..; .
But for our purpose the most interesting feature about
the Peninsula is that its natural formation makes it a place
capable of easy defence. Through the whole Peninsula
there runs a range of hills rising at various points to eight
and nine hundred feet high but the range seems to be
composed of tranverse hills and valleys, and when, as during
the present year, these have been fitted up with guns for the
purpose of defence, the place almost becomes one great
fortress. Like most districts in Turkey, the Peninsula
is destitute of roads. Instead of making use of the tracks
which have served for centuries between one village and
another, communication is usually by sea,
The strongest defences of the Strait are beyond Kilid Bahr
and to the north and south of it. Kilid Bahr is opposite
Chanak, and commandS the Narrows leading to what I
have called the danger zcne. One does not require to be a
soldier to recognise that Maidos, opposite Nagara Point,
and at the narrowest part of the southern half of the
Peninsula, would be one of great importance. Once the
invading army is in possession of the hills behind Maidos
and Kilid Bahr, it would not only be able to prevent the
passage of ships from the Marmora, but to cut off the water
supply which comes from the hills in the rear.
The shores on the southern side of the Peninsula are
usually precipitous ; the shores on the opposite or southern
side of the Dardanelles being low with a rolling country
behind them. There are guns at various places, but these
could probably be silenced by those on the opposite side of
the Strait. At one time the guns at Rum Kale, at Chanak,
and at Nagara, Point were considered the most effective
at the Dardanelles ;- but the Germans appear to Have
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posed of a great number of small
ranges which run almost at right
angles to it.
During the wintry season, which lasts
through the months of January, February, and the first half of March, our
men will require the protection of huts
and dug-outs. Speaking generally, the
country of itself gives abundance of
shelter. I should not anticipate that
our men will see ice, except in very
thin sheets, and even if they should
remain there during the two months
and a half, I should be surprised if
they see it on more than half a dozen
d ay s
When the Gales Come
A more important queStion is how
far the prevailing winds will prevent
communication between the ships and
the shore. Let it be said at once -that
during some days this will probably
be difficult, perhaps impossible ; but
having the command of the sea, our
ships can take shelter at imbros, at
Tenedos, and even at Mitylene. Such
shelter would only be required during
the prevalence of the short but strong
southerly gales. It will be seen front
the map that a portion of the Peninsula
faces due west during a distance of
about twenty miles from Cape Holies
to Suvla Point. 1 do not recall any
pOrtion here wpere a landing could
be made during a southerly gale, and
communication between the ships and
the shore would in that part be difficult.
Between Suvla Bay and the extremity
of the Gulf of Xeros there is a distance
General Sir lan Hamilton, G.C.B.,D.S.O., decorating three French officers in Gallipoli—
Commandant Sauvigny, D.S.O., ieut. de la Bord, and Lieut. Polliot—who were awarded
of about thirty-five miles, and here
Military Crosses by command of the King. Behind Sir Ian Hamilton stand Colonel Pollen,
the trend of the coast is front southhis secretary, and Major Churchill, Mr. Winston Churchill's brother.
west to north-east. and there are
changed all this, and to have devoted their attention not various sm
ba.• and headlands which afford some kind
merely to the guns facing the sea, but to the erection of Of shelter.
strong defensive works as at Achi Baba, almost midway
With ordinary case our men have nothing to fear front
between the two seas.
climatic conditions. They may have three- or four days of
With reference to the climatic conditions in and around disagreeable weather even during October, but I anticipate
the Gallipoli Peninsula, somewhat wild statements have that, until the weather breaks, they will enjoy a delightful
appeared in the Press. It was alleged that the equinoctial climate, which will remind our Australians of that which
gales' which, of course, should have raged about September prevails during March and April in Victoria. By the
2.1st, rendered all access to the Peninsula on its northern weather breaking I mean that the southerly wind is
;bid western shore impossible during their continuance. exchanged for a northerly one. :When that comes on,
I presume, in the absence of definite information on the communication between ships and shore will always be
subject, that the equinoctial gales are passed and gone, and fairly easy, because the opposite land running from Gram
have not occasioned any great inconvenience.
and Burnu right to the end of the Gulf of `zeros is from
west to cast, and the distance across the gulf, varying from
Mild Winter Climate
its widest, is not sufficient to
six or seven miles to twenty
During probably a period of between ttwo and -three get up a dangerous sea.
months, southerly winds prevail in the 2Egean and even in
The Problem of Sanitation
the Marmora. Sometimes, indeed, great waves, gathering
strength as they get northwards, roll up through the
There is, , how e en another difficulty which Must not be
length of, the sEgean. Eyen in the Marmora„ within five overlooked, The water supply en the Peninsula is very
miles of Constantinople, I have seen waves which would limited. We have been informed by the newspapers that
have done credit to the Atlantic. But these are of quite numbers of the dead, especially of the enemy, lie unburied,
exceptional occurrence. There are generally during the and the pools and springs are probably largely conyear perhaps ten or a dozen such days. It is usually said taminated.
that such a southerly gale lasts from three to seven days,
Our Army Medical Corps, however, has the -reputhe first day or two being the most violent. During the tation of being remarkably efficient, and amongst the
other period which I have mentioned as that in which Australians is my old friend Dr. Ryan, of Melbourne, the
southerly winds are Plowing, they are usually light and not chief medical officer in Australia, the one Englishman who
disagreeable:
was present, on the side of the Turks, in the famous Siege
The truth is that the northern_end of the :Egcan, in- of Plevna„ and whose sanitary and medical knOwledge
eluding the Gallipoli Peninsula, is usually favoured with a is of the highest character. it is possible that he and his
delightful winter climate until about the opening of the New colleagues will have to put up a brave fight against diseases
Year. Then the light south winds are followed by strong resulting from- a defective water supply. But as this will
breezes from the north, sometimes amounting to heavy certainly be made, and as our Fleet can supply distilled and
gales. These bring snow and rain, and in gullies and low other fresh water, I see nothing
lands make the place muddy and difficult to traverse. with referenCe to the climatic conBut, as I have already stated, the general trend of the- ditions v:hich need give cause for
e_12.4
.rani- e constituting, 1330 1-io.cb-bone of the Peninsula is ccm- alai -.11

Britons' Amphibious D rdanelles Activities

The s s. Clacton under fire from a Turkish land battery.
Just previous to the taking of this photograph three sailors on
the forecastle were killed. Another Turkish shell is seen
bursting in the water.

A faint idea of the task undertaken by the Anzacs on Gallipoli may be gathered from this photograph, which shows a heavy gun at the moment
of being rolled ashore from a lighter. Inset : Anxiety as to the whereabouts of the Mauretania is sat at rest by the publication of this
snapshot depicting her at the Dardanelles. Some British bluejackets from a warship are seen sporting in the water.

`Pass, Friendly Neutrals —Anglo-Grecian Entente

Briton and Greek, whose joint defiance suggests
more than mere " benevolent " neutrality.

Greek and British soldiers photographed together behind a stone barricade,
somewhere in the Balkans.

British Marines carrying equipment past two Greek sentries
guarding a bridge.

Transferring wounded soldiers from Gallipoli to H.M.S. Canopus,
a delicate and difficult task.

Judging from this photograph, the Anglo-Grecian Entente is no mere formality. British bluejackets and Greek soldiers are here
seen fraternising in the IE gean. They have changed headgear, and the result is somewhat amusing,

At the Dardanelles and in the Balkans

Anzacs' Intelligence Office at Gaba Tepe and two members
of the Staff who have come out for a " breather." Inset :
Flight-Commander Samson, the intrepid aviator, at Tenedo).

Types of Turkish prisoners at Gaba Tepe. They are about to construct a roadway. The Turk under German direction has shcwn
himself re mean fighter ; in dealing with the Armenians he has proved to be the equal of the Huns in ruthless butchery,
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Round About the Memorable "Tower Bridge "

Rack and ruin on the way to Loos. The great iron-mining structure,
known to our soldiers as Tower Bridge is seen in the background.

Finishing their training within sound of the guns. British officers practising in France with a machine-gun: Right : Bomb-throwing practice.

On either side of the beaten track are ranged a confused mass of broken war paraphernalia—limbers, automobiles, guns, war-horses,
and so on. such was the spectacle that confronted the charging Britons—a grim pageant of destruction, the result of the new shells.
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Work and Repose along the Flanders Front

Tommy turns navvy. British soldiers speeding up advance movements by constructing a road near the front for the transport.

With a cavalry contingent in the British lines. Troopers watching a hostile aeroplane, while others, oblivious, are enjoying a nap.
Inset above on right : Groan of British soldiers commandeering the fruit of an apple tree in a deserted orchard near the first line.

Water for man and horse. Russian cavalry outpost, after a forced ride, draws up at a
wayside station, and turns on the engine supply pump.

The migration of the Poles from• their unhappy land into Russia has been one of the most
remarkable features of the war. Such a soene as that depicted in this photograph, showing
a peasant family at a railway siding, is proverbial throughout the war areas.

Russian Army supply waggons passing through a Polish village. Peasant carts were halted
and drawn to the side of the road in order to expedite the military movement.

Powerful Russian motor-ambulance halting outside a temporary headquarters which had been
subjected to a bomb attack from a German Aviatik. The hole in the road indicates how near
to and yet how far the enemy was from his objective.

`The Ni biers

Heavy French Cannon in

ction

Heavy French cannon of 155 mm. (or about 6 in.) calibre, which has been
helping to pound the enemy's positions in Champagne. inset : The new type
of French mortar, whose heavy shells are thrown high into the air, thereby
falling perpendicularly on their objective.

Immediately after the recoil.

The sequel to the first picture on this page, showing the 155 mm. gun being hauled into position again

for another shell. Note how the emplacement is surrounded by wattles covered with grass, which give the appearance of a high hedge.
(Exclusive photographs.)

Heroic Highlander's Supreme Self-Sacrifice

Perhaps the most thrilling act of conspicuous self-sacrifice in the
war was the heroic deed of a private in a certain Highland regiment. This' unnamed soldier probed himself a super-hero. His
regiment was advancing under a withering machine-gun fire, and
one gun in particular was accounting for many brave lives. Like

a flash the Highlander rushed ahead with a bomb, and actually
hurled himself on the muzzle of the German quick-firer. He was
riddled with bullets, but his body choked the gun, rendering it
useless. This act thoroughly demoralised the German gunners,'
and saved hundreds of-Highlanders from death.
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General Marchand Leads his Men Cane in Hand

insouciance which won the hearts of his men, placed himself in
One of the most popular French leaders is General Marchand,
Lord.Kitchener's one-time adversary of Fashoda fame. In corn- front: cane in hand, and smoking a pipe. A few paces and ths
mand of a Moroccan division and a brigade of Zouaves, he was the gallant leader was struck by a shell fragment, but fortunately was
not seriously wounded. Thus enthused by their gallant leader's
first to lead an assault on the German trenches. After making a
example, the dusky Colonial warriors took the German position. -few inspiring remarks, General Marchand, with characteristic
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS IN THE WAR 1
IV.—The Royal Welsh Fusiliers
K :ING
Charles
I., about
whom Clarendon was speaking in the
words at the
head of this
page, is not
the only one of
our Kings who
has found his
subjects in
North Wales " cordial to him and arming
themselves for him." King George has
recently- 'had the - same experience, for,
as all know, Welshmen have shown no
hesitation in flocking to the Colours during
b
the past twelve months.
This is not very surprising when we
glance at the record of the Royal Welsh
Fusiliers, the special regiment of North
Wales, for to know something of its deeds
in the past is a call to arms which the
most phlegmatic could hardly resist-end whatever their faults, the Welsh are
not men of this kind. Of the three
Welsh regiments, the Fusiliers is the only
which was actually raised in Wales,
the date of its birth being f.689. Its
number on the roll is the 23rd.
The Welshmen's Fighting Re:ord
The Fusiliers began their fine career of
foreign service by fighting under William
or Orange and Marlborough in Flanders.
They were at Blenheim, at Oudenarde—
where they were chosen to open the
attack—and at Malplaquet. They lost
heavily at the Siege of Lille, and after the
Siege of Douai, in 1710, they had only
two captains left fit for service. They
fought at Dettingen, and at Fontenoy
their casualties—twenty-two officers and
three hundred and one men--were far
greater than those of any other regiment
on the field. At Minden, too, the Fusiliers
lost heavily, and then, after fighting all
through the war in America, they were
compelled to surrender at Yorktown.
They died of yellow fever in Haiti, were
shipwrecked off the Dutch coast, and
served under Sir Ralph Abercromby in
Holland and Egypt before they were
sent to Portugal in 1811. At Albuera
they were part of the immortal brigade
of Fusiliers which stormed the French
position, and they lost fourteen officers
and three hundred and twenty men in
the attack ; at Sovauren, in the Pyrenees
they were vastly outnumbered, but not
outfought. And then came for them forty
years of rest.
The gallant Welshmen were at the
Alma and at Inkerman, and the historian
of our Army, Mr. John Fortescue, says :
The 23rd is the only regiment which
can boast that it has -taken part in the
four sternest fights of the British Army
during two centuries — Schillenberga
Minden, Albucra, Inkerman." From
the Crimea the Fusiliers went to India,
and fought at. Lucknow. Later they
served in Ashanti, in - Burma, and in
South Africa.
It is difficult to imagine a finer record o
service than the one briefly outlined here,
but, if poSsible, the Fusiliers have improved upon it during the Great War.

Belgians and brutal and victorious
Germans. It stood and fought the latter
.
.
7elatned
.
" So that his Majesty
at Thielt and Routers, and then on the
through the north parts of Wales (where he
16 th got to Ypres. The men had had
found the people cordial to him and arming
no rest, but the position was serious, and
themselves for him) to Shreloslary."-they were ordered to march out at once
CLARENDON. HISTORY OF TEE REtowards Menin and seize, a river crossing.
BELLION."
there. It meant " dirty work," but the
Fusiliers and their comrades were ready Certainly they have maintained their for it. On Sunday, the i8th, they were glorious reputation. Of the two Regular fighting at Becelaere, and on the i9th
battalions of the regiment, neither went the battalion showed great dash in attackto the seat of war at the beginning ; but ing the enemy at a- little place called
the 1st was not far behind the men who Kleytheck. But in enormous and unexlanded at Boulogne in August of last pected strength the Germans came on,
year. It aces brought home from Malta, and to avoid being surrounded the
and forMed part of a division, the 7th, division was ordered to fall back and to
which was commanded by Sir Henry throw up trenches on its original position
Rawlinson, being one of the four battalions between Zandvoorde and Zonnebeke.
This was the beginning of the great
in the 22nd Brigade.
Battle of Ypres, and of its many heroic
Weeks of Heroic Fighting
incidents the stand of the Welsh Fusiliers
On Monday, October 5th, the Fusiliers is perhaps the most heroic. The division
left Lyndhurst, in the New Forest, for was defending a line eight miles long,
Southampton, and on the following when it was attacked by about 150,000
'Wednesday morning they landed at Germans, determined at all costs to hack
Zeebrugge. The task of the 7th Division their way through to Calais. On the
was to save Antwerp ; but it was too Lath our position was more critical than
late, and so orders were given that it at any other time during the first year of
should assist the retreat of the Belgians the Great War, and that is saying a great
and join the rest of Sir John French's deal. The First Army Corps was hurrying up from St. Omer to help the yth
army near Ypres.
Now mark what followed. On the Division, and the question was whether
7th the battalion landed in Belgium the latter, with only about 1,500 men to
',too strong; on December i4th, nine the mile, could hold on until it arrived.
weeks later, General Lawford, com- Humanly speaking, they could not ; but
manding the 22nd Brigade, wrote . " The they did, and Calais was sayed. They
1st Battalion Royal Welsh Fusiliers had stood up, one man against ten, through
particularly distinguished itself for two terrible days—October loth and 21st
gallantry and devotion, and for holding —and then Smith-Dorrien's troops came,
out against the enemy until it practically as welcome as were the Highlanders at
ceased to exist." As a matter of fact, all Lucknow,
this happened in a very few days. A few
Their Part in Saving Calais
days of fighting—practically ceased to
It is: casting no slight upon the other
exist ! What a story to be tilled in
From Zeebrugge the division had a battalions in the 7th Division to say that
difficult march through Belgium, meet- the Welsh Fusiliers met and foiled the
i na everywhere fleeing . and terrified worst of this terrible attack, and to them
more than to any others we owe it that
the Germans are not in Calais to-day.
'they were at Zonnebeke, on the extreme
left of the line, and just as the stand of
the 7th Division saved the whole arm a-.
so the stand of the Fusiliers saved the
7th Division. If they had wavered, all
would have been lost.Try and imagine those fortv-eight
hours. They had been without sleep for
live days, and there was no sleep to be
had in the trenches. There were no
reserves to come up and relieve them.
Every man was in the firing-line and had
to remain there, for how long no one
knew. The bombardment was incessant,
and time after time the Germans attacked.
Yet in spite of all, in spite of enormous
losses, the Fusiliers just " held on," day
and night alike, until they were relieved,
when they were just, as someone said,
like blocks of wood, so absolutely worn
out were they.
But, alas -1 it was not a battalion,
hardly a company, that dragged themselves out of the trenches on October
21st. Trafalgar Day. Most of the men
who had saved Calais were either dead or
wounded. In the past, regiments have
held on until they had lost half their
The colours of the Royal Welch Fusiliers,
men, and all honour to them for it, but
with the Regimental mascot and drums.
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A Group of Officers of the Royal Welsh Fusiliers

OFFICERS OF THE 13th BATTALION ROYAL WELSH FUSILIERS.—Back row (left to right) : Sec.-Lieut. W. 0. F. Ellis, Lieut.
L. S. Ayer, Sec.-Lieut. C. E. L. Fairchild, Sec.-Lieut. F. U. J. Harris, Lieut. W. D. Parry, Sec.-Lieut. 0. Jenkins, Lieut. J. G. Jones,
Lieut. R. M. Wynne-Edwards. Third row (left to right) : Lieut. and Quartermaster W. Armstrong, Sec.-Lieut. J. S. Napthali, Lieut. D.
B. Anthony, Sec.-Lieut. A. V. Jones, Sec.-Lieut. F. V. Jones, Lieut. F. G. Thomas, Sec.-Lieut. F. U. Broatch, Sec.-Lieut. 0. V. Thomas,
Capt. F. S. Lloyd, Sec.-Lieut. G. M. Jones. Second row (left to right) : Major 0. J. Bell, Capt. and Adjutant J. R. Hardwick, Lieut.-Col.
C. E. Willes, Major C. E. Wynne-Eyton, Capt. R. 0. Campbell, Capt. J. L. Lock. Front row (sitting, left to right) : Sec.-Lieut. F. W.
Hardwick, Sec.-Lieut. R. M. Williams, Sec.-Lieut. C. F. Morris.

our Fusiliers held on although they had
lost three-quarters of their strength.
The few remaining Welshmen were
moved to another part of the line,
On the loth, some troops on the right of
the Fusiliers were driven back, and our
heroes were attacked, not only from the
front but also from the side. As we say,
they were outflanked. However, so
accustomed were they to holding on,
that again they preferred death to retirement. Die they did, and by the end of
the day the battalion had " practically
ceased to exist." The general, referring
to the splendid behaviour of the Fusiliers
" on all occasions," said : " The battalion
has wholly maintained the glorious
traditions of the regithent." He spoke
the simple truth. For their traditions
the Fusiliers paid a great price, and not
Wales alone, but the whole Empire is
their debtor.
Among those killed in October were
five of the battalion's captains—W. M.
Kington, D.S.O., Marteine E. Lloyd,
W. G. Vyvyan, E. 0. Skaife, and E. N.
Jones-Vaughan. The colonel, H. 0. S.
Cadogan, was reported wounded and
missing, and some months later it was
learned that he, like so many of his men,
was dead.
= Before the Battle of Ypres the 2nd
Battalion of the Fusiliers had reached
the seat of war, and in 1915 this was
included in the new army corps, the 5th,

commanded by Sir Herbert Pluiner,
Then their difficulties began.- The
being in the 82nd Brigade. The Ise Germans got their guns to work, and the
Battalion was reconstituted, and took its Fusiliers were bowled over by explosive
place in the renewed i7th Division, early shells and shrapnel. Some of them
in the year.
made a further rush for about three
On the night of November 24th, a few hundred yards, and then the few surFusiliers did a fine deed. Under Captain vivors, about sixty in number, of this
J. R. M. Ford, they assisted some band lay down in some shelter for about
Engineers to mine and blow up a group an hour. While in this position, they
of farms just in front of the German saw and seized a German machine-gun,
trenches. These farms had been used by and then they rushed into a cottage and
German snipers.
at once turned it into a fortress. In spite
of a heavy fire they held this cottage
H?roi,m at Festubert
Both battalions were at Neuvc Chapelle against all comers until the evening, when
in March, but neither was on this occasion they were ordered to retire.
In this attack two Fusiliers specially
in the front of the battle. However, on
the i4th, the 2nd Battalion took a leading distinguished themselves. The acting
adjutant,
J. B. Savage, who had been
part in an attack which drove the Germans
from the village of St. Floi, and retook noted for gallantry at Neuve Chapelle,
led his men to the Germaniparapet, where
some captured trenches.
At Festubert, in May, they were again he was severely wounded, but he conto the fore. On the 15th the 1st Bat- tinued to encourage them forward.
talion took part in an attack on the Sergeant-Major Barter, as soon as he was
German position. On the previous in a German trench, called for volunteers,
evening they had arrived fresh in the and when eight came to his assistance he
trenches, and as soon as our bombard- cleared the Germans from five hundred
ment ceased, their leading company was yards of trenches and took three officers
up the ladders and was making at full and one hundred and two men prisoners.
speed for the enemy's position. The He was awarded the V.C.
Much more could be said about the
other companies followed, and although
the line kept getting thinner and thinner, deeds of the Fusiliers, but enough has
there was- no wavering. They reached been told to show that they are full
the gaps made by our guns in the German worthy to bear on their colours the reel
parapets, tore through, and used their dragon of Wales and the Prince's plumes.
bayonets with 'l ally effect in the trenches
A. W. HOLLAND.
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In the Track of the Zeppelin Murderers

A raiding Zeppelin as it appeared to Londoners on the night of October 13th. It gives an
excellent idea of the efficiency of our searchlight system, at any rate.

TILE seras. of striking photographs
published in these pages is representative of the destruction to private
property wrought by the Zeppelins in
London and suburban districts on
the night of October 13th, when one
hundred and twenty-seven persons,
nearly all of whom were non-com.batants, were killed and injured in
.the five distinct areas devastated by
high-explosive bombs. The districts
have not been disclosed, as being in,
formation valuable to the enemy.
From a military standpoint, the raid
was as .completea,fiasco as those that
have preceded it, and though it
occurred earlier in the evening, when
most of London's . inhabitants were
either about their business or amusements, panic, which is the.- main object
of these villainous attacks, was inconspicuous.
The whole policy of the air raiders
is on a par with that of the underseas pirates. Serving no real tactical
purpose, the submarine war on merchant and passenger ships has been
greatly modified. How Ion, will it
be before Wilhelm realises° that the
Zeppelin gasbags are similarly a -waste
of Hunaish energy ?

The freakish result of a Zeppelin bomb explosion. The house has been unroofed, and the roof hurled to the ground intact. A mother
and daughter were thrown into the street, and a boy was pinned down by the vvreckaoe.
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Official Photographs of the Raid on London

Hotel over business premises, which was struck full in the centre
by a bomb. The whole building was completely ruined, even to
the sign letters, which are curiously suspended in the centre.

House in a suburban area with the whole of one waft torn out. The
first floor has been warped like a slender plank, yet no one was
killed in this house.

Pack view of damage to a house in a suburban district is shown. The extent to which the hOuelek both sides have withstood the shook
is reni.arkable. This disaster Secured four victims for the air ghouls, two of whom were killed iiikntly and two seriously injured,

Where innocent Civilians were Done to Death

Devastation caused by the explosion of one bomb, which fell in the road, severely damaging no less than eight residential houses.

A bomb burst in the street immediately below the windows of this block of flats, causing tremendous damage. This is the second area
mentioned in the official report,
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Dastard Work of the Kaiser's Air Pirates

Front view of a house in a suburban area that was struck by a bomb. Here two people were killed instantly and two severely injured.
Th,s, photographs are by WoNt2,,13,

Difficulties of Aerial Reprisals
By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"
NE hears so much about retaliation
on. German towns for Zeppelin raids
in this country, that it is just as well
to have a clear understanding as to the
limits of what an aeroplane can and cannot
do: An aeroplane is -not like a waggon
which one can load and load up till it is
,ni - the verge of breaking, and still keep
going. There are very clear limits to the
load any given aeroplane will- carry.
Remember that an aeroplane flies by
rushing through the air at a speed which
puts a certain air pressure on the planes,
which pressure causes it to lift, just as a
kite is forced into the air by being held
stationary against the pressure of a wind
blowing past it. Now the speed at which
the aeroplane moves through the air
depends on the power of - its engine, and
the more powerful the engine the faster
it Will move, and consequently the greater
the weight it will lift.

O

Limits to Aerial Loads

made larger all over, in order that it may
have more surface in its wings, and catch
hold of more air to get its lift.
Working along this line of argument,
it is found that there is a certain definite
limit to the load any aeroplane will carry,
and that means an equally definite limit
to the distance it will travel. If it flies
slowly it uses less petrol, and remains in
the air longer, but it does not go so far.
If it flies fast, it covers a bigger distance,
but cannot remain in the air so long, for
it uses more petrol in each hour it spends
in the air.
Now, if you want an aeroplane to carry
a big load of bombs, it means that it
must carry less petrol, and you must be
satisfied with not flying so far. If you want
it to carry a couple of machine-guns, and
gunners to work them, and ammunition
for the guns, it must carry either less
bombs or less petrol to make up for the
extra weight put on.

Very well, say you, put in a more How Winds Affect Speed
polverful engine still, and make it lift a
It is generally considered that an
bigger load of bombs. That sounds very aeroplane which will carry - a pilot and
simple. But remember, again, that a passenger and petrol for four hours at
more powerful engine means. a heavier 7o miles an hour is a pretty good machine,
engine,- and an engine that means more and that means at most a journey of
petrol to keep it running for a given time, 28o miles—or 140 out and 140 home.
so that the extra load of engine and petrol But it is not safe to reckon on doing such
soon absorbs the extra power. Also, to a distance, for if there is a 30 mile an hour
carry the bigger engine and the bigger wind (quite a usual speed) against the
load of petrol, the aeroplane itself has to machine, it will only do 4o miles an hour
be made stronger, and that means making (i.e., 7o — 30) over the ground, which
it heavier. So to carry all that extra means doing only 120 miles in three hours
weight the whole aeroplane has to be on the way out, and even if the wind holds

at the same speed, the machine will only
do too miles (70 + 30) on; the way home,
so that the machine will come down
20 miles from home through lack of
petrol. Therefore, the only safe thing to
do is- to travel for not more than two and
a half hours on the outward journey, or
only too miles.

Difficulties of Raiding Germany
If you look at the maps of Belgium and
France, you will see that Too miles from
the British lines does not take one very
close to any part of Germany. Raids
have been made in perfectly calm weat,a r
for as much as 5. 50 miles into the enemy's
territory, but it is taking a long chance.
and if a big fleet of aeroplanes were scat
such a distance one might reckon with
certainty on a large proportion of them
being brought down by simple failure of
the engines.
Of course, we might send a fleet of
aeroplanes to the eastern frontier of
France, where a flight of 5o miles would
take them across Alsace into Germany
proper, but France would have to be
consulted about that. She has her vast
armies, and her own air fleet, and her
civilian population to supply in that part
of the world, without putting a further
load on her roads and railwayS for the
supply of food, bombs, 'and fuel for a British air fleet and its army of mechanics.
Get these points firmly into your head,
and you will sec why agitations, for
retaliation do not please the men Who
have to do the flying

Our Day of Crisis in the Near East
T

By Our War Correspondent, F. A. likKENZIE

HL demand for the complete abandonment of our
Dardanelles Campaign nrid withdrawal from the
Balkans has recently gained great strength. It has
been openly advocated in Parliament ; it has mane
supporters in military 'circles. and there is a growing
feeling among people of all elasscs that it is better to
recognise a mistake in time than to go on squandering
untold lives in attempting to redeem it,
Mr. Ashmead-Bartlett, the brilliant correspondent who
represented -the entire London Press at the Dardanelles,
and who withdrew- because of a difference of opinion with
the authorities there about cc 1, ought to be told, evidently
takes this line, if we may judge from a detailed interview
with him which appeared in the " Sunday Times."
The case for withdrawal can be briefly stated. We began
the Dardanelles Expedition in disastrous fashion, by a
futile and costly naval attack unbacked by land forces.
Then we gave the Turks lcng warning concerning our
coming military expedition, allowing them over a month
to place their land lines in a perfect ..- crilition of defence.
Where is the Promised Victory
We have made innumerable attacks en the Turkish lines.
We have, at immense cost, secured possession of strips of
the coast, but we have not gained any really commanding
position. The Turks still hold the Dardanelles, apparently
stronger than ever, Statesmen have spoken of coming
victory, and built up false hopes. We all remember Mr.
Churchill's glowing phrase last Tune about our outs,- being
a few miles from great victory. But the fact remains that
we have done no more 'than obtain a none too secure
foothold on the shore.
Our men have fought with a courage never surpassed in
the history of, the British Empire. Australasians and
British alike have time after time achieved the seemingly
impossible. The full story- of their sufferings and their
glory cannot yet be told in print. When it is, two feelings
will be aroused in the nation—admiration for the Men,
amazement and auger at the policy which - made such
desperate deeds as theirs necessary.
The official figures of the casualties shoW that we have
had nearly roo,000 men killed, wounded, and missing in this
campaign. These figures apparently do not include the great
army of sick. We have paid an appallingly heavy price for
little more than nothing.
The man in the street asks, quite naturally, " Why not
acknowledge our blunder in tackling the Dardanelles, and
abandon the Expedition ? " - The military man, who is
mainly interested in the western campaign, points oat what
we could -do with the Dardanelles troops if we had them in
Flanders. A complete victory in Turkey would not, he-argues, bring the war to au end. The real field of operations
is around Germany. The only defeat Germany will acknowledge is the beating of her own armies in open battle, and
the invasion of her territory by the Allies. Why not
concentrate our forces Where a real decision is possible ?
• . . The Danger of a " Jehad " Unfortunately, the matter is not quite so simple as the
advocates of withdrawal Would make out. We. rule a large
part of the world by prestige. We arc the greatest
Mohammedan Power in the world. When we began war
with Turkey we strained the allegiance of many of our
Mohammedan people, for Turkey is the home of their
Caliph, the sacred head of their faith. Germany calculated
I hat the effect of this would be to arouse against us a"` jehad,''
a Holy War, among the Mohammedans. Our fair dealing
with and justice towards subject races in the past prevented
this, and Mohammedan leaders in Indict and elsewhere
worked splenclielh;, to keep time p?nple loyal to us.

But the Mohamme
.voild is to-day in a state al acme
ferinnit, The tale of our repulses is told in every bazaar
from Northern Afghanistan to Central Africa, and told in a
mach exaggerated form. The Censor may prevent
newspapers from printing full details, He is powerless
against the of
gossip of the shops and stalls of the
East.
En to now. Mohammednuism knows that tlnere is a
possibility of our redeen-Mtz- our position. Let us definitely
withdraw frc m the Near East, and our-hold on. India and
Egypt would be imperilled We are in a: very awkward
position. To go on is like hammering our heads against a
stone wall. To go back is to court worse disaster„
But is there not still another alternative ? Is it necessary
that our campaign against Turkey should be ccacentrated
on the Dardanelles ? Why not hold our present gains, with
sufficient force, but throw our main armies elsewher6.
There was talk som-2, months ago of a campaign towards
Constantinople along the Chatalja lines. Why not
discover the weak points of the Turkish front, outside the
Dardanelles, and go for it
Possibilities. in the Balkan rie!il
The declaration of war against Bulgaria has in many Ways
transformed the military position. It has enormously
broadened our possible field of military activity. We aro
launched out en a dangerous and costly expedition into
Serbia itself, but we have also the possibility of striking
at Turkey through Bulgaria. Russia is co-operating front
the Black Sea, France is with us, and it ought to be possible
to carry through a quick campaign that will strike at vital
positions and give us a secure foothold before winter comes.
Everything depends en whether our diplomatic and
military authorities recognised the possibility of the present
developments ahead, and prepared for them. Have we
large numbers of troops ready to land and landing in Greece
and Bulgaria, with adequate supplies, or did we only start
to prepare for the greater war there after Bulgaria's decision
forced-our hand ? On that point I have no real information,
and can only hope that our preparations will have been
adequate and timely.
Germany's Tremendous Sacrifices
These are critical days hi the war, east and. west, It is
well to remember, when we feel the strain, that if the burden
is heavy for us; it is even more heavy for our foes. I have
recently had opportunity to learn something of wlv,t is
actually going on among the German ,.people. I have been
amazed at the evidence that the resources of the enemy
are being taxed to the utmost limit. The countryside in
many parts of Germany is swept of men, while in the great.
cities the only able-bodied adults left are munition workers
and officials. Food prices have reached almost breaking
limit, and in Berlin itself large numbers of the poor exist
mainly on potatoes. .
The people of Germany build up their courage to-clay with
the belief that the war will be over before Christmas. They
regard. their arms as triumphant everywhere. They believe
Russia is finished ; they consider Erance is-making tier last
throw, and as for Britain—well, t17. , hope to terrorise us
M.'„o submission.
We know differently. Russia, despite her heavy loSses
and her internal troublns, still resents a formidable and
aggressive fret-IL to the enemy. France's Army is more
confident of victory to-day than at any time for a year past,
As for ourselves, despite our mistakes, we are only at -the
beginning of what we can do, -and of -what, if necessary,- ire
trill do.
•
- When the -people of Germany find that 'Christmas cnnnes
without any signs of peani.'—what tlyn

More Naval Activity along the Belgian Coast

Ship foundering after striking a mine during the recent bombardment of the Belgian
coast by the British Fleet.

Anti-aircraft gun in action against a
German Aviatik which attempted to drop
bombs on one of our monitors.

On the deck of a British monitor during the bombardment. The
men are watching the result of the anti-aircraft gunfire at a
German aviator.

Well-known type of captive balloon used by the British Fleet to
direct naval gunnery,

British destroycr s anding by to receive orders from a manof-war.

The Game of Bluff at Sea
By Commander Carlyon

T

HREE little items of nests in tia;
past week induce me to step aside
from the beaten track and deal
;with the fascinating subject of the ruses
and stratagems of naval warfare. The
first needs no comment. It is of how in
the attack on the Konigsberg., in the
Rufigi River, one of the small vessels got
close up by painting everything green and
rigging herself up like one of the floating
islands on the river, and drifted up with
the tide with a very discreet use of the
screw propeller. How often in peace
manoeuvres have we not concealed vessels
into the shore by covering them with
verdure, and here., suited to local conditions, was a very clever Variation of the
old trick.
"We are Not Pirates"
The item which interested me most
was the announcement that twenty-four
German trawlers had been captured and
sent - into British ports. I remember,
when I heard the usual comments on the
action of the British captain who told
the German trawler's crew that they
could " take their whole ship, we are not
pirates "—comments which were all of a
condemnatory character that it was mag
lificent, but it was not war I ventured
to say that we were only in the first
chapter of the episode, and the last was
vet to come.
A Press-Gang Ruse
My mind went back to a time „lien the
Admiralty could not get the merchantseamen out of hiding for the press-gang.
They therefore allowed one -rest-bound
merchantman to be boarded and her
crew impressed, then very publicly
censured the naval officer for exceeding
his duty, since it was not their intention
to press men from the outward-bound
ships. Immediately the men came out
in swarms and manned the west-bound
snips and the Admiralty secured a very
liberal supply to man the fleet. That is
how the matter suggested itself to me.
We let one trawler go in order to se-cure
twenty-four with their crews iota their
cargoes of fish.
In the third case the tables were turned
on us by a very- old dodge which that
avaricious old General Massina practised
in alliance, alas ! with curtain very
mercantile British citizens, in the
Napoleonic War. The shipowners allowed

their old co_.uy ships to be captured,
loaded with merchandise. Being prizes
War, it wan taken in duty free, and
Massina and these very commercial gentry
shared the proceedS. Napoleon, later on,
turned the tables on Massina by asking
him for money, and on Massina pleading
poverty, Napoleon seized one of his
banking accounts. In the case reported
last week, a vessel laden with cotton left
Sweden with a strange pilot, bound for
Denmark, and sailed straight into the
German patrols, when it was duly
captured. The trick has probably been
played again and again, only in this case
it has attained publicity.
Mystify, Mislead, Surprise!
Everything in, the way of ruses and
stratagems in war is worth while, for
-where one might fail the sant total will
be effective. Dundonald once escaped
destruction not merely by the false flag
but by hoisting the plague flag as welt,
and through haying taken the precaution
to carry a pilot on board of the nationality
of the flag he hoisted. One cannot have
too much of the ruse ift war. " Always
mystify, mislead, and surprise the enemy,"
said Stonewall Jackson, and his countrymen are now carrying, out experiments
of having the outline of submarines
painted on destroyers and using splashes of
colour to merge a vessel more into the sea
under certain conditions of light aad sea.
A Manoeuvres Trick
A variation from the above stas tried
by the Germans to turn our ramming
tactics against us by placing imitation
periscopes on top of floating mines; ! It
was a clever idea, and though it could only
be successful at its very first inception,
it would tend to have a restricting influence on our tactics, A more profitable
field was opened up for the German
submarines by the trick which it is believed
they resorted to when they torpedoed the
Russian cruiser Pallada, and the British
cruisers Aboukir, Hogue, Cressy, and
I lawke. This consisted in sheltering
themselves near decoy slaps flying a
neutral flag and therefore liable to be
searched for contraband. It was a trick
WC outsets-es had practised in naval
manceuvres, and the Germans are such
painstaking copyists that, as likely as not,
they noted it at the time for future use.
.1.n, the published ()fatal account of our

M,P,

MeditfTrantan manceutTres in 1902,
read : " The same evening tat collier
Row ton, disguised as a German. steamer
by N fleet, left the harbour with an
officer aud signalman, from the fleet on
board, and an N torpedo-boat cashed
along her starboard side." We read how
the torpedo-boat was twice slipped to make
attacks on the blockading cruisers, whilu
the steamer went off to a port to telegraph
all she had seen. Prince Louis of
Battenberg, who was responsible for
these arrangements, the official account
goes on to relate, later on escaped by
making a decoy squadron carry double
sets of navigation lights and firing rackets
so as to confuse the vnemy's own rocket
signals,
The Bogus "Chase"
This recalls hose time Sumter escaped
from St. Pierre. liar captain found that
a ship in the harbour had arranged tii
signal to the Iroquois outside if he got
tinder way during darkness. He accordingly acted as if he were going south,
hiding under the high land, and when the
lights were displayed and the Iroquots
raced south, he slipped away to the northIt is a truism that the sea and the land
and the air have much to learn from each
other. I could not help thinking of
this when reading how our aeroplanes
pulled off a successful attack by chasing It
Taube manned by British airmen. leading
the Germans to cheer it onwards up to
the moment it successfully dropped its
bombs. Then my memory want back to
an a rti c le 'Which I wrote last February.
in which this very- mannerism was described of chasing one's own torpedit
craft into a harbour in order successfully
to get them in for attaching purposes
beforf. they are identified.
An Ancient Precedent
It is a fascinating subject rtuind which
one could weasn.: a book, this grand old
game of Mud. One sees old Howard
'dogging the Armada ; putting on what let
calls " a brag creintenance " for " notwithstanding that our own powder and
shot was well near all spent, We set cm
bra g Fyn fen a TIC:: a nd gave them chase,"
And then the same old brag cor:ntenaanc<comes to light When old. Duncan (afterwards Lord Camperdotitn), with his fleet
in the background in a state of mutiny,
ktcp: his own loyal ship in sight of the
enemy, busily making signals as thought
backed by a powerful fleet in the distance_
After all, the brag countenance is
probably older even than Gideon's three
hundred, who, " With their trumpets
and the empty pitchers and the lamps
within the pit chers," put to flight the
myriads of the Midianites " with camels
innumerable as the sands of the seashore."
" HOW WE ARE PAYING FOR 'THE WAR
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Australian soldiers calling for that,
Letters end parcels for the Anzacs on Gallipoli.
mail-bags, which were aboard H.M.S. Canopus.

Since the abOve article (which appeared
n-s
in the last number of TEE Wen
TRATF.D) was written, Mr. McKenna has
announced a further concession to family
men of moderate means. He tuts increased
the abatement in respect of each child
under sixteen years from £20 to £25, and
this has the effect of somewhat decreasing
the figures in the tables. 'The steep
gradient, however, is unattitted by this
concession, and the argument of the article
on this head holts good.

Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Lieut.-Col. A. F. DOUGLAS
HAMILTON,
O.C. 6th Cameron Highlanders

Lt.-Col. -111.111:ArilEt G. W.
GRANT, O.C. 8th Devonshire
Regiment.

See.-Lt. A. M. RICHARDSON,
2nd Gordon Highlanders.

Major W. J. S. BOSLEY,
6th K.O. Scottish Borderers.

Capt. C. Ci. PA ckeMUKE,
8th Royal Berkshire Regt.

Capt. G. W. ASHBY,
6th London Regt.

Lieut. CUTHBERT J. VYNER,
4th Oxford and Bucks L.I.

Lieut.-Col. J. H. DAUBER,
M.B., F.R.C.S.,
Royal Army Medical Corps.

Major G. D. MACPHERSON,
13th Royal Scots.

Lieut.-Col. W. T. GAISPORD,
O.C. 7th Seaforth
Highlanders.

Major A. W. YOUNG,
10th Sherwood Foresters.

ieut.-Col. A. F. Douglas-Hamilton, commanding 6th Cameron Highlanders, re-entered
his old regiment on the outbreak of war. Colonel Douglas-Hamilton. who entered
the Camerons in 1884. saw active sere ice in the Sudan. He was in the Rile Expedition,
receivMg the medal with clasps and the Bronze Star, and in 1885-86 he fought at Koshel
and Giniss with the Frontier Field Force.
Lieut.-Gil A. G. W. 44ant. commanding the 8th Devonshire Regiment, entered the
Duke of Cornwall's Light Infantry in 1890. He had several years' service in the West
Afriean Regiment, and in the Beer War was commandant at Hands River. Afterwards
he took part in many actbms. wee mentioned in despatches, and receiNed the Queen's Medal
with five clasps and the King's Medal with two clasps.
Lieut.-GA, W. T . Gaisford. commanding 7th seatorth Highlanders, was the son cf the
late Mr. Thomas Gaisford, and of the late Lady Alice Gaisford. Colonel Gaisford joined
the Scaforths in 1891.
Major G. D. Macpherson, 17th Royal Scots, reeeiveil his first commission in 1881 in the
Royal Munster Fusiliers. He was dangerously wounded in the South African War, was
mentioned in despatches, and awarded the Queen's Medal with three clasps.
The splendid heroism of Captain Douglas Carmichael, 9th Rifle Brigade. is illustrated on
another page. Captain Harold T. Cawley, M.P., 8th Manchester Regiment, volunteered
for active service on the outbreak of war. He became A.D.C. to General Douglas, and
went to the Dardanelles from Egypt. Captain Cawley, who was M.P. for the Heywood
Division of Lancashire, was the second son of Sir Frederick Cawley, Bart., I.Y.
Sec.-Lieut. the Hon. C. T. Mills, M.P., was Lord Hillingdon's eldest son.

Major W. EASTWOOD,
6th Royal Irish Regt.

Capt. DOUGLAS CARMICHAEL, 9th Rifle Brigade

Capt. H. T. CAWLEY, M.P., Sec.-Lieut. the Hon. C. T. Capt. DONALD MORRISDN, Limit. WILFRID J. WESTON,
8th Manchester Regt.
MILLS, M.P., 2nd Scots Guard .
6th K.O. Royal Lanes Regt.
6th York & Lancaster Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. GEORGE DIXON,
Sec.-Lieut. L. CROSS,
Sec.-Lieut. R. J. WILLIAMS.
Royal Engineers.
Royal Field Artillery.
9th Royal Welsh Fusiliers,
Portraits tot Etlio!t. ,C Pr", ram/y4•, fmfoydte.

Lieut. C. 0. SAYER,
7th Durham Light Infantry

GallantOfficer scores a Goal on the Field of War

An episode which strikingly illustrates the proverbial sporting
spirit of Britons on the battlefield tcok place in a recent assault on
the German trenches. The whispered order to charge went down
the line with lightning rapidity. and every man stormed over the

parapet. At this critical moment an officer kicked a football, with
the names of the members of his platoon chalked on it, towards the
German lines. Shouting " Follow up, lads " he led the may, krAt
was struck down before he had proceeded a tow paces

